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Abstract 

 

Mulberry and Peach is a novel written in the 1970s by a Chinese American writer named Nie 

Hualing (1925- ). It contains overlapping letters and diaries with flashbacks and flashforwards in 

first-person narration. Taohong is the new identity after Sangqing’s schizophrenia in the USA in 

1969-1970. The book first starts with Taohong’s letter, which introduces the main female character 

Sangqing´s life stories, told through her diaries between 1945-1970s in four places of her diasporic 

lives from mainland China, to Taiwan, then to the USA. 

 

The aim of this thesis is to explore the title of the book, the prologue and the epilogue, Sangqing’s 

first Dairy on Qutang Gorge (1945), and the four letters from Taohong, using the close reading 

method and combining the theories and concepts of characterization and symbolism, 

impressionistic, female aesthetic, intertextuality in literature and the cultural symbols for a deep and 

detailed text reading analysis.   

 

Firstly, Nie’s usage of first-person narration to tell the stories of the female protagonist demonstrates 

a feminist perspective. In particular, women’s identity and the awareness of women’s new immigrant 

identity due to new environmental challenges are the main point.  

 

Secondly, Nie is good at using literary techniques. She captures detailed moments of change in 

nature and it serves to reveal the symbolic imagery to strengthen the main thematic context, and it 

also enhances and consolidates the character creation.  

 

Lastly, this research shows that Nie uses intertextuality by employing the Chinese traditional 

Yongdian method. The references to ancient mythological figures illustrate the protagonist’s journey 

to self-identity through primitive imaginings. Nie also uses the classical Chinese poems, folk songs, 

and other Chinese cultural elements to embellish and enhance the symbolism and impact of the texts. 

Additionally, she also puts Western pop music lyrics and other visual elements into the novel. 

Through the lens of intertextuality, this analysis links together seemingly unconnected spatial and 

cultural elements in the novel. 

 

Nie’s style of writing, which combines Western modernism, postmodernism, and classical Chinese 

literary traditions, is due to her ability to master and interpret ancient Chinese culture and Western 

modernism in a state of fluency. The most exceptional part of the novel is that Nie uses the above 
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techniques simultaneously, creating intricate layers of meaning for readers to dissect. This work 

broadens the ways in which the text can convey other literary and cultural phenomena and meanings. 

Readers will have the opportunity to experience Nie Hualing’s rebellious, challenging, and 

innovative style of writing that merges East and West.  

 

Key word: Nie Hualing, Chinese cultural symbols, impressionism, Intertextuality, Diasporic 

literature, Mulberry and Peach, Sangqing yu Taohong, Overseas Chinese literature  

 

摘要 

《桑青与桃红》是旅美华人作家聂华苓 (1925- ) 在 1970年代采用独白叙述特征的信件与

日记交叉重叠的倒叙顺叙的形式所作的一部长篇小说。桃红是桑青于 1969-1970年间在美国

得精神分裂后的新身份。小说经由桃红在 1970年代的美国发出的四封给移民局官员的信

件， 引出了女主人公桑青在 1945-1970 年代四个时间片段里四个不同地方所记载的离散经

历。 

本论文采用近距离阅读的方法，结合使用人物象征，印象主义及女性美学主义，文学互文性

与文化象征等理论概念，对该小说的题目，楔子与跋，桑青所写的第一部有关瞿塘峡的日记

（1945）,及桃红所写四封信件进行了研究， 

首先， 聂华苓通过女性主义主角的视角-第一人称独白叙述，女性身份以及作为新移民的女

性在面临新文化巨大挑战的过程中展现的个人觉醒意识是一个重点。 

其次，聂善用文学印象主义手法,通过对自然环境瞬间变化的细腻捕捉，展示了其象征意象

对主题语境的烘托气氛，同时加强加深了对人物性格的塑造作用。 

 

最后，通过研究发现, 聂以中国传统用典式的互文性手法，在小说首尾引用诸如古代神话人

物作为其身份认同原始意象; 在桑青瞿塘峡日记中使用中国古典诗歌，民谣及其他中国文化

元素去点缀加强文本的象征性及感染力。此外，她也在桃红信件里将西方流行歌曲及其他视

觉文化元素掺揉进了小说。通过对互文性的透视，这个分析链接了小说里不相关的跨时空的

文化元素。 

聂的这种集西方现代主义，后现代主义与中国古典文学传统于一体的写作风格，缘自于聂华

苓能够驾驭，解读中国古文化与西方现代主义，并融合两者于通融自如的状态。尤为特殊的

是，聂所选择的以上手法，同时为读者创建了多重意义的剖析层次。这部作品拓宽了文本所
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传递的兼带其他文学文化现象及意义的途径。读者更可以有机会去体验聂华苓所展现的具有

叛逆性，挑战性，创新性的中西合并的写作风格。 

 

关键词： 聂华苓 中国文化象征 互文性 印象主义 离散文学 桑青与桃红 海外中国文学  
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1. Foreword  

Through the detailed reading of two books The portraits from three lives 三生影像 by Nie Hualing 

聂华苓, and Taipei People 台北人 by Bai Xianyong 白先勇, I started to think about , although these 

two writers who have differences in age, gender, and genres, they are both mainland- born Chinese 

Taiwanese writers. As a reader it is easily to see how their works have shown the common traits in 

following points:  

I. Having a strong traditional Chinese cultural element. 

II. Feminist theme has a significant role. 

III. Western literary narrative techniques are a modern tool to combine point I and point II.   

In this case, you cannot avoid asking:  Is it possible that their similar residences could be a main 

reason for their writing similarities? Both were born in China in the 1920s and the1930s, and later on 

they moved to Taiwan at the end of the 1940s. In the 1960s both of them moved to the USA, and 

since then they have become active well- known overseas Chinese writers. The common educational 

system both gave Nie and Bai traditional Chinese learning in classical Chinese and modern Chinese 

in their youths. In addition, they also got the opportunity to learn English in their school lives, and so 

in this case they were already educated by the international influences beyond the average Chinese 

school children of the same age. In their youth, they migrated from mainland China to Taiwan, and 

then to the USA. This is a clear clue to link up above points. Their life experiences gave them good 

mixtures of different components of time and environments.  It allowed them to use Chinese classical 

stories as the intertextualities to describe the characters’ internal worlds.  

Many interesting points of view mentioned above became the motivation for this study.  

Unfortunately I realized that this master thesis lacks the space to do a comparative study between 

those two books. So  in the end the decision landed on one book from Nie Hualing, Mulberry and 

Peach, Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红, one of her first successful novels. Another book I already 

studied was Nie Hualing’s The portraits from three lives 三生影像. It will be a good complimentary 

material which supports the historical evidences for reading Sangqing yu Taohong. 

The first time I heard about Nie Hualing was in mainland China during the 1980s. It was a special 

period for China as a country that began to accept new cultural influences from other parts of the 
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world after a long period of isolation since 1949. Nie Hualing was one of those well-known overseas 

Chinese writers with the international background. Other names in my mind were many novelists, 

such like Bai Xianyong 白先勇, Yu Lihua 于梨华,  Chen Ruoxi 陈若曦, Li Ang 李昂, Poet Xi 

Murong 席慕蓉, and non – fictional text writer San Mao 三毛. Also, there were more names from 

Taiwan and Hong Kong who were popular too, such as the female writers Qiong Yao 琼瑶, Yi Su 亦

舒, Li Bihua 李碧华. These female writers created a modern style in theme of romantic yanqing 

xiaoshuo 言情小说. The male writers were famous for their Wuxia 武侠1 genres; These writers 

included Jin Yong 金庸,  Gu Long 古龙 and Liang Yu Sheng 梁羽生. Later on with more studies, 

several names came into the list and they were interesting too, Lin Yutang 林语堂(USA), Liang 

Shiqiu 梁实秋, Chen Yingzhen 陈映真, Li Ang 李昂, etc.… One special person Bo Yang 柏杨 had 

written a non- fiction essay The ugly Chinese, and it was a debated book from the end of 1980s to the 

beginning of the1990s. All the writers were mentioned had brought in new style of expression that 

was totally different from the contemporary Chinese language writing style in mainland, and this 

difference was due to the fact that the mentioned writers above were overseas writers.  

In the1980s-1990s China has experienced an exoteric period for other cultures, languages and 

philosophies so the young generation got a good opportunity to get in touch with Western cultures, 

languages as well as getting in touch with Chinese writers overseas, such as Nie Hualing. The 

opportunity to examine Nie Hualing’s first successful novel Mulberry and Peach / Sangqing Yu 

Taohong 桑青与桃红 sounds like a dream.     

2. Aims and Questions       

The purpose of this dissertation is to explore and go through close reading of the novel’s literary 

fields in characterization and symbolism. I will also consider the impressionistic depiction technique 

in nature imagery and intertextuality and cultural symbols for a deep and detailed text reading 

analysis for the title, the prologue and the epilogue, Sangqing’s Diary on Qutang Gorge in China and 

Taohong’s letters in the USA. I expected through the evidential analysis to find out the 

 
1 Wu Xia 武侠, A Chinese traditional image which indicated to Kungfu hero, people are generous with high morals and carry Kungfu 

skills to help others, they fight for the poor and weak people by challenging the evil forces.   
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interrelationships for those areas, and further to explore Nie Hualing’s writing style with an 

awareness of impressionism and an exploration of the symbolic meanings in her works.  

 

What is the significance of the elements above? Through the research what will be discovered about 

Nie’s writing style?  

 

3. Introduction of novel Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 

Sangqing yu Taohong is about how human life would be affected during social and political 

changes through a young lady’s psychological fragmentation. The story is considered a symbolic 

literature, culturally and socially, and referring to Chinese politics due to the split by the civil war 

between GMD2 / KTM and GCD3/ CCP. I believe the book will send more messages by its own 

characters which I am expecting to research further. I am curious to find out why this book was 

forbidden to be published both in Taiwan and mainland China in the 1970s and 1980s. This gave me 

an incentive to do research on this book.  

Sangqing and Taohong 桑青与桃红 was published in early 1970s in Taiwan. The book describes a 

mainland girl, Sangqing, who transformed into an American woman Taohong, with two spilt 

identities during her life in exile from the 1950s-1970s.  

This book has been published in more than seven different versions. This caused further inquiries: 

What reasons were behind seven versions? An introduction of Nie Hualing from an online 

bookstore’s wandering story4. Nie had her own words about this book in different versions: "There 

are versions were chopped by a big knife without logic. There are versions were cut by small knives, 

and there is also the original version without a word cut out ”5 “有大刀亂砍的版本，有小刀修剪的

版本，有一字不漏的全本。”6  According to her own words I naturally really want to see the 

original book from beginning. The first time this book was published in the newspaper “ Union 

Newspaper 联合报” in Taiwan.  The publishing of the book was a melodrama because it was 

 
2 Guoming Dang 国民党, the national republic party which left China for Taiwan.  

3 Gongchan Dang, 共产党 the Communistic Party who took the power in China.  
4 https://www.books.com.tw/products/0010847459 
5 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
6 https://www.books.com.tw/products/0010847459 
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interrupted due to the political issue and the sexual scale. Since then this book’s destiny just like the 

main character in this book, it has been treated differently in mainland China, Hongkong and Taiwan 

with different reasons until in1997 when the last version was published in Taiwan´s “ Times weekly 

newspaper 时代周报”. Now you can read the novel online with the full version.  

 

Another literature analyst Li Oufan, mentioned, that the book played a vanguard role with its artistic 

style but was interpreted mostly by political perspectives in the1970s.  Successively, it became the 

feminist phycological research material in the 1980s. During the 1990s the book became a model in 

understanding and researching diaspora literature, especially in American universities7.  

 

For all the reasons above I believe the English version of Sangqing yu Taohong, which was 

translated to Mulberry and Peach would be more trustworthy for its loyalty to the original version 

without any cuts and rewrites.  But the reality shows that the English version book I have used in this 

thesis has shown the opposite result. The English version was cut more than I imagined, especially in 

the prologue part.  

 

The novel tells us of Sangqing, a mainland girl who left China for Taiwan in 1949 and lived there 

during the 1950-1960s. The migration to the USA was the last part of her life as well as the last part 

of the book. Sangqing was transformed to Taohong, and the woman’s two identities with 

schizophrenia characteristics are the main point in this book. One world or more than one world for 

the main characters? Reality or illusion? One main female character or two main female characters? 

The changing time and the places can cause a lot of confusions when the reader digs deeper in this 

book.  

 

Here I need to declare that two different versions of the book have different contents. I started to read 

Mulberry and Peach 8 in the English version, which was published both in New York and Beijing 

with the cooperation between the publishers from USA and China. Later I received the Chinese 

version Sangqing yu Tao Hong 桑青与桃红9 which was published in Hong Kong in 2009, and it still 

was a cooperation work between Hong Kong and Singapore. When I finished the analysis of the 

 
7 https://www.books.com.tw/products/0010847459 
8 Nieh, Hualing, Two women of China Mulberry and Peach, translated by Jane Parish Yang with Linda Lapping, Sino Publishing 

Company in New York and New world Press in Beijing, 1981 (English version 1981)  
9 Nie, Hualing  Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 , Mingbao publishing house and Singapore youth Publishing house, 2009, Hong 

Kong ( Chinese version 2009)  
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prologue and started to read the Chinese version, I discovered many lines were cut from the English 

version because of the political and sexual content, or descriptions that reduced the holistic picture 

for the information from the original texts. For this reason I made a decision that I started to read 

Chinese version first to get a general impression, then read the English version.  

 

The novel is structured by letters and diaries with the entry as a Prologue The man from the USA 

Immigration Office 10 Then the following parts have a parallel structured form in turn by switching 

from the letters to diary entries four times, and in the end Nie added an Epilogue Princess Bird and 

the Sea. Taohong is the narrator in the letters. She wrote to the immigration officer, Mr. Dark, who 

was also looking for Sangqing, and he thought Taohong was Sangqing, but Taohong denied it. In 

every letter Taohong tried to tell Mr. Dark about Sangqing’s story through Sangqing’s diaries. Nie 

structured the book into a parallel narrative form overlapping the space and time as we see two 

female roles clearly in the allowing structure11 :  

Prologue -The Man from the USA Immigration Service  

Part I  

(1) Peach’s first letter to the man from the USA Immigration Service  (Jan ,1970) 

(2) Mulberry’s notebook  (19450728- 19450810) – from the Qutang Gorge  

Part II  

(1) Peach’s second letter to the man from the USA Immigration Service  (Feb 2, 1970)  

(2) Mulberry’s notebook – Peiping, the Besieged City (194812-194903)  

Part III 

(1) Peach’s third letter to the man from the USA Immigration Service  (Feb 22, 1970) 

(2) Mulberry’s notebook – an Attic in Taiwan (1957 summer-1959 summer)   

Part IV 

(1) Peach’s fourth letter to the man from the USA Immigration Service   (March 21, 1970) 

(2) Mulberry’s notebook (196907- 1970 Jan) USA 

Epilogue- Princess bird and the sea     

  

We see the characters evidently were already established by the visible storyteller Taohong’s 

perspective to introduce an invisible character Sangqing in the prologue. And in the further narrative 

structures we see the parallel narrative lines which are based on Taohong’s letter and Sangqing’s 

notebook. In this case Taohong became an introducer to Mr. Dark which then let Sangqing talk about 

 
10 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.1-5, all the citations come from these pages. 
11 Ibid  
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her life in the first person. For this invisible Mr. Dark, the distance between him and Sangqing, an 

earlier persona of Taohong became closer.  

 

In addition to those three mentioned main characters, there are so many secondary characters that 

will show up in different parts on the diasporic journeys which Sangqing mentions in four spatial 

dimensions.  

I made a list of Sangqing’s main relationships to others in this book.  

Sangqing’s family  

Father, Mother, Husband Shen Jiagang 沈家纲, and Daughter Sangwa 桑娃, Mother-in-law 沈伯母  

Sangqing’s closer relationships 

Lao Shi 老史,  Exiled student,流亡学生 Uncle Cai 蔡叔 , Aunty Cai 蔡婶, Professor Jiang Yibo 江

一波教授,Helen, Jiang’s wife, Little Deng 小邓, Mr. Smith, ( Taohong’s chauffeur during the trip) 

Polish Jewish 波兰犹太人 ( Taohong´s private company during her trip) 

Other secondary figures  

The Old gentleman 老先生, Peach flower woman 桃花女, Servant girls Chunxi & Xingxing 春喜和

杏杏, Little Deng’s sister and sister-in- law etc.  小邓之姐及其丈夫. 

 

Nie’s own words are the excellent comments to her novel. She never expected the reactions from 

readers and societies that the novel could become controversial literature with the argumentations in 

her “ambitions” in the content, technique, theme, and expression which did not allow people to 

understand the book easily. Nowadays, this novel is used in research areas and as the material in 

Ethnicity literature, Feminist literature, comparative literature. The citation from Nie’s own 

comment may give us more understanding for the novel’s winding fate: “This novel has experienced 

many vicissitudes that range from death to life, and now it has returned to life again. Isn’t human’s 

life just like that?”12  “這部小說東兜西轉，歷盡滄桑，起死回生，現在又復活了。這豈不也

是’人’的命運？”13 

 

4. The writer Nie Hualing 聂华苓   

 
12 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
13 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 ( Chinese version 2009 ) , p.vii 
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Nie Hualing (1925- ) was born in Hubei province in 1925 and in the 1960s she migrated to the 

United States. Nie Hualing graduated from Foreign language department, Center University of 

Nanjing’s foreign language department in 1948, and moved to Taiwan in1949. Her first job was 

editor at the “Free China journal 自由中国” Magazine press and as the only female employee, she 

was praised by Lei for her good writing skills. Lei was the famous scholar and a former official in 

the KMT (Goemin dang 国民党) and was imprisoned later by Chiang Kai-Shek / Jiang Jisei 蒋介石. 

Nia Hualing started to write prose and short stories at the same time as she mentioned in her 

autobiography The portraits from three lives 三生影像14. In this autobiography she mentioned her 

mother was the inspiration for her increasing interest in Chinese classical literature. Nie wrote: “I 

like to listen to her (voice). I like Meng Lijun in Eternal happiness15. 我靠在她身边听。我最喜欢

《再生缘》的孟丽君。” 16. Nie’s mother had learned Classical Chinese basic texts in an old style 

private school, and she liked to read more old novels and read them with a “soft voice to sing”17 xi 

sheng yindu 细声吟读18. So Nie heard a lot about classical Chinese literature. Nie’s mother 

recommended A dream of red mansions 红楼梦 as a good book. “I read one sentence and you read 

another19. 这是好书啊，我读一句，你读一句。”20 Nie’s mother said that book was also as “a bad 

book 邪书”21.  

When the anti -Japanese war started in 1937 Nie was in the middle school in Hubei Province, and 

soon after the war started she left home for her continuing study in a place called En Shi 恩施,which 

was close to Chongqing. Nie’s mother insisted to Nie that “You must go to school and study. 你一定

要上学读书。”22 Nie did not want to leave her mother, but the latter insisted: “I depend on you to 

 
14 Nie Hualing , Lei Qingtian 雷青天，The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing , p.161 
15 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  

16 Nie Hualing , Lei Qingtian 雷青天，The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing , p. 27  
17 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  

18 Nie Hualing , The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing, p. 27 
19 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  

20 Nie Hualing , The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing, p. 27 
21 Ibid p.34 
22 Ibid p.79 
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let me feel proud of you in the future.  我就靠你们以后为我扬眉吐气了. ”23 Nie said “That last 

sentence determined my whole life. 那最后一句话， 决定了我的一生。 ”24 Nie’s mother played a 

very important role in Nie’s life. Later she went to National no. 12 senior high school in Changshou, 

a place nearby Chongqing25. Nie continued to study in the National Center University in Chongqing. 

She studied in the Economics Department in the first year, but later she changed to the Foreign 

language department. English romantic literatures provided the basic learning materials. Nie 

mentioned her university life with English literature, History, Romantic poets, and Shakespeare, 

Keats, Shelly, Byron were the familiar names in her studies.26 Because of Nie’s language and 

literature knowledge, she was also acquainted with Virginia Woolf, and “Who is afraid of Virginia 

Woolf’?”27 was a text in Sangqing yu Taohong.  

 

Nie wrote about her childhood as a girl to deal with family, the world and her first relocation to the 

Three Gorges on the Yangtze River as a teenager, as well as studying and escaping during the 

Japanese war. An optimistic and open brave girl put studying as a high priority both because of her 

motivation and her mother’s encouragement. Her mother was the main pillar in her life.  

 

Nie lived in the most tumultuous period in China when western modernizations took the Qing 

dynasty away, the civil wars took place in China, the Japanese invasion of China, and the fighting 

between KMT and CCP. All of these factors had a huge imprint on Nie’s life. When the Qing 

dynasty was knocked down in 1911, Nie’s grandfather was a typical old-Chinese man who married a 

young girl called Zhen Jun 真君28
who did not know her age. Zhen Jun became the archetypal 

character for one of those secondary characters Chunxi 春喜29
 in part II Sangqing yu Taohong.  

 

The years from 1916 to1927 were a period of internal chaos by different warlords in China. The 

political fragments and divisions helped the Nationalists dominate China. The nationalists also 

played the main role fighting the Japanese in 1937 and the civil wars against the Communists which 

took place twice: one time in 1927-1937, and another After WWII. Chinese warlords struggled with 

 
23 Nie Hualing , The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing, p.79 
24 Ibid p.79 
25 Ibid p.109 
26 Ibid p.117  
27 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 ( Chinese version 2009 ), p.3  

28 Nie Hualing , Lei Qingtian 雷青天，The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing , p.48 

29 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 ( Chinese version 2009 ), p.106 
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the maneuverings and the areas were controlled mostly by three big warlords and many small 

warlords. During this period Chiang Kai-Shek (1888-1975) emerged as a key military leader and 

crusaded against warlords and ended the state of separatist warlord regimes with his nationalists30. 

Nie Hualing noted in 1929 when her father who worked in the Gui warlord 桂系军阀 took the whole 

family to escape from the center regime, “...Her father sometimes disappeared suddenly, then 

suddenly came back, just liked playing hide and seek.31” Nie said she was scared and dared not to 

move, “I tasted terror for the first time. ”32  Nie Hualing was only four years old.  She had gone 

through hard times since she was little.  

 

China has gone through a rapid modernization during the early 1930s in major cities in China. 

School children in the urban middle class had a western lifestyle. In the intellectual world, more and 

more students were getting comfortable with the western, modern thinking. For many Chinese 

people in urban areas, China was an open country while traditional Chinese culture was still strong at 

that time in the countryside, principally among poor rural areas as the British economist R.H Tayney 

explained in his report in the early 1930s, Chinese peasants still lived in undeveloped conditions just 

as they did in the Qing dynasty33. We also need to remember that the KMT 国民党 and the CCP 共

产党 cooperated several times during these 20 to 30 years, especially when Japanese invasion 

threatened China. Nie’s father died in a battle with the CCP, and it affected Nie’s family’s living 

situation in 1936. “Mother spread out the newspaper (Wuhan Daily). The thick black headline read: 

‘The coordinator in Guizhou Pinyue, Nie Nufu has been martyrized. 母亲摊开报纸。粗黑的头号标

题：贵州平越专员聂怒夫殉难。’”34. In 1937 the Japanese invasion of China started, and life for 

Nie Hualing and other civilians became chaotic. Taohong’s first notebook is based on this period.  

 

This struggling period with different forces coming from foreign invaders, inspired young 

intellectuals to be patriotists to save China by modernizing thinking through Science and Democracy. 

In Chinese culture and value for intellectuals, to be you guo you min 忧国忧民 has been a duty since 

ancient China. These Chinese characters mean concern for country and people, originally 

 
30Ebrey, Patricia Buckley, Cambridge Illustrated history China, Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom 1996, p.276  

31 Nie Hualing , The portraits from three lives 三生影像, p.160, translated by Ling Nyfelt  
32 Ibid. p.160   
33 Ebrey, Patricia Buckley, Cambridge Illustrated history China, Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom 1996  

34 Nie Hualing , The portraits from three lives 三生影像, p.62,  translated by Ling Nyfelt  
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documented in The strategies of the Warring states – Qi strategies 战国策 齐策:  “寡人忧国忧民， 

固愿得士以治之.。” – “I am concerned alone for the country and the people, so I would like to 

employ the intellectuals to administer the country.”35 These words from Qixuan King. The 

intellectuals with a such quality the loyalty had been kept as a unique traditional classification which 

had been set down for a long time ago in the Confucius school.  

 

In the beginning of the 1900s many young Chinese intellectuals were involved in New culture 

movements 新文化运动. Consequently, new magazines were found and in 1915, publications like 

New Youth 新青年 by Chen Duxiu 陈独秀 became the symbol for free expressing for young 

generations in China. New culture movements also led the modernization for Chinese language via 

Modern Chinese language or Colloquial Chinese  白话文运动 in writing system, replacing Classical 

Chinese 文言文. Lu Xun was one pioneer who wrote novels criticizing old Chinese society and 

cultural bias in modern Chinese language. Young students in China quickly absorbed modern 

ideologies in this period. The spirit of “Free China ” is the idealistic target for the young intellectual 

generation during the era of Republic of China, or MinGuo 民国 Period. Nie’s youth was influenced 

by all these factors.   

 

Here we also need to consider another perspective from a book by Chinese scholar Bai Shouyi36; He 

pointed out “The main ideological trend in learning and culture of the early twentieth century was the 

ideology of the bourgeois democratic revolution.”37 This main point could be easily understood why 

the Chinese civil war started between Nationalists and Communists. The Chinese National Party was 

settled by Sun Zhongshan in Shanghai in 1894. The Communist Party of China was established in 

1921 in the same city. Both parties had been influenced by the modernized western ideologies. The 

National Party was close to the British and American alliance while the Communist Party of China 

learned closer Marxism-Leninism. An influential book was The Russian Revolution, written and 

published by Li Dazhao in 1918.  His enthusiasm that the “Red flag” would cover all over the world 

in the future was announced in his book “A comparison Between the French and Russian 

 
35 http://www.hydcd.com/cy/htm5/yg3837.htm （20220220） 
36 Bai, Shouyi, p. 513, An outline history of China, Foreign languages press, 1982, Beijing  
37 Ibid p.513  

http://www.hydcd.com/cy/htm5/yg3837.htm
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Revolutions.”38. Now we can see direct causes for the conflicts, which had international connections. 

The civil wars between these two Chinese parties happened twice. In 1927, there was a big anti- 

communist “White Terror” in Shanghai, when Chinese National Party searched and killed many 

communist party members and organizers39.  The Nationalists favored a type of westernization that 

benefited the middle-class. This was not accepted by the CCP 共产党 whose ideologies were rooted 

in reforms that would support majority people among the working class in China. The CCP 共产党

criticized federalism and foreign aggression as in their attempt to save the country since the new 

culture movements.40  

 

Unfortunately in the end, KMT 国民党 and CCP 共产党 could not work in the same boat, reflected 

but the Chinese saying “Two tigers cannot exist in the same mountain  一山容不得二虎” . Mao 毛

took control in mainland China and Chiang 蒋 fled to Taiwan. Since then both sides have admitted 

just the One China policy. Nie Hualing got married in Beijing in 1948 and saw the PLA41 came and 

take the capital city on the February 3rd, 1949.42 Several months after she moved to Taiwan in 1949 

together with her husband.43 This life period was also the model to the second part where Sangqing 

got married in Peking at the same period in Sangqing yu Taohong.   

 

Nie used a pop song that was sung by Zi Wei 紫薇 to symbolize how Taiwan’s situation looked 

like : “This green island looks like a boat rocking in the moon-night. 这绿岛象一只船在月夜里摇

呀摇。”
44
 Taiwan was not a stable place because of geographic and political circumstances.   

 

Around the same time, Nie Hualing worked as an editor at the Magazine “Free China Journal 自由中

国” in Taiwan. And through her experiences we would understand more about what was happening 

in Taiwan at the time. It was nothing to do with freedom, but rather the struggle between the 

intellectuals and the regime. On one side were the young scholars who have wanted democracy since 

the new culture movement and on the other side was the Chiang regime which wanted control as the 

old feudalists did in the old times. The Chiang side wanted use the traditions as a defense against the 

Communists.  

 
38 Bai, Shouyi, p. 513, An outline history of China, Foreign languages press, 1982, Beijing p. 527 
39 Ebrey, Patricia Buckley, Cambridge Illustrated history China, Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom 1996, P. 276 
40 Bai, Shouyi, P. 513, An outline history of China, Foreign languages press, 1982, Beijing, p.527 
41 PLA People’s Liberation Army of China 

42 Nie Hualing , The portraits from three lives 三生影像, p.125 
43 Ibid p.124-p.130 
44 Ibid 159  
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After Nie meet her husband, an American poet and writer, her life broadened. Nie’s most triumphant 

contribution besides writing was her effort, together with her passed husband Paul Engle (1908 -

1991), for the promotion of international literature. In 1967, after she moved to Iowa, she and Paul 

Engle founded International the writing program at the Iowa University. Within 40 years, this 

International writing program hosted more than 1,200 writers from the world. Many writers were 

from Eastern Europe by recommendations of Czesalaw Mikosz, the winner of the Nobel prize in 

literature. Even the Turkey writer Orhan Pamuk, was invited and he spent time in the International 

writer’s workshop. There were writers who spoke the same languages and shared the same culture, 

but there also writers from opposing enemy countries, such as East and West Germany, Israel and 

Palestine. Dissident writers from eastern European countries, the Middle East, Africa and the Far 

East also participated in the International Writing Program. In this part of her life, her writing motive 

and theme were Escape and imprisonment45. Unfortunately, Nie lost her younger brother in a plane 

crash in the 1950s, and Nie’s mother died in Taiwan in the 1960s. Nie lost more family members 

after her father went away in the 1930s.  

 

Nie Hualing and Paul Engle had also arranged a unique meeting for more than a hundred writers 

both from mainland China and Taiwan in 1979 since the country was separated into People’s 

republic China and Republic China in 1949. In 1976 Nie Hualing was recommended together with 

her husband as candidates to Nobel Peace Prize by those writers46. 

Despite living in the USA, Nie was blacklisted by the Taiwan regime. Her transgressions included 

visiting to Lei Zhen in 1974, translating Mao Zedong’s poetry in early 1970s, visiting mainland 

China in 1978, hosting “China weekend” and invited writers from Taiwan, Hong Kong and mainland 

China in 1979. Until 1988, when the political intensity between Taiwan and mainland China lessened 

a bit, Nie Hualing returned to Taiwan and her name finally was taken off the blacklist47.  

In 1963 Paul Engle got a scholarship from The Rockefeller Foundation and visited Taiwan, which 

was the first time he met Nie Hualing. Nie moved to Iowa and they got married in 1971. In 1967, 

they created International writing program, which was different from International writer workshop 

according to the dissimilar plans, targets and objectives. Nie’s life as a new immigrant was not easy 

 
45 Nie Hualing, The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing P.567 

46 Ibid, Yao, Jiawei ,放眼世界文学心-专访名作家聂华苓女士, p.560, 
47 Ibid p.565 
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and she finally found out that to free her soul through her voice was only possible in her mother- 

tongue. Later on in the 1970s, she started to write in Chinese and the roots she found out are Chinese 

roots. “During those years, I read, I lived, I experienced, I thought, I explored. When I discovered 

that only when I use Chinese to write about Chinese people and Chinese events, could I feel free like 

a fish in the water. I understood that my mother- tongue is my root. China is my old home town. 

Iowa is my home.”- “那幾年，我讀書，我生活，我體驗，我思考，我探索。當我發覺只有用

中文寫中國人，中國事，我才如魚得水，自由自在。我才知道，我的母語就是我的根。中國

是我的原鄉。愛荷華是我的家。”48 Some of the experiences and thoughts from Nie Hualing in 

her new home would be the sources for Sangqing’s life and Taohong’s life in the USA in the 

beginning of 1970s. Nie also mentioned that she got inspiration from a book called Man against 

himself which was written by Karl Menninger ( 1893-1990), an American psychiatrist.  

 

Nie’s husband Paul Engel was an active poet, writer and editor in Iowa. After twenty-five year’s 

management, Writer workshop had developed well and it awarded young writers Master degrees 

after two years of studies for literature. Some of the foreign writers were Yu Guangzhong 余光中, 

Ye Weilian 叶维廉, Bai Xianyong 白先勇, Wang Wenxing 王文兴 and Ou Yangzi 欧阳子49
 . 

Through the International writing program Nie Hualing and Paul Engle invited the exceptional 

foreign writers in residence at Iowa university for several months for writing, discussion, reading 

loudly and travelling50.  

 

Many outstanding Chinese mainland writers and Taiwanese writers met in Iowa for the first time 

after 1949.The whole list for those writers who joined the activities with the International writer’s 

workshop will be added in the appendix.51….  

 

In the autobiography collection The portraits of three lives 《三生影像》Nie Hualing had several 

essays about the meetings with Chinese mainland writers Ding Ling 丁玲, Ai Qing 艾青, Wang Anyi 

 
48 Zong, Peiyu, Nie, Hualing  Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 , Mingbao publishing house and Singapore youth Publishing house , 

2009, Hong Kong ( Chinese version in complexed characters ) , p.VI 
49 All these writers were from Taiwan. 
50 Ibid p.11 

51 Nie Hualing ,The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing, p.565 
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王安忆 and Ru Zhi Juan 茹志鹃, Shen Congwen 沈从文, and also the Taiwanese writers Yang Kui

杨逵, Chen Yingzhen 陈映真 and Bo Yang 柏杨. The essays about those people are worthwhile to 

read and to do a research on them. The obvious reason is that the deeper discussions around 

humanities in different environments would help readers think.  

 

Another comment from Li Jun, a professor in the Literature Institute of Nanjing University pointed 

out that Nie noted Chinese people’s wandering clues passing though Chinese history into the world 

in the 20th century52.  Nie Hualing’s living and writing world were far beyond many writers 

according to her international and modernized mindset as she said herself in her article “The 

individual writing and the world literature”: “After knowing writers from many regions; and reading 

their works, I discovered that the destiny for Chinese people was the destiny for human beings in the 

20th century, my interactions with world literature and my subsequent understanding. “  “个人创作

与世界文学,  “ 我和许多地区的作家认识以后，读到他们的作品，发现中国人的命运，也就

是 20 世纪人的命运。我和世界文学接触所得到的这份感受，扩大了我的视野影响了我的创

作。”53 

Sadly in 1991 Paul Engle died at the airport on the way from the USA to Poland, and this moment 

became the sad love saga for Nie Hualing and Paul Engel. In the end of her book The portraits from 

three lives 《三生影像 》she finished the book by her husband’s unfinished poem:  

“When I am dying – 1991, continuing, Paul Engel  

Don’t bring the napkins,  

Don’t bring the handkerchief,  

Don’t cry …”54 

Now Nie Hualing lives in Iowa.   

Nie’s personal life on loss of her family members:  

1936, her father was killed by the Red Army in China;  

1951, her first younger brother died in the plane crash in Taiwan’s army; 

1962, her mother died of lung cancer in Taiwan.  

 
52 Nie Hualing ,The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing p.574 
53 Ibid, p.583, translated by Ling Nyfelt  

54 Nie Hualing ,The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing p.550, translated by Ling Nyfelt  
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1991, her husband died at the airport in the USA while on his way to Poland.  

 

5. Theories, the Method and the Limitations  

This part will be split up in four sections. The first section is about earlier research, and the second 

section is about relevant researches; the third section will be the theories, main concepts, and the 

method, and the last section are limitations for this thesis.    

 

5.1  Earlier Research of Sangqing yu Taohong  

Some earlier studies I went through could be categorized into several distinct areas.   

 

Through libraries and online searching I found most of the research of Nie Hualing had been done in 

North America and in Taiwan. Mainland China started to pay attention to diaspora literature in recent 

decades and some of the research is based on literature technique studies and feminist studies.  

Through reading several research theses from the USA, Taiwan and China I found out there are main 

areas of interests for previous scholars. They have shown their interests to study Sangqing yu 

Taohong: Social & historical study, Feministic diaspora studies and Literature technique studies, and 

even psychology studies.  

 

In Social & historical studies, the authors were interested in the civil war in China between and the 

conflicts of political parties, particularly using female character’s symbolized significances.  

  

Feministic diaspora literature studies put the focus on Taohong’s new identity as a female Asian 

American at the end of 1960s-1970s, and they also expanded to explore how the Chinese overseas 

scholars deal with own confusion and conflicts regarding their identities.   

 

Li Oufan (Leo Lee) 李欧梵, a scholar of literature criticism has paid attention to Nie’s works. He 

agreed with this book representing the Chinese people who lived out of China due to their diaspora 

double identities between the cultures, languages and nationalities, and in turn it created the conflicts 

and confusing55. Of course, the feministic perspective was strong too.  

 

 
55 Li, Oufan, https://www.youduzw.com/6/2093/64609.html (20220303)  

https://www.youduzw.com/6/2093/64609.html
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Some of the North American scholars such as Feng; Pin-Chia, did research on the immigrational 

identities to handle space, roots and other discourses. She mentioned Stuart Hall as “Cultural 

diasporar -ization” – “the process of unsettling, recombination, hybridization and ‘cut-and-mix’” of 

diasporic culture.56 When she discussed Nie’s liminal writing space as the representation to 

transnational areas, Feng also captured several theatrical performances which she stressed that Nie 

created through cultural representations by the protagonists showing the social and historical impacts 

from China, Taiwan to the USA.   

 

The interesting point I pay attention to is Feng’s idea of “At home and elsewhere” that forced 

overseas Chinese middle-class writers face a reality in which the USA became a new home when 

Taiwan inevitably became a past, and oversea writers had a tendency to over identify with China 

with “Sino centrism”57. I would like to interpret the phenomena as a process to search for the 

“original root” for a strong connection with security. Unavoidably, this is a natural process for 

immigrants who need time to find a new identity in a new place where some processes must be done 

by the “cut - and- mix” model that we will find in Sangqing yu Taohong. I also believe we can find 

more evidence later, but not right now.  

 

When we talk about literature technique studies , The famous Taiwanese writer Bai Xianyong 白先勇

mentioned Sangqing yu Taohong on the theme as diaspora literature with political focus through a 

historical clue in China and he also lifted the expressive style impressionism and its effects.58  He 

combined several aspects to study Sangqing yu Taohong.   

 

In literature genre and theme study, the American scholar FitzGerald compared Nie Hualing with 

Lu Xun (1881-1936) and called her work “Dairy of Madwoman” and “was rewriting Lu Xun” in 

Sangqing yu Taohong 59. Just from the title then we know the research focus was on the narrative 

form and theme of the spirit from new movement. She thought Nie’s novel was “filled with images 

of cannibalism and features a schizophrenic character who serves as allegorical symbol of the 

Chinese nation. ”60 Furthermore, the research result from FitzGerald went further to indicate the 

“madness” was the symbol of the Western colonialism. The sharpest critique from FitzGerald was 

 
56 Feng, Pin- Chia Diasporic representations: Reading Chinese American women´s fiction, p.131 
57 Ibid p.138  
58 Bai, Xianyong,  https://www.thenewslens.com/article/131717 (20220303) 
59 FitzGerald, Carolyn, Fits Gerald, Carolyn, "Diary of a Madwoman" Traversing the Diaspora: Rewriting Lu Xun in Hualing Nieh's 

"Mulberry and Peach", Modern Chinese Literature and Culture, Vol. 26, No. 2 (FALL, 2014), p. 38-88 (51 pages) 
60 FitzGerald, Carolyn, Fits Gerald, Carolyn, "Diary of a Madwoman" Traversing the Diaspora: Rewriting Lu Xun in Hualing Nieh's 

"Mulberry and Peach", Modern Chinese Literature and Culture, Vol. 26, No. 2 (FALL, 2014), p. 38-88 (51 pages) 

https://www.thenewslens.com/article/131717
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“Although her protagonist’s body is ‘cannibalized’ by various male desires within patriarchal 

society, her madness is emblematic of the ‘schizophrenic split’ between Taiwan and mainland 

China.” 61 The “cannibalized society” indicating old China had the similarity to Lu Xun’s critiques of 

the well-organized traditional Chinese hierarchy communities in his “Madman’s diary” was an 

interesting view. The author mentioned when Nie moved to the USA, racism was an issue that she 

could not avoid when the landlady refused to lease her an apartment for the reason that “Indians and 

Chinese are dirty.” I was curious when I read this point and I would like to pay more attention in my 

analysis if we can go through the same experiences from Taohong’s footsteps. Later in my study in 

Taohong’s letter, porcupine man62 is the reflective representant to Nie’s early experience. Besides 

the main core in Sangqing yu Taohong as literature critique was identity seeking would be an actual 

issue and new phenomena for the oversea Chinese literatures for many Chinese intellectuals in 

the1950s. FitzGerald’s essay mentioned the new identity as multiethnic and multicultural characters 

which are the elements to challenge the “China-centrism” and “Western colonialism” 63, was focused 

on a deeper discussion in the cultural context around American-Chinese society.  

 

More details appealed more truths from FitzGerald when she mentioned that Taohong met Mr. Smith 

who was the Vietnam War veteran. The theme about “Madness in the world “was one of the main 

themes of Sangqing yu Taohong. I think the “madness” can be replaced by “absurdity”.  

 

Kim, Swan shows feminism and traditional allegories can help different reader groups to understand 

Sangqing yu Taohong. She mentioned the allegories that created the sinocentric atmosphere, which 

gained consensus in the literature worlds of both mainland China and Taiwan. Kim even took 

stoicism into the discussion: “Mulberry always carries on her journey with an impossible level of 

Stoicism”64 I would rather think Sangqing learned towards Daoism in instead. The similarities 

between Stoicism and Daoism could be more alike than we thought, and it depends on how we see 

them and from which angles. When you look through the Chinese philosophical core values or you 

can call them “Center values”. Kim pronounced the “Counter- hegemonic” theme through the 

language in political ideology and sex. Kim sorted out a clear clue that the nations destination- 

political inclination -sex relationships which in a modern theory can effortlessly manage the analysis 

of above by intersectionality.  

 
61 Ibid 
62 This thesis p.89 
63 FitzGerald, Carolyn, Fits Gerald, Carolyn, "Diary of a Madwoman" Traversing the Diaspora: Rewriting Lu Xun in Hualing Nieh's 

"Mulberry and Peach", Modern Chinese Literature and Culture, Vol. 26, No. 2 (FALL, 2014), pp. 38-88 (51 pages) p.43 
64 Ibid p.43 
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Dang, Weiyu from Canada, mentioned hegemony referring to the American literalism of Cold war. 

With this social and political theme, Dang sharply lifted Sangqing yu Taohong with a bothersome 

challenge to American imperial violence.65 This is both astonishing and expected, for Nie is a fighter 

with a free soul; as Dang said she was a “cold warrior”. The complexity was that Nie got the mission 

as representative for US public diplomacy to spread positive images for American values. 

Pointlessly, Nie chose her own way to challenge totalitarianism wherever she has been. Dang’s study 

has the key words which are familiar, like “illiberal freedom “, “Freedom from Normalization”, 

“Alternative futures” and “Liberal humanism”.  

 

In Taiwan a PhD thesis was written by Xie Mengju 谢孟琚.She used a model to research three 

Taiwanese female writer’s autobiographic and diasporic stories through “diaspora-root – routes 

models”, using the theories of “diaspora and post- colonialism”.  Xie found three female writers who 

created their utopic dreams with ideology through the located illustrations and interpretations by 

exploring individual life’s statement and core values, and in the end they increased their personal 

values through their own dreams and reached their higher subjective individual identifying. This 

point is similar to my thought that Nie has broken the gender boundaries and normalizations as an 

excellent scholar who takes the ancient scholar qualities to reach the ideology and has been 

committed herself becoming a “real person “who hugs the world with a big heart as a liberal 

humanist both with the Chinese identity as well as the world citizen.  

 

Finally here we come to the last part of studies for the research of Nie in mainland China. It became 

the last place where Nie’s works were introduced and informed in the 1980s in China. The official 

study of diasporic literature started even later. Yangtze River and the Three Gorges as the writing 

“cultural symbol” for Chinese spirit was mentioned in an article in China in 2020 by Ai You.66 

Besides, several young scholars were active in studying the feministic, gender and literary techniques 

as the main study areas. Some of them I read as the followings:  

 

Wang Tianran 王天然 took the Queer theory67 to analyze Taohong’s intimate relationship with Old 

Shi 老史, the second character in the Sangqing’s Qutang Diary. Shi Dan is a female companion but 

 
65 Dang, Weiyu, Of Other Freedoms: Illiberal Aesthetics and Disruptive Futures in Nieh Hualing's Mulberry and Peach, McGill 

University (Canada). ProQuest Dissertations Publishing, 2020. 28383799. 
66 You, Ai, http://www.cssn.cn/zm/zm_rwkxzm/202012/t20201203_5228263.shtml ( 20220312)  
67 https://m.hanspub.org/journal/paper/34809  ( 酷儿理论 20220303) 

https://www.proquest.com/indexinglinkhandler/sng/au/Dang,+Weiyu/$N?accountid=14715
http://www.cssn.cn/zm/zm_rwkxzm/202012/t20201203_5228263.shtml
https://m.hanspub.org/journal/paper/34809
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Sangqing and Laoshi pretended to be a couple and fled away on the Yangtze River. The opinion was 

from the feministic perspective in the new developed theory around gender and sexuality for the 

complexity which is rooted in humanity within the “multiple subjectivities” to explain the unclear 

understanding among sexuality, gender and power. I thought this theory is a weak point in using a 

modern theory to handle Sangqing yu Taohong. Nie didn’t even know the Queer theory at all when 

she wrote the book.  

Wang, Wei 王薇 did a theme research on Nie’s novels and her focus was on “diaspora, backward 

looking and concern”68.  

 

5.2 The Relevant Research  

Bai Xianyong 白先勇 Many literary analysts already researched this novel and have even defined 

the novel’s theme as the diasporic identity,69 such as Kim, Swan from the United States, while other 

experts focused on the Chinese political situation of the civil war between the Communist Party in 

mainland China and the Nationalist Party in Taiwan. We get information from author Bai Xianyong 

in his 1990 article mentioned this civil war was a mirrored cause which “has torn apart the inner 

heart of Chinese”70. He also has brought up this book Sangqing and Taohong with the title 

Wanderers for Centuries - Read about Sangqing and Taohong71.  Bai emphasized that the high wave 

of China’s migrants moved from mainland in the 1990s was a repeating historical event that has 

happened since the time of classic of poetry Shijing 诗经 when many literary works mentioned 

famous escapes from China. These literary works include “Cai Wei 采薇, Dong Shan 东山 in 

Shijing，and Ai Ying 哀郢， Lisao 离骚 in Chu Ci 楚辞 by Qu Yuan 屈原”72
. So far, previous 

escapes have only occurred with geographical restrictions within China until the Ming Dynasty, 

when Zheng Chenggong 郑成功 took people with him and fled across the sea to Taiwan. The second 

great wave of Chinese escapes from China was when Mao took power in 1949 and Chiang Kai-shek 

蒋介石 fled to Taiwan73.  

 
68 Wang, Wei http://202.198.212.78/openfile?dbid=72&objid=50_49_54_51_50&flag=free (20220312)  
69 Kim, Swan, Beyond Allegory: Absurdity, Paranoia, and the Diasporic identity in Hualing Nieh´s Mulberry and Peach: Two women 

of China, Pennsylvania Literary Journal, 2017 spring 
70 Bai, Xianyong,  https://www.thenewslens.com/article/131717 
71 Ibid 
72 Ibid 
73 Bai, Xianyong,  https://www.thenewslens.com/article/131717( 20220312)  

http://202.198.212.78/openfile?dbid=72&objid=50_49_54_51_50&flag=free
https://www.thenewslens.com/article/131717
https://www.thenewslens.com/article/131717
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Bai’s article inspired me to study deeper Sangqing yu Taohong using the impressionistic expression. 

Bai Xianyong’s analytical comments on Nie Hualing’s short story writing have mentioned Nie’s use 

of impressionistic depiction technique in focusing on the turning points of major historical events in 

the book, and in turn, it has created dramatic effects for the reader74. Bai’s article was a direct 

inspiration and theoretical base for me to use term impressionistic depiction technique in the nature 

imagery analysis to explore the symbolism. Bai continued analyzing Nie Hualing’s novel structure. 

He mentioned the events of Sangqing and Taohong were divided into four different geographical 

areas: Chang Jiang (Yangtze River), Beijing, Taipei and North America. I have discovered the same 

impressionistic skills phenomenon in her non-fiction collection The portraits from three lives 三生影

像,  without doubts this will be the supporting evidence to confirm the research and analysis on how 

Nie used her narrative skills in the novel Sangqing yu Taohong.   

 

Zong Peiyu 宗培玉 In mainland China Zong Peiyu wrote an essay “ The poetic analysis about 

Sangqing yu Taohong 关于《桑青玉桃红》的诗学分析 ”, which is totally different from other 

studies. She was technically and purely focusing on analysis by “ Poetic study 诗学” . She used 

three themes to summarize her opinions to dissect the novel into “narrative skill, symbol skill to 

show a magic world”75 Nie has created and reflected a realistic world in the 20th Century. To 

analyze the symbols I will obtain one of three methods from Zong Peiyu who used 

“characterization and symbolism 人物象征, situation and symbolism 情境象征, and theme and 

symbolism 主题象征” to categorize the symbolized techniques in her study76. I will borrow her 

characterization and symbolism to analyze the main and secondary characters in this study.  

 

Zong also mentioned the modernism and postmodernism as stylistic writing from Nie which was a 

brave exploration when the status quo in Chinese literature was generally conservative during the 

1960-1970s. 77 After my analysis I agree with her opinions that Nie was strongly influenced by 

modernism and postmodernism.  

 

 
74 Ibid  
75 Zong, Peiyu, Nie, Hualing  Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 , Mingbao publishing house and Singapore youth Publishing house , 

2009, Hong Kong ( Chinese version 2009) , p.368 
76 Ibid p.361 
77 Zong, Peiyu, Nie, Hualing  Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 , Mingbao publishing house and Singapore youth Publishing house , 

2009, Hong Kong ( Chinese version 2009) p.353 
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Lin Manman 林曼曼 Another relevant thesis which had similar themes with my thesis is by Lin 

Manman.  

 

Lin did research in her Master thesis on Sangqing yu Taohong with the main perspective to 

investigate the text generation and the subject of Nie’s novels, so Sangqing yu Taohong became the 

main object of study. The research results show “of texts makes the novel Sangqing yu Taohong 

surpass national political vision and become a text with multiple symbolic values.”78 She argued the 

feminist criticism and becomes the regression to the interpretational structure of nationality which 

she had criticized that it limited how the readers understand the novel for its new literary values. 

Lin’s perspective of the intertextuality was combined with “the text, subject and culture closely 

together” which overturned the traditional model from “subject -object to subject- 

subject ”transformed exchanges, so it leads to the dialogue between “subject- subject” being involved 

more deeply. 79 Lin even picked up all the possible intertextual texts or symbols over 80 times with a 

holistic investigation from the novel to map out of Nie’s intertextuality in several of her novels, 

which I will not to do until my analysis. I chose allegories, poems and song texts from Chinese 

classical literature and cultural symbols from the history and folklore, even western pop song, all of 

which differ from Lin Manman. After my study and analysis I agree with her model of “the text, 

subject and culture closely together” from the perspective of intertextuality.  

 

Summarizing the contents I studied above, I would combine the characterization and symbolism 

from Zong Peiyu 宗培玉,impressionism from Bai Xianyong 白先勇, intertextuality that Lin 

Manman 林曼曼 had studied among Nie’s books, but I would also include extra cultural symbols 

from my own additional observation, using close reading that hasn’t been used by those three 

mentioned scholars. I focused on the text evidence in close reading to pick up the evidence which is 

based on my subjective observations but also according to the following theoretical concepts.  

 

5.3  The main Theories, Concepts and the Method 

Image and Symbolism  

To pick up any signs and reflect imagery or symbolism is the most exciting part of characterization 

and  symbolism  人物象征, and situation and symbolism 情境象征 , and theme and symbolism 主

 
78 Lin, Manman, The Text Generation and the Subject Construction of Nieh Hualing´s Novel in the intertextual Field , Jinan 

University, 2017 《互文性视域下聂华苓小说的文本生成与主题构建-以〈桑青与桃红〉为考察中心》，2017 年暨南大学 
79 Ibid p.18 
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题象征 as mentioned by Zong, Peiyu80. Albert Camus ever said: “To produce a symbol you need 

two surfaces. One is the sensational surface, another is the world of mind; simply said, it uses the 

concrete to express the abstract. The concrete and the abstract are the unity, and they are premises 

for each other.”81   Furthermore, I have borrowed the characterization and symbolism and change 

situation and symbolism with theme and symbolism to impressionistic depiction techniques in nature 

imagery as suggested by Bai Xianyong.  

 

Theme and symbolism will not be a main part that I need to do analysis. Instead I will mention 

through summaries of other studied themes that have the direct connection to the following 

categories that Nie Hualing identified herself in an interview: Decampment and Identity, Nie also 

mentioned Alienation as an important theme. Alienation has appeared in every chapter throughout 

Sangqing’s notebooks and Taohong’s letters. Cannibalistic theme has been a common symbol for 

alienation in different parts of this novel that this study will not pick it up.    

 

Impressionism  

Henry James said “Fiction is an impressionism”. Matz examined the writing of some writers as 

Henry James, Joseph Conrad and Virginia Woolf. He took the conception to literary impressionism 

to mean that “Fiction should locate itself ‘where we have an impression’” 82. Conrad was succeeded 

in “impression conveyed through the senses.”  With Woolf and other writers impressionism of 

fiction is “the key to the success in life” 83.  

 

Matz mentioned clearly that literary impressionism has: “Pictorial descriptions of shifting light and 

color, subjective accounts of sensuous experience, transmission of immediate and evanescent 

feeling.” 84 

In impressionism, picture and sensations are the part of a lager process which “exploits the 

impression’s strange perceptual status to extend, connect, and analogize the moments that lead from 

pictures and sense to a meaning. “85 More words from Matz tell us that impressionism can be 

confusing and it could be a benefit when “the impression matters because it is not an idea, not a 

product of intellectualizing, and therefore more authentic”. Marcel Proust has said impressionism is 

 
80 Zong, Peiyu, The poetic analysis of Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 , Mingbao publishing house and Singapore youth Publishing 

house , 2009, Hong Kong ( Chinese version 2009) , p.353 
81 Ibid. p.361 
82 Matz, Jesse, Literary Impressionism and Modernist Aesthetics, Cambridge University Press, 2001 UK, p.1  
83 Ibid p.1 
84 Matz, Jesse, Literary Impressionism and Modernist Aesthetics, Cambridge University Press, 2001 UK, p.3  
85 Ibid p.6  
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“Real without being actual, ideal without being abstract.” 86 The charm is created when paradoxes 

manifested in impressionism.  

 

When Impressionism is involved in the conflicts “its demands of the receptivity and judgment 

become functions of experience and retrospection: a former self first receives an impression, and 

later self receives its later counterpart and does the work of retrospective analysis. “87  

 

Matz further explains that “the impressionist tends to draw on cultural stereotypes. he or she singles 

out someone whose social role make that person a likely sources of material vitality.” 88. However 

impressionist writers tend to put themselves in an intellectual and abstract mind where the woman 

could be easily turned into a lower class and “mediates the sensuous or nonintellectual receptivity.” 

89 Matz has a strong critical tone to the impressionism, but I thought the flaws of impressionism are 

understandable because during that era most women were considered the lower class which lacked 

the education or employment that could make their situations different. A lower class woman who 

shows up in the Nie’s novel Sangqing yu Taohong was The peach flower woman and she became 

the source of the energy. Even Taohong in the USA, she became an “unknowing woman from 

nowhere”. Is this just a coincidence or the meaning of impressionism?  

 

Another important clue in that “self- conscious plots and structures become a focus of allegorical 

revision”. What does this mean? For James and Woolf “impressionist writers extend to allegorical 

revision, as each writer lets the questions raised by the impression give structures to the fictions it 

motivates.” 90 And in Sangqing yu Taohong Nie Hualing skillfully used allegorical intertextuality 

from ancient China to link her own purpose to catch her original spiritual and cultural root.   

 

The interesting conceptual understanding for impressionism comes to its original meaning of 

“Nothing”91 which came from Monet’s Impression: Soleil Levant (1872) in a satirical review by 

Louis Leroy: This idea is a surprising coincidence to Dao which has neither form nor name but only 

has existed in a temporary time. Laozi’s DaoDe Jing explains what Dao is? The translation of Dao 

De Jing from Lin Yutang shows “The nameless is the origin of Heaven and Earth. 无名万物之始” 92 

 
86 Ibid p.8  
87 Ibid p.8  
88 Ibid p.9  
89 Ibid p.9 
90 Matz, Jesse, Literary Impressionism and Modernist Aesthetics, Cambridge University Press, 2001 UK,  p.10   
91 Ibid p.12 
92 https://terebess.hu/english/tao/yutang.html#Kap01 (20220320)  

https://terebess.hu/english/tao/yutang.html#Kap01
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The text under Monet’s painting reads: “ Landscape is nothing but an impression , and an 

instantaneous one…”93 Chapter 39 of Dao De Jing said “Through the possession of the one, the 

Heaven is clarified…”94  Impressionism tried to gain on the unique moment how your direct 

impression from life. So here we use the concept that “Novel is an impression”, which Thomas 

Hardy agreed with too95 . One remarkable quote on impressionism that many artists and writers 

agree with: “Impressionism meant rendering life as it really seemed to individual subjective 

experiences. It meant making fiction ‘plunge into consciousness and fuse ‘the transcendent 

subjectivity of romanticism and the omniscient objectivity of realism’”96. Impressionism also 

suggested “atmosphere and mood; It subordinates plots, fixes moments, fragments form, and 

intensifies affective response; it fuses subject and object, finds truth in appearances, and evokes the 

dynamic feelings – ‘the flow, energy, vibrancy’ - of life itself.”97 

 

More detailed understandings come after the impressions we take are “empirical, imaginative, and 

painterly; they are everything from visual to emotional to rational; and even with such categories 

and discourses, they cannot both the imprint that lasts and the feeling that passes, error and insight, 

authenticity and irresponsibility.” 98  Impressionism’s extensive freedom is the base to a novel’s 

writing. It will lead the writers to use different literary techniques to approach the impressionistic 

determinations.  

 

The link between Sangqing yu Taohong and impressionism is a main feature of Nie’s writing style. 

The atmosphere of the whole book is peppered with surprising sceneries, allowing a reader to 

experience bit by bit without noticing it. Investigations through this impressionistic theory will be 

based on my subjective readings combined with objective analysis using close reading around the 

“atmosphere and mood; It subordinates plots, fixes moments, fragments form, and intensifies 

affective response.”99  

 

Feministic Aesthetics & Impressionism  

 
93 https://useum.org/artwork/Impression-soleil-levant-Claude-Monet-1872 （20200330） 
94 https://terebess.hu/english/tao/yutang.html#Kap01 (20220320)  
95 Matz, Jesse, Literary Impressionism and Modernist Aesthetics, page 1, Cambridge University Press, 2001 UK p.13  
96 Ibid. p.14 
97 Ibid p.14  
98 Ibid p.16 
99 Matz, Jesse, Literary Impressionism and Modernist Aesthetics, page 1, Cambridge University Press, 2001 UK p.14 

https://useum.org/artwork/Impression-soleil-levant-Claude-Monet-1872
https://terebess.hu/english/tao/yutang.html#Kap01
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When a woman writer uses female main characters as the narrative objects in the book, the book 

will have “feministic” imprint, so in our case here in Sangqing yu Taohong, nobody can ignore these 

obviously signs.  

 

In this thesis two practical theories in a research project for Virginia Woolf’s works should be 

suitable for analyzing Sangqing yu Taohong from a book The Feminist Aesthetics of Virginia Woolf 

Modernism, Post- Impressionism and the Politics of Visual by Jane Goldman100. The author took the 

concepts of Eclipse and Prismatics from classical Woolfian interrupted moments as “the real world”. 

101 She took Woolf’s aesthetics and philosophy from “intimate interrelation” to an “Historically 

aware”102 : Moments, the “Present moments” of “interesting narratives” and sensations including 

“the physical sensation of imaginative realization, individually and collectively experienced.”103  

Hermione Lee’s observation discovered Woolf’s moments often involve “Images of illuminations 

and reflections .”104 Woolf used mostly with “light, dark and colour”105.  Goldman boldly using two 

models with “Eclipse and Prismatics” convinced my investigations around the imagery of Nie’s 

novel study into a similar way that study is focused on the colours and sensations, inter monologues, 

reflections, and so on……  

 

Another scholar Tamar Kats, had ideas about Woolf’s artistic career. In Virginia Woolf’s painting 

so well as in her literature, she had shown a special feature consciousness through the “innovative 

narrative form with an attention to consciousness.”106  

“As an aesthetic movement, however, visual Post- Impressionism explored a cohesive set of artistic 

principles. It shared many of painterly Impressionism’s concerns, most notably by using vibrant, 

non -naturalistic colour to move the viewer.”107 

 

This theory helps me to weave in many fragmented descriptions into a comprehensible pattern and 

there I will get a chance to pass on some of Nie’s aesthetical philosophies that combined the 

 
100 Goldman, Jane, The Feminist Aesthetics of Virginia Woolf Modernism, Post- Impressionism and the Politics of Visual, Cambridge 

University Press, 1998  
101 Ibid, p.1  
102 Ibid, p.1 
103 Ibid, p.2  
104 Ibid, p.3  
105 Ibid, p.3  
106 Ibid p.2  
107 Goldman, Jane, The Feminist Aesthetics of Virginia Woolf Modernism, Post- Impressionism and the Politics of Visual, Cambridge 

University Press, 1998, p.8  
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historical and political concerns traversing from the old time to modern society, and also includes 

the journeys when Sangqing transformed to Taohong.  

 

Modernism & Postmodernism  

Modernism started in the beginning of the 20th century and it focused on the human and society 

which already existed in the 18th century. Modernism argued for a technological sophistication 

would liberate the society.   

 

Postmodernism was termed in the 1970s and its purpose was to break from Modernism and put 

some new elements to the contemporary trends. And it tended to “reject the notions of originality 

and modernism’s desire to ‘Make it New’, and cultivates a willfully derivative, mixed and 

thoroughly intertextual approach which attempts to capture a new age in which old certainties about 

historical knowledge, social progress and even the ability to represent the external world have 

collapsed.”108 

 

Intertextuality and Yongdina 用典 

Among many literary techniques intertextuality was mentioned by Julia Kristeva in the 1960s. Since 

then it has become a popular theory in the world of literary criticism as “the shaping of a text’s 

meaning by another text.”109 Some of the elements such as “allusion, quotation, calque, plagiarism, 

translation, pastiche and parody” are the central appearances in intertextualities110. It makes a 

connection between the text out and the work itself. Readers’ referential backgrounds will influence 

the understanding. Professor Manminder Singh says that the intelligibility is the focus which can be 

misled sometimes but can also be vocalized with possibilities by the language and the culture111, 

which I think supplies a new creative perspective to see previous ideas.  

 

Another important person within this field is Mikhail Bakhtin who emphasized “language for the 

individual consciousness, lies on the borderline between oneself and the other.”112 . He explained 

furthermore: “It serves two speakers at the same time and expresses simultaneously two different 

intentions: the direct intension the character who is speaking, and the refracted intention of the 

 
108 Graham Allen, Intertextuality, Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, London & New York, 2001, P.224 
109 Anand, Prof. Manminder Singh, Cementing and Synthesizing the Polyphonic Poetics in the Contemporary Era.  
110 Ibid.  
111 Anand, Prof. Manminder Singh, Cementing and Synthesizing the Polyphonic Poetics in the Contemporary Era.  
112 Graham Allen, Intertextuality, Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, London & New York, 2001, p. 28 
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author. In such discourse there are two voices, two meanings and two expressions.”113  Graham 

interpreted Bakhtin’s words into more detailed description “The discourse of characters in a 

polyphonic novel, we might say, exemplifies the intertextual or dialogic nature of language by 

always serving two speakers, two intensions, two ideological positions, but always within the single 

utterance.”114 In this case I would also understand that heteroglossia115  as a term combines “speech 

of individual characters is always heteroglot, double -voiced.”116 With Kristeva’s semiotic approach 

of “the text as a textual arrangement of elements which possess a double meaning: a meaning in the 

text itself and a meaning in what she calls ‘the historical and social text.’”117 When Nie applied the 

quotes from the ancient Chinese literature to present reality we understand the reality and the literary 

past had a special connection through cultural identities, and it became a certain confirmation to a 

reader’s interpretation.   

 

Before we look at Chinese Yongdian, parody is a useful tool to handle a modernist novel with a 

suitable explanation. In Graham’s book Intertextuality parody is dressed as “‘a mocking imitation of 

the style of a literary work or works, ridiculing the stylistic habits of an author or school by 

exaggerated mimicry. Parody is related to burlesque in its application of serious styles to ridiculous 

subjects, to satire in its punishment of eccentricities, and even to criticism in its analysis of style. 

(Baldick, 1990:161).”118 Chinese scholar Chen Yongguo 陈永国, in an essay about intertextuality 

also pointed out that Parody is a part of intertextuality that has been based on the carnivals during 

the Middle Ages in Europe when people used it to create a sense of humor to treat the world with 

more understanding in a satirical attitude119. He continued to “put literature out of the literature 

world with the symbolized context with a mixed language discourse to create the space of 

interdiscursivity, that indicated the uncertainty for the language semantics.”120 Here I need to point 

out that this is suitable theoretical base to the scenery in Sangqing’s Dairy in Qutang Gorge when a 

group of people drank too much and had a wild play.  

 

Intertextuality theory was spread in China in the 1980s when some books were translated into 

Chinese. It aroused some reactions on a dialogical topic:  What is the relationship between Chinese 

 
113 Graham Allen, Intertextuality, Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, London & New York, 2001, p.29  
114 Ibid p.29 
115 Ibidp.29 
116 Ibid p.29 
117 Ibid p.37  
118 Ibid p.223  
119 Chen Yongguo, Intertextuality, Foreign literature, No. 1, Jan., 2003, p.76, 

https://www.bfsujournals.com/upload/resources/file/2020/06/23/53599.pdf (20220321) 
120 Ibid p.76  

https://www.bfsujournals.com/upload/resources/file/2020/06/23/53599.pdf
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intertextuality and Western intertextuality? Many scholars think the differences are just the 

translational coincidence, and is no space for discussion. Mr. Zhang Longxi 张隆溪 sharply with 

his acumen associated Using classic allusion Yongdina 用典 with intertextuality, and he found that 

Chinese literary and poetic tradition Using classic allusion Yong dian 用典 is a type of 

intertextuality, but the significance and areas in intertextuality are much wider than Yongdian 用典 

121 Some similarities between Yongdian 用典 and intertextuality are: 

- “ Character in language  Yuyan xiuci tedian 语言修辞特点 

- Poetry significance         Shixue yiyi 诗学意义 

- Similarity of  mindsets     Siwei moshi xiangsixing 思维模式相似性”
122
 

In 2012 when Julia Kristeva visited China at Fudan University, she was surprised hear for the first 

time the idea from ancient China around the connection about text 文 through 《易.系辞》-“ 物相

杂故曰文”, she was sure that China has used intertextuality in ancient times more than in the 

ancient western language history. She also confirmed the open-minded Chinese literary level had its 

completely theoretical system123.  

 

I noticed that my interest in researching intertextuality in Sangqing yu Taohong has some common 

ideas with Lin Manman’s research. She already had done research work on Nie’s several books to 

identify the intertextual references from poems, ci, songs and texts, pictures and so on124. My interest 

in intertextuality is based on allegories, legends, poems, song texts, and drawings. Either Lin didn’t 

mention these features or I may have missed something in my observations from her identification. 

For example, I took a much deeper look into《孝子传》之 “庾子舆孝感退水”125
from my 

analysis. Lin’s analysis didn’t mention some of the intertextual phenomena.  For example, she did 

not mention when Taohong talked to Mr. Dark that she saw him as “老虎身子九个人头”126. Also 

another example I observed is “虎口余生”127.  

 

 
121 刘斐,《三十余年来互文性在中国的传播与发展》，当代修辞学 2013 年第五期，总第 179期 
http://www.kristeva.fr/PDF/rhetoric_cn1.pdf (20220321) 
122 Ibid.  
123 Ibid 
124 Lin, Manman, The Text Generation and the Subject Construction of Nieh Hualing´s Novel in the intertextual Field , Jinan 

University, 2017 《互文性视域下聂华苓小说的文本生成与主题构建-以〈桑青与桃红〉为考察中心》，2017年暨南大学, 
p.18 
125 Nie, Hualing  Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 ( Chinese version 2009 ) , p.60  
126 Ibid p.2, I did the analysis in the prologue.  
127 In this thesis, p.86.  

http://www.kristeva.fr/PDF/rhetoric_cn1.pdf
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In fact I would estimate Nie had the habit of using traditional Chinese literary method Yongdian 用

典 that reminds the readers to link classical literature learning and knowledge of the present , which  

could called “ Understanding, wu 悟”. Different readers will get different experiences based on their 

own reference frameworks.    

 

Likewise, my interpretations are different from Lin’s viewpoints based on our own focus areas and 

the different ways we make textual connections. Lin took a holistic view on different intertextual 

categories whereas I preferred to choose the detailed text and analyze around the contexts. I give it a 

deeper interpretation instead of just staying at the evidential level for the categories. Thus, my 

observation of intertextuality is different from Lin manman’s research.  

 

Lin Manman’s work in her Master’s thesis mentioned Nie’s intertextuality as following four 

categories.  A) Visual texts, B) Media texts, C) Literary texts, and D) Genre texts.128 The materials I 

studied will show poems, prose, local theater, pop songs, allegories, legends, visual texts.  

 

Methodology  

Close reading since its birth from 1920 has been embedded into Cambridge Practical Criticism and 

the America’s New Criticism, but it is also challenged after 100 years by new multiple social media, 

which has changed for close reading. In this new approach, what happens is more important than 

finding the signs in the hidden meanings.129  This method belongs to the qualitative research area.  

  

5.4  Limitations  

Sangqing yu Taohong is consisted of the prologue and epilogue as the start and ending. Taohong’s 

four letters and Sangqing’s four diaries are in interweaving order to make readers jump between 

time and space. All the letters Taohong wrote were from the USA in 1970s when she was on her 

wandering journey crossing the USA. Four diaries were written in the earlier life of Taohong as her 

old identity as Sangqing.  

 
128 Lin, Manman 林曼曼， 互文性视域下的聂华苓小说的文本生成与主体建构-以《桑青与桃红》为考察中心， The tex 

Generation and the Subject Construction of Nie Hualing´s Novel in the intertextual Field, 暨南大学硕士学位论文， 2017 年.  

p.22 
129 Saunders, Max, Modernist close reading. https://academic.oup.com/book/36808/chapter-

abstract/321960418?redirectedFrom=fulltext (20220831)  
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The first diary is the process of escaping for Sangqing from the Japanese war on a boat in Qutang 

Gorge when she was 16 years old; The second diary is about the marriage experience for Sangqing 

in Beiping, where she fled the civil war; the third diary is about the feelings of Sangqing and her 

family as they fled to Taipei to hide and survive. The last diary is a fragment of Sangqing’s life in 

the United States, in which she records her immigration to the new world in the 1970s, where she 

suffered from schizophrenia and transformed into Taohong.  

 

In the beginning my ambition was to analyze the whole book, but due to the working process I 

discovered that only cutting the contents or the study field could be a realistic choice to finish this 

thesis. In the end I decided to cut the material length and keep a holistic interest area, only focusing 

on several parts of the book rather than the whole book. Within a chronological analysis order 

according to the book’s narrative sequences I chose to focus on the book’s title, the prologue and the 

epilogue, the first notebook of Sangqing in Qutang Gorge in China during 1945 and all the letters 

from Taohong in 1970 in the USA. This decision making was also based on how Nie’s writing style 

that she has used the multiple expressions that three areas I studied and analyzed.  

 

The book tittle, the prologue, and the epilogue will be a free formed analysis and in other parts in 

Sangqing’s notebook on Qutang Gorge 1945), and Taohong’s letters (1970), the analysis model is 

set up by a following alphabetic order:  

- Characterization and Symbolism  

- Impressionistic Depiction Technique of Nature Imagery   

- Intertextuality and Cultural Symbols 

 

6. Analysis  

The versions of Sangqing yu Taohong I am using for analysis are, the Chinese version from 2009130 

with the full contents, and the English version from 1981, which was abridged.131 Nie Hualing’s 

original Chinese title is Sangqing yu Taohong《桑青与桃红》, published by Mingbao Publishing 

House and Singapore Youth Publishing House in 2009 in Hong Kong. In this thesis I will refer to it 

and it will be simplified into Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 (Chinese version, 2009); The 

English title is Two women of China Mulberry and Peach, which was translated by Jane Parish Yang 

 
130 Nie, Hualing  Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 (Chinese version, 2009) , 
131 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version,1981)  
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with Linda Lapping from Sino Publishing Company in New York and New World Press in Beijing in 

1981. I will refer to the English version as Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981).  

 

6.1 The Book’s Title  

Mulberry and Peach  

Sangqing yu Taohong 

桑青与桃红 

 

The title of the book includes the names of the protagonists, and here the analysis is about the 

Chinese characters’ original semantic meanings which are connected to Shijing, the oldest collection 

of Chinese poetry. Mulberry sang 桑, as a plant, is the archetype of female beauty. According to 

Nie, who constructed the names with great care, “Chinese names are very beautiful. Many people 

love this title in Chinese. It is not only musical, not only that they are beautiful names in Chinese: 

they are also symbolic in Chinese.  … In Chinese when I write fiction I am careful about names 

because the Chinese names can mean a lot. Not just using American names like John or Peter.”132 

Nie’s reverence to the Classical Chinese language and culture is evident in the way she created the 

names of the novel and her characters.  

 

Mulberry / Sangqing / 桑青 When Sangqing is in the Immigration service office and tells her 

Chinese name to the officer, he says :“Mulberry- foreign names sure sounds funny.”133 Later on, she 

explains to an American acquaintance that: “Mulberry is a holy tree, Chinese people consider it the 

chief of tree family, it can feed silkworms; silkworms can produce silk, silk can be woven into silk, 

and satin material. The mulberry tree is green, the color of the spring.”134 In Shijing, there are many 

different poems about the mulberry tree, sang 桑, which demonstrates the significance of this plant 

in ancient China, being the necessary plant for silk production. Below, parts of some original poems 

from Shijing will show various themes that connect to mulberry trees in ancient China to different 

symbols135.    

• Women 

 
132 Ibid p.256 
133 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version,1981) p.200 
134 Ibid p.218  
135 In this part all the translations from Shijing or other classical Chinese texts are from Ling Nyfelt   
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The poem “Wei·Style Diasporic People” mentions that before mulberry leaves fall, they are 

plentiful, after the mulberries have fallen, the leaves turn yellow and fall to their demises.” 

Wei Feng ·Mang《卫风·氓》 “sang zhi wei luo, qi ye wo nuo 桑之未落 其叶沃若”; sang 

zhi luo yi, qi huang er yun 桑之落矣，其黄而陨”。 

Here the mulberry tree leaves and their changes symbolize a woman and the changes in her life. 

  

• Energy of life and death 

In “Cao·Style Cuckoo Bird” “The cuckoo bird has children, only the cuckoo bird is on the 

mulberry tree and the young birds are on the plum trees, jujube trees, and hazel trees.” Cao 

Feng ·Shijiu 《 曹风·鸤鸠》shijiu zai sang “鸤鸠在桑”, qi zi zai mei“其子在梅”, qi zi 

zai ji“其子在棘”, qi zi zai zhen“其子在榛”. Here the mulberry tree has a leading role over all 

the other trees because the cuckoo parent is on it. In the Chinese culture, home is wherever parents 

are. Thus, even though the cuckoo children are elsewhere and can go to any other tree, the mulberry 

tree will always be their home and where their lives originated.  

 

In classical Chinese, the character sang 桑 is pronounced the same as the word for death/die,  sang 

丧, and it reveals multiple layers of meaning. Here Nie’s use of sang not only symbolizes life, but 

also the death of China. When the government of The Republic of China left the mainland to 

Taiwan, Nie’s youth also came to an end. As a representation of the author, Sangqing also 

experiences the beginning and the end of different phases of her life in parallel to China’s political 

and cultural changes. When Sangqing leaves her entire family, she essentially “kills her father, 

mother, husband, and daughter. Sangqing sha fu 桑青殺父，sha mu 殺母，sha fu 殺夫，sha nv 殺

女 “136,  and she assumes a new identity in the USA. As mentioned before, if parents, and family as a 

whole, symbolize origins of life, then Sangqing’s metaphorical murder of her parents and family 

symbolizes the death of one phase in her life.  This thesis will analyze the relationship between 

Taohong and Sangqing’s rebellion against her family later on.  

• Love  

Love between man and woman is the classical theme in Shijing. Here can we see one example:    

Sangzhong is, the name of a place that is surrounded by mulberry trees. Here is a temple where a 

young nobleman wanted to have a date with a woman. “Yong·Style Sangzhong: “She wanted to 

 
136 Zong, Peiyu, Nie, Hualing  Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 ( Chinese version) , p.361. 
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meet me in the forest area among the mulberry trees, and we met upstairs.” Yong 

Feng· Sang Zhong, qi wo hu sang Zhong, yao wo hu shang gong《鄘风· 桑中》” 期我

乎桑中， 要我乎上宫”  137.  

 

The young man sings a song to celebrate how and where they met. Some people may interpret 

Shangzhong and Shanggong as local places, but I believe that the area is literally surrounded by 

mulberry trees and is the idealistic place for young people to go on dates several thousand years ago. 

The poem shows a romantic love that is young, innocent and simple. Sangqing has also experienced 

a similar love in earlier phases of her life at Qutang Gorge when she elopes home with her female 

friend Laoshi from home with her female friend and having sex for the first time with the exiled 

student. As she ages, her love life also becomes more complex, involving marriage to Shen Jiagang; 

Later when her family is living in Taipei, she becomes the mistress to Uncle Cai. Despite changes in 

her love life, her identity as Sangqing is closely connected to her romantic relations, whereas 

Taohong seeks a more independent life.   

• Ancestors Worship 

The mulberry tree is  a symbol for Sheshen 社神138, and mulberry forests became an important 

symbol for the ceremonies to worship ancestors in agricultural society. In Road history· No. 6 of 

Other Comments mentioned “Mulberry forest is Community God” lushi yulun liu sanglin zhe, she ye 

《路史·余论六》” 桑林者, 社也” 139 In the dialogue between Sangqing and an American when 

she explained the meaning she mentions the “holy tree.”140  

 

• Belonging to earth and family  

Sang 桑 has been a useful plant for ancient Chinese people’s lives. In Mengzi ·King Hui of Liang, 

Mengzi suggests to King Hui of Liang “To give every family five Mu141 area for their residence and 

plant mulberry trees, then the people who are over 50 years of age will wear silk clothes.” Meng 

zi ·King Hui of Liang Part 1, wu mu zhi zhai, shu zhi yi shang, wushi zhe keyi yi yibo yi.  《孟子·梁

 
137 Teo Jiemin, The image of Mulberry in the book of Odes, University Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia, sep 2019, p.16  
138 In Zhou dynasty, the big tree was considered as a saint symbol for the religious activities.  
139 Teo Jiemin, The image of Mulberry in the book of Odes, University Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia, sep 2019, p.19   
140 P.30 in this thesis 
141 Mu 亩, the measure word for the area, 1 Mu = 666, 67 square meters.  
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惠王上》 “五亩之宅， 树之以桑, 五十者可以一帛矣。”142 Here we get the point that the 

mulberry tree is a symbol for earth and family courtyard.   

 

In another poem from Shijing “Little Grace ·Little Bian 小雅·小弁 when an exiled son” Looking 

at the mulberry tree and a catalpa tree, he still shows his great respect to his parents.”  even though 

his father has kicked him out of the family. Xiao Yak ·Xiao Bian wei sang yu zhi bi gong jing zhi

《小雅·小弁》, 维桑与枝，毕恭敬止。” The mulberry tree signifies hometown in Chinese 

culture. The Chinese saying  jinggong sangzi 敬恭桑梓 means:  you think of your hometown with 

your love.  

 

Nie put all her thoughts and feelings to create Sangqing as a whole package of Chinese culture.  

Sangqing discovers that she is the one who carries all the traditions as a real Chinese into another life 

dimension as Taohong. Before we leave Sangqing, we also need to examine the meaning of qing 青. 

In Chinese,  qing 青 can mean youth. In this case, we can understand that as Sangqing, the main 

characters’ life in China is connected to her youth. Qing is also a colour, one of the most difficult 

colours to pinpoint in Chinese. Generally, it is a colour associated with blue- green and can turn to 

dark, almost black. There is a little sadness in this colour, similar to the connection of blue and 

depression in English. Furthermore, qing is linked to one of the five elements in Chinese culture, Mu

木, and it indicates the East, further connection Sangqing to China.  

 

In the philosophy of the five elements, each elements generates the next one, and in the case of mu, 

mu sheng huo 木生火, which literally translates into “wood gives birth to fire”. Fire is red, so is the 

colour of a peach. Therefore, the end of Sangqing is the beginning of Taohong.   

 

Nie mentioned the names in an interview that “I was so frustrated… If we call the names Mulberry 

Green and Peach Pink they would sound odd. So finally I would go with just Mulberry and 

Peach.”143  

 

Peach / Taohong / 桃红  

 
142 https://mengzi.5000yan.com/lhw/ (20220702) 
143 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.256  

https://mengzi.5000yan.com/lhw/
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As in the description in a poem from Shijing,  South Zhou ·The Blossom Peach  Zhounan Taoyao 周

南·桃夭, the beautiful blossom peach flower is used as a metaphor to indicate a beautiful young 

woman who is married to her husband in her prime. “The peach flower is blossom and lighted glory. 

“ . tao zhi yao yao, zhuo zhuo qi hua ”桃之夭夭, 灼灼其华。”In the novel, we see that Taohong is 

her best age, with a beautiful and blossoming aura around her. A mad woman but free. Nie put the 

words on her: “Call me anything you like, … Just call me Peach OK?”144 She tried on a new name 

14 different times. “She is only dressed in skin- colored bikini panties and a peach blouse.”145 In this 

case the intertextual references are from another time and the original identity has been settled down 

with brilliances in different tones as the colour symbolized, from traditional to modern, and the hope 

was raised from the darker green to brighter pink.  

 

The colours and the plants associated with Taohong are influenced from Shijing, which show the 

significance of cultural connections into the names for these female characters.   

 

Another point we should not forget from the linguistic perspective that “Tao 桃” sounds like “ Tao 

逃”, meaning to “escape”, which adds the semantic meaning for the name in another metaphoric 

thinking: Escape from the red color. 146This has a strong link to one of the novel’s themes, the 

political conflict between KMT and CCP, and this suggestion of escaping is in continuing for 

Sangqing as she loses the mainland China, and Taohong escapes the political ideology; In addition, 

Taohong is still on an “escape” when she is trying to avoid the Migration officer in the USA.  

 

The profound significance of the names of the novel title adds more layers for readers to potentially 

uncover, and in turn the reading experience would increase curiosity for Chinese language and 

ancient Chinese culture. Through that symbolism of ancient aesthetic values with the feminist 

perspectives, the two names have set up a message beyond time and space. Nie honors ancient 

Chinese literature through her application of Yongdian, which emphasize linguistic and cultural 

identity.  

 

6.2 The Prologue 楔子 

The man from the USA Immigration Service 

 
144 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.1 
145 Ibid p.1 
146

Cai, Zhuqing,《當賤斥轉換恐懼》- Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 ( Chinese version 2009) , p.380 
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Taohong and Mr. Dark 

Characterization and symbolism 

In the prologue the story starts in the USA at an Immigration Service Office; two main characters 

start a conversation to identify who Sangqing and Taohong are.  These two characters are then 

revealed to be Taohong herself – whom the reader knows is a different version of Sangqing- and the 

Immigration Service Officer, Mr. Dark. Through the dialogue of those two main characters, we 

understand how confusing Taohong’s words are, and they create suspense both for Mr. Dark and the 

readers.  

“I am not Mulberry. Mulberry is dead!” 

“You cannot call me Mulberry” 

“The furniture belonged to Mulberry…”147  

We know Sangqing is a part of Taohong’s memory. When “Peach moves aside heaps of clothing, 

boxes, bottles, newspapers, paints and pieces of paper…” In this part we see the intertextual 

phenomena through the words and fragments on her walls, representing the experiences of Sangqing 

as well as recent memories of Taohong. Altogether, these pieces from various parts of Taohong’s 

life, although from different eras and places, converge into one collective. Taohong’s chaotic 

physical surroundings parallels of her mental state.    

 

To contrast Taohong’s vibrancy is Mr. Dark, the Immigration Service Officer. He wears “a dark suit 

with a black and grey stripped tie.”  and “sun glass”148. Mr. Dark has a mysterious identity with his 

eyes hidden. We never know his name indeed, and “Mr. Dark” is only a nickname Taohong has 

given him as hei xian sheng 黑先生. He does his job by conversing with Taohong to investigate 

Sangqing. He also has a moral judgment against Taohong.  To Mr. Dark, Taohong’s behavior is 

skittish, so he says to her: “Please behave yourself.”149 and “Please button your blouse.”150.  

 

However, Taohong wants to be a modern and liberated woman, so she continues to use her sexy 

nature to provoke Mr. Dark, responding with “I’m still naked inside.” 151 Taohong’s sexual 

confidence to Mr. is not the traditional Chinese women’s behavior and is evidence for the rebel spirit 

that has been latent in Sangqing but uncovered by Taohong.  

 
147 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.1- 5 
148 Ibid p.1  
149 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.5 
150 Ibid p.5 
151 Ibid p.5 
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Taohong’s answers to Mr. Dark’s question about Sangqing are not always direct, which 

demonstrates gender differences, cultural differences and class differences. Mr. Dark is direct and 

authoritative without showing his personality, which is in line with his status as a white, able 

government official. On the other hand, Taohong is a new citizen who is still learning to cooperate 

with authority while intentionally hiding herself as Sangqing.     

 

When Mr. Dark asks Taohong about Sangqing’s birthday and birthplace, he gets the direct answers; 

When the questions are about Taohong, she seems to wiggly with her answers. She doesn’t want to 

be called “Sangqing” and emphasizes Sangqing’s death again. Still, she uses Sangqing in a rhetorical 

question “so you can prove I am Mulberry? “Mr. Dark insists “You two are the same person all 

right.” 

In a monologue, Taohong introduces herself to Mr. Dark and mentions the: Goddess Nü Wa 女娲 is 

the reason for Taohong’s birth; She is a flower that Nü Wa 女娲 has casted. Nü Wa 女娲 is the 

mother goddess from ancient Chinese mythology. Here is the evocation of Nü Wa’s 女娲 feminine 

identity with beauty in imagery. Taohong chooses her lifestyle totally opposite to Sangqing, who has 

stayed at home and was afraid of “blood, animals and flashing lights.” In contrast, Taohong takes her 

adventure everywhere for the “thrills”; She loves nature: “Snow, rain, thunder, birds and animals”. 

Her love alludes to elements of Daoism and Classical Romanticism.  

 

Taohong says to Mr. Dark, “Mr. Dark, please don’t close the window. Wind should blow, water 

should flow. You can’t stop it.”152  The window here is an opening to new, lively, fresh energy which 

references the traditional Chinese mentality of Fengshui- Bagua- Yijing.  

 

By all means Taohong denies again and again she is really Sangqing, and announces Sangqing’s 

death several times, through her answer to Mr. Dark as a monologue. She links herself back to 

Chinese mythology by referencing Nü Wa to emphasize her Chinese roots so she wouldn’t lose 

herself in the reality of another continent with an unfamiliar culture.  

 

 
152 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.5  
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In Taohong’s eyes, Mr. Dark is a “Tiger with nine human heads.” 153 Jiu tou hu 九头虎. If readers 

know some background of Chinese ancient myth, then they may understand that Taohong wishes Mr. 

Dark can be as nice as the tiger, then Taohong can actually talk to him. 

 

In Shanhai Jing·Overseas western classic: “There is a deep valley south of Mount Kunlun with 

three hundred Ren154. The open-minded beast is as big as a tiger with nine heads, all the heads are 

human faces, all of them facing East against the top of Mount Kunlun.”  《山海经· 海内西经》

“ 昆仑南渊深三百仞。 开明兽身大类虎而九首，皆人面，东向立昆仑上。” 

 

Even though I don’t put any focus on literary techniques, they still show up as visible evidence to 

hide something that your consciousness cannot avoid, such foreshadowing, which Nie uses skillfully 

in this novel. Here is an imaginary symbol that we see through the dialogue we understand the hiding 

symbols.   

 

“She looks out of window and smiles faintly. Her belly is slightly swollen.”155 If window is symbolic 

of the opening to the hope in the outside world, then the baby in her belly is also the hope in the 

outside world, then the baby in her belly is also the hope in an unknown world. The foreshadowing 

effect here is the sign to reveal what has happened earlier, then the answer will be given in the latest 

chapter that she is pregnant, but with whom? This sign creates the suspense for the readers.  

 

The last sentence in the prologue is a hidden foreshadow clue: “The agent from the Immigration 

Service picks up his briefcase and walks out, without saying goodbye.”156 Readers might suspect 

here that Mr. Dark is quite rude through his behavior “without saying anything” and it also means the 

meeting for them will continue. The fragments laid out in the Immigration Service are also symbols 

for a bureaucratic system from which Taohong wishes to escape.  

 

Intertextuality and Cultural Symbols 

 

In this part all things happen into an indoor environment and there are three drawings that include the 

impressionistic elements. They have the colours that create different images to the readers.  

 
153 The classic of Mountains and seas, 山海经， there has an enlightened beast which has the tiger body and nine human heads, it was 

called Enlighted beast. 
154 The accident Chinese measurement for the heights. It is about 1/3 m. So here the mountain is about 100 meters high.  
155 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach, (English version1981) p.5  
156 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.5  
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Words on the wall  

On the wall of Taohong’s room there are both Chinese and English words, like graffiti. These words 

have profound philosophical meaning about humans. Additionally, these words are a reflection and 

self- criticism of Taohong on her life. The novel uses three asterisks *** to separate the words from 

one another, and I will also use the same as a separator.  

 

The first part has the typical intertextual reference from Buddhistic text Huayan Jing 华严经 “ One 

flower one world, one leaf one Buddha’s arrival 一花一世界，一叶一如来。” 157.  

“A flower but not a flower  “花非花 

I am the flower   我即花  

Mist yet not mist   霧非霧 

I am everything”158     我即霧 

   我即萬物” 

 

This fragment emphasizes the existence of human life in the world  by combining part of Taohong’s 

cognition with Huayan Jing 华严经 “ 一花一世界”159. This fragment also recalls the poem “Auguries of 

innocence” by William Blake:  

“To see a World in a Grain of Sand,   

And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,  

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand.” 160 

 

These two verses demonstrate similar understanding of the world, which Nie Hualing addresses by 

integrating Buddhism and the Romanticism through a Taohong’s chaotic cognition, which is both 

knowing and unknowing. These words also allude to a poem from Tang dynasty by Bai Juyi 白居易, 

The flower in the haze 《花非花》:  

“In bloom, she’s not a flower    “花非花 

Hazy, she’s not a haze      雾非雾 

She comes at midnight hour   夜半来 

 
157 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
158 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.2  
159 https://www.hrfjw.com/fojing/mingju/158411.html (20220731)  
160 https://www.poetryloverspage.com/poets/blake/to_see_world.html (20220731)  

https://www.hrfjw.com/fojing/mingju/158411.html
https://www.poetryloverspage.com/poets/blake/to_see_world.html
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She goes with starry rays      天明去 

She comes like vernal dreams that cannot stay   来如春梦几多时？ 

She goes like morning clouds that melt away.”161    去似朝云无觅处。”
162
 

 

The subject of Bai’s poem is not explicitly stated. However, I would like to interpret it as the fleeting 

nature of existence of all things in universe. This poem tells us existence is an empty illusion that 

comes and goes. In the case of Taohong, her existence is also temporary and she has created the 

fragment to remember Sangqing.  

 

* * * 

“When women grow beards   “女生鬚 

and men bear children    男生子 

The world will be at peace”163  天下太平也”164 

 

This part has the feminine feature from a poem Cangtou shi 藏头诗 from the Tang Dynasty by 

scholar Li Chunfeng 李淳风 (602- 670 ). This poem follows a dialogue between the poet and 

Emperor Li Shimin 皇帝李世民.Li Chunfeng was a well-known and well respected scholar, but 

here Nie reverses the last phrase from “The earth will be cracked and the mountains will be collapsed 

地裂山崩亦.” to “The world will be peace. 天下太平也。”. The original poem was: “Women grow 

with bears, men give birth, the earth will be cracked and the mountains will be collapsed.  女生须，

男生子，地裂山崩亦。” Here there are two points we need to pay attention to: that Nie used irony 

to compare a new cultural phenomenon in a modern society which she experienced with gender 

liberation and the old values from a feudal society where the change of gender roles, it would lead to 

a doomsday for human life. Was it heaven or hell when Sangqing/ Taohong experienced it? We will 

find out in more detailed words. It might refer to Taohong’s journey when she saw different people 

“I couldn’t find identify the men and women, they all have very long hair. 人分不清男女， 全披着

很长的头发。”165 Taohong’s reaction to this scene shows that traditional serotypes of men and 

 
161 Translation by Xu Yuanchong 许渊冲, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_WSKrhG_uk （20220705） 
162 Bai, Juyi, 《花非花》. 
163 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.5 
164 Nie, Hualing ,  Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 ( Chinese version 2009) , p.3 
165 Zong, Peiyu, Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 , ( Chinese version2009) , p.13 
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women could be overturned without causing any damage. Was it a heaven? It seems like it should 

be, but is it? She has her questions.  

* * * 

 

“Who is afraid of Ching Kai- Shek “誰怕蔣介石 

 Who is afraid of Mao Zedong 誰怕毛澤東 

 Who is afraid of Virginia Woolf”166 Who is afraid of Virginia Woolf?” 
167

 

 

Here are the three meanings mixed with two Chinese sentences and one sentence with English.  

The three sentences were cut in the book of English version from 1981.  

 

Chiang Kai-Shek and Mao Zedong were the political representatives of the two Chinas that split as 

result of the long civil war during 1945-1949.  The other mentioned person is the feminist writer 

Virginia Woolf. Here we see the three people with connections to different ideologies which 

Taohong didn’t care so much about. These expressions reflect the political issues during the 1970s, 

which Nie herself could not avoid and had to face on a daily basis. In fact, as she said, she had no 

intention to write anything political, but she was still involved. On other hand her determination to 

seek the free word highly demonstrated that she was not just a feminist; she was not interested in any 

political party or ideology, but rather she was interested in the individual’s experience of living. Like 

Nie, Taohong has taken a long journey from mainland China all the way to the USA, and despite all 

the different political and ideological movements, she remains true to herself without being affected 

by the outside world. Taohong says in the book as an individual seeker for her further life: “Even if 

the sky fell and the world turned upside down, I still wouldn’t give up.” 168 

* * * 

“Sangqing murdered her father, murdered her mother, murdered her husband, murdered her 

daughter.”169   

“桑青殺父殺母殺夫殺女”
170

 

Sangqing as a dead person in the expression here indicates that Taohong wants to cut off all the 

emotional bonds to her past though Sangqing’s actions. Through her ties to different relationships we 

 
166 Translated by Ling Nyfelt 
167 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 , ( Chinese version2009) , page 3, but missing part in  English version.  
168 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.4  
169 Ibid p.2 
170 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p. 3 
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understand the family bond is the main chain for individual identity in the past which Sangqing 

carried on. Sangqing has lived in the traditional roles of daughter, wife and mother and is later cast 

into an unknowing world by war and her willingness to cut off all memories to the past is the 

ultimate act of rebellion. The writer uses “Murdered”, a violent action that evokes strong and 

negative emotions around Sangqing, which becomes the sign of her internal wishes. Gender issues 

could be the reason for conflict which the writer wanted to raise up, that Sangqing as a woman role 

needs to be adopted into a system where her own will and true feelings should abide by the duties of 

a stereotypical woman demanded by the system, from Sangqing later breaks free later. Her internal 

and external conflicts understandably might lead to schizophrenia, where Sangqing transforms into 

Taohong.  

 

* * * 

In continuing the words are more absurd and ironic when you see how a normal person is. The 

Chinese texts tell us  

 

“The head is in between two legs,  “頭生腿間 

and the vulva area is on the neck,  陰部生頸上 

this is a normal person. ”171  正常的人”172 

 

The first time the reader encounters these words, they may think they are absurd. What do the words 

mean? After reading the first letter from Taohong to Mr. Dark when she mentions the demonstration 

against nuclear war, we understand this fragment describes the logical fear of how nuclear war could 

affect creatures and make biological mutations, which can then become normalized, just as how the 

text describes what a “Normal person” is.  

 

* * *  

This warning sign is from the place in a factory in the USA, The Collings Radio Factory
173

.   

 

“The Collings Radio Factory The Warning Sigh   

The first thing is carefulness and security.    

If you come over here,    

 
171 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
172 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version 2009) p.4  
173 The Rockwell family owns it.  
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you must wear the eyeshade.  

Don’t run freely,    

Don’t use your hands to touch anything   

Emergence Clinic    

No matter you work or you have fun  

Anywhere, anytime,  

Safety is first!  

Electric mirror moves with electricity 

Electric comb moves with electricity 

Electric toothbrush moves with electricity 

The brain is electric 

The human is electric  

The wind is electric  

The sun is electric  

The moon is electric 

The kiss is electric 

Copulation is electric  

God is electric 

The Goddess is electric 

Electric Electric Electric  

Electric genital organ” 174  

   “柯寧斯無線電工廠 

   警告牌 

   小心安全第一 

   超過此處必須帶眼罩 

   不要跑不要隨便動手 

   急診處 

   工作遊樂無論何處何時安全第一 

   電動鏡子電動電動梳子電動牙刷電動 

   腦電動人電動風電動太陽電動 

月亮電動接吻電動性交電動上帝 

 
174 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
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電動聖母電動電動電動電動  

電動生殖器”175 

 

The lines describe the reality with industry’s interest on the track to a development that everything is 

transformed into the electric world. This may happen 50 years after the reality we are facing now.  

Don’t forget the double meanings of “Warning”. Warning for the workers, and warning for how 

human life would be in the future. Ultimately, this fragment is warning for alienation caused by 

technological advancements, which is also Nie’s own concern for her world.  

 

* * * 

USA Lone Tree   

“A woman from Lone Tree “一個女人於獨樹鎮 

Car accident on a one-way street  單車道開車肇事  

Cause unknown   原因不詳 

Name unknown”176   姓名不詳”177 

 

Lone Tree is a place in Colorado in the USA, where is Taohong’s new identity starts with a 

connection to a car accident on one-way street, where Sangqing “dies”. Symbolically, the one- way 

street shows that Taohong can start a new life without any worries. She feels no special ties to others.  

 

“A woman from Lone Tree-  Of course this is Sangqing or Taohong.  

Car accident on a one-way street- Sangqing’s car incident, the one-way street symbolizes that 

life only goes forward.    

Cause unknown  Neither the newspaper nor the police did the investigation 

on it, and nobody knows or cares about it. 

Name unknown”178   This could be more difficult to identify the person179.  

 

Sangqing bought a newspaper which reported the car accident in her last diary in the USA, “I buy a 

copy for a souvenir after I escape from Mercy Hospital .”180 And here we that Taohong still holds 

 
175 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version 2009) p.4 
176 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.3 
177 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version 2009) p.4 
178 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.3 
179Lings analysis, sentence by sentence.   
180 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.248  
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onto the memory for Sangqing by putting the newspaper clipping on the wall, as a reminder for her 

real identity of Sangqing.  

 

Three Drawings181 

After the words on the wall Nie described the following three drawings 182with words which are 

clues for later happenings. I would like to reveal them in the end of this paragraph for keeping the 

curiosities as the reader. The three drawings described as follows with one intertextual reference 

from Chinese allegory:  

*** 

Xing Tian 刑天 

“The naked Xingtian beheaded, his two nipples, eyes; his protruding navel, a mouth. In 

one hand he huge axe and hacks at the sky. With his other hand, he gropes for his head on the 

ground. To one side is a black mountain with a gaping hole. The head lies beside the hole.”  

 

Xing Tian is a tragic hero in the classic of Mountains and seas Shanhai jing, it recorded in Shanhai 

Jing Overseas western classic ·Xingtian and the Empire fighting for being God: The Emperor cut 

off Xingtian’s head and buried him in the mountain of Changyang. Xingtian used his nipples to see 

as eyes, used his navel as mouth, and held Ganqi to fight continually.”183 《山海经·海外西经·形

天与帝争神》载：“刑天与帝至此争神，帝断其首，葬之常羊之山。乃以乳为目，以脐为口，

操干戚以舞。” 

On the walls in Taohong’s room, the tale of Xingtian is represented as a drawing. Xingtian’s image 

here is to fight with his soul and never give up, even though his body is incomplete. Likewise, 

Taohong is fierce and fearless, and continue to fight in an unknown world.  

 

* * * 

A Tall Man  

“A tall man sits stiffly in an arm chair. Leopard’s face: golden forehead, golden nose, golden 

cheekbones, black face, black eyes, white eyebrows. Forehead painted with red, white and black 

 
181 Ibid p.3 
182 Nie, Hualing  Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 , Mingbao publishing house and Singapore youth Publishing house , 2009, Hong 

Kong ( Chinese version in complexed characters) p.5 
183 Translated by Ling Nyfelt. Ganqi is a type of ancient weapons.  
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stripes. He bares his chest. His chest is an idol’s shrine enclosed by bars. A thousand- handed 

Buddha sits in the shrine. The hands stretch out through the bars. The Buddha is locked inside.”184 

Who is this tall man Taohong’s drew on the wall?  

The possibilities could be many. This drawing can represent a melange of the different men Taohong 

has ever met or will meet in the future, with different ages, different experiences, different political 

intentions, etc. The leopard face of this man alludes to the physical strength associated with men. 

They are the hunters who chase animals, but at the same time themselves are beasts and will be 

hunted?  

The descriptions of the drawing about the tall man show a partially naked man, surrounded by many 

colours; Specifically “golden” is repeated three times, “black” once, and “white” once. Then the 

descriptions go into further details about the man’s forehead with “red”, “white” and “black”. The 

colours are symbols for the values for that drawn person in life’s various experiences in good, bad or 

something else. In Tibetan Buddhism, “the colour gold symbolizes the fortune, while the colour 

white symbolizes the kindness, red symbolizes the power, and the black symbolizes evil.”185 

Through these images the readers can build up their own understanding by themselves. The idol’s 

shrine with Buddha also symbolizes the hope to find wisdom for self-fulfillment as a human being. 

Alternatively, the Buddha in the human’s heart can indicate that everyone should or can embody 

spirituality in them.  

 

The complex and oftentimes vague descriptions for this drawing demonstrate the confusion that exits 

in Taohong’s life. Yet, the description about Buddha is very clear, which emphasizes the clarity and 

importance of enlightenment, which is to be found through Buddha and Buddhist ideas.  

* * * 

Sangqing  

“A naked woman with closed eyes with a big black bowtie around her waist, two longer jade belts 

down to the ground. Roses are everywhere. A little Beijing dog squatted beside the woman, and 

looks up at the card which was hung on the bowtie: Sangqing lives forever long.”186“一個赤裸裸閉

著眼的女人，腰間繫了個黑色大蝴蝶結，兩條繸子拖到地上。四周灑着玫瑰花。一條小北京

狗蹲在旁邊，昂頭看着蝴蝶結上吊著的卡片：桑青千古。”187  

 

 
184 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.3 
185 http://www.chinawriter.com.cn/2012/2012-01-19/113470.html (20220709). Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
186 This part was missing in English version, and Ling Nyfelt translated the Chinese texts.  
187 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 , Mingbao publishing house and Singapore youth Publishing house, 2009, Hong 

Kong ( Chinese version 2009) p.5 

http://www.chinawriter.com.cn/2012/2012-01-19/113470.html
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This drawing represents Taohong’s memory of Sangqing. Taohong holds a traditional funeral with 

“jade belts” hung with the “Black bowtie”, which is mixed with the untraditional nakedness. In 

Chinese, “bowtie” means “Butterfly tie”, and butterflies represent free love and transformation. The 

roses also symbolize romantic love with a strong feministic character. The Beijing dog is the symbol 

for the guardian lions in front of many houses in China, and also Sangqing had an earlier life in 

Beijing. The last phrase “Sangqing lives forever” means death but also means “Lives forever” like 

“living in one’s heart forever”.  

 

The intertextualities with references to classical Chinese poems, Chinese allegories from Tang 

dynasty, Han dynasty and pre-Qin eras have an obvious strong connection to the spiritual world.  

Chinese Immigrants set up a new life identity seeking in a lost life. Even for Taohong that was 

meaningful as the original soil for a new seed in a new continent.  

 

The colours Nie uses often to describe characters are common and they strengthen the impressions 

that the reader can get from the novel.  

 

Around the characters, the dialogues have significances to express character’s personalities as well as 

their outlooks. The symbols, the colours, difficult signs and words, and foreign cultures, all create an 

uncertain and unclear situation that challenges Mr. Dark, the readers. Such confusion is especially 

true if they have no prior knowledges of Chinese history, language and culture. In that moment we 

all can feel the madness with this unusual woman Taohong. The writer’s language is simple, succinct 

and effective.  

 

6.3 The Epilogue   

ba 跋  

Princess Bird and The Sea  

帝女鸟与精卫填海 

Nie puts this rewritten version of a Chinese classical story to serve as an epilogue. By filling the sea 

with stones, the Princess Bird turns a source of danger and turbulence into safety and serene land.  

Nie rewrote the story with more dialogues to emphasize the long-term process through Jinwei’s 

words to show that determination is unending power: “I will do it if it takes me billions and trillions 
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of years, until the end of the world. I will fill you in.”188 Here we see the original text from The 

classic of Mountains and seas · North mountain’s classic 《山海经·北山经》.  

“Towards two hundred li189 to north, there is a mountain which is called Fa Jiu mountain, and 

there are many Mulberry trees. Meanwhile a type of bird just looks like Corvus who has the pattern 

on the head with white beak and red feet, the bird is called Jing Wei. Its voice sounds just like its 

name. The bird is the youngest daughter to Yan Empire, the name is Nüwa 女娃. Nüwa swam in the 

East Sea but was drawn there and never came back, and this is why she was transformed into 

Jingwei. She often held the stone and wooden sticks from Western Mountain and through them into 

East Sea. Zhang’s water source came from Western Mountain and poured against East into the 

yellow river. ”190 

《山海经·北山经》”又北二百里，曰发鸠之山，其上多柘木，有鸟焉，其状如乌，文

首，白喙，赤足，名曰：“精卫”，其鸣自詨（音同“笑”）。是炎帝之少女，名曰女娃。

女娃游于东海，溺而不返，故为精卫，常衔西山之木石，以堙（音同“音”）于东海。漳水

出焉，东流注于河。” 

Nie focuses more focusing on Princess Bird and at the end of the book, we know that “Princess Bird 

is flying back and forth between the sea and the mountain.”191 We know that the working process to 

change something is not impossible, but it will be a long-term process as Princess Bird has 

experienced. Princess Bird’s situation symbolizes Taohong’s position, so well as writers’ situation 

too.  

 

The prologue is introduction of Sangqing and Taohong which Nie uses a mysterious narrative voice 

to juxtapose the most important moments from Sangqing’s early life with various intertextual 

evidence by the allegories, poems from ancient China and the modern signs from the factory in USA.   

 

In the epilogue is the Princess Bird as the absolute the spiritual aesthetic feministic symbol for a 

woman who continues to fight for her freedom and love in a new continent.   

 

The character symbols around Mr. Dark shows him as enigmatic and mechanical without human 

feelings. Taohong tries to live in a new life that embodies modern sexuality, opposite of Sangqing’s 

 
188 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.249 
189 Li 里， one li = 500 m. 
190 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
191 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.249 

https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%B1%B1%E6%B5%B7%E7%BB%8F%C2%B7%E5%8C%97%E5%B1%B1%E7%BB%8F/19829087
https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%B1%B1%E6%B5%B7%E7%BB%8F%C2%B7%E5%8C%97%E5%B1%B1%E7%BB%8F/19829087
https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%A5%B3%E5%A8%83/6902502
https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E7%B2%BE%E5%8D%AB/1286974
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life; yet, Taohong, still remembers Sangqing’s death with a classic Chinese tradition decorated in her 

funeral cloth. 

 

Modernism and the Post modernism with impressionism meet traditional Chinese thinking.  

Yongdian has created an enriched symbolic text which gives the readers both confusion and curiosity 

at the same time.  

 

6.4  Sangqing’s notebook - The Qutang Gorge (1945.07.28- 1945.08.10) 

In the original structure Taohong’s letter and one of the notebooks followed each other, but my 

research is only focusing on Sangqing’s first notebook when she is 16 years old.  This is the time  

Taohong remembers as the most exciting part of her early life as Sangqing.  

 

Taohong’s letter to Mr. Dark mentions about Sangqing in following in narration:  

“You said you wanted me to tell you about Mulberry. Today I am sending you her diary. I’ll be 

sending you more material about her, piece by piece.  Let me tell you, I know every detail of her life. 

I know her thoughts, feelings, illusions, dreams, and memories. I even know things she didn’t know 

or remember. We can work together on this. But you will have to remember one thing: I am not 

Mulberry. She is afraid of you. But I am not. As long as you don’t call me by a dead woman’s name, 

I can give you a lot of information about her.   

I am also enclosing her photo album which she bought from a Japanese prisoner after the war, when 

she was returning from Chungking to her home Nanking. Peach January 13, 1970” (The first letter) 

192 This is how Sangqing’s notebook is introduced by Taohong to Mr. Dark.  

 

6.4.1 Characterization and Symbolism 

Character 人物: Laoshi 老史, The exiled student 流亡学生, The old man 老人, The peach flower 

woman 桃花女,The Captain 船老板, The boat trackers 纤夫们, Sangqing 桑青 

 

Laoshi 老史 She is the best girlfriend to Sangqing and she has had a leading role in their 

relationship. The name is her own idea, and she wants Sangqing to call her this to show she is an 

independent person. During their journey she protects Sangqing and encourages Sangqing all the 

 
192 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.13 
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way from beginning until the end. This is an adventure they both got through “ Laoshi and I ran 

away together from En-shih 恩施 to Pa-tung 巴东.” 193 

 

She has been a good listener and advisor to Sangqing’s private life. She comforts Sangqing about the 

Griffin: “Little Berry, I think it is great you stole it. Your family loses twice: They lost their daughter 

and their jade. This time your mother might stop and think. Maybe she will change her ways.”194 

They manage to go through the drawbridge.  These two girls have different ideas for their journey’s 

destination Chongqing.  Laoshi prefers to travel there on her own even when Sangqing regrets her 

trip and wants to go home. The drawbridge is symbolic. As they stand there, the exiled student 

behind them, “Do you want to go over the bridge?” The bridge challengeable for Sangqing and her 

and fellow travelers, to confront their internal fear and become brave, as many of the young 

generation of Chinese scholars have to do.  

 

Laoshi’s strength and determination, through her competitiveness with the exiled student, help 

Sangqing to continue the journey. They survive and pass through Tiger Whisker Rapids and Black 

Rock Breakers 虎须滩和黑石滩; They have fun together and shout loudly and imitate the shanty to 

communicate with the oarsmen; However, during  gambling games, she is frustrated with her female 

identity when the exiled student touches her breast, and she remains silent while “He presses his 

mouth to hers and strokes all over her body. Laoshi begins chocking and can’t speaking.”195 When 

Laoshi is faced with her female identity she is shocked; she has used a masculine mask to hide her 

female identity.  

 

Laoshi is highly aware of discrimination against women. She prefers to play role of a boy in order to 

appear strong in a patriarchal society, and to avoid being treated as a second-class citizen. Her 

courage helps Sangqing and the Peach flower woman be more equally treated by men. Because she 

also wants to be equal to men, she dares to gamble, commonly a masculine activity, with the exiled 

student.  

 

But she has her own life’s difficulties that she needs to deal with. She doesn’t have a home address 

“‘My address is the air raid shelter in Chungking,’. says Laoshi coldly.  

‘You’re kidding!’ says Refuge student  

 
193 Ibid p.17 
194 Ibid p.26 
195 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.64 
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‘She’s not kidding,’ I interrupted.’ her mother died when she was young. She escaped with her father 

from the Japanese occupied area. She went to EN-shih to study at the Provincial High School; he 

went to Chunking on business. In 1941, the Japanese bombed Chunking and more than the thousand 

people suffocated in the air raid shelter196. Her father was one of them.’ 

‘That’s right. The famous air raid shelter suffocation tragedy! ‘The old man talks as if Laoshi’s 

father became famous because of that. ’”197 

 

The hardships Laoshi has gone through make her a strong individual, just as other characters are 

shaped by their experiences.   

 

The exiled student  流亡学生 This male role has a colorful, changeable, and flexible personalities 

that represents the generation of young scholars with a strong determination to change old Chinese 

society into a modernized society. The exiled student is fresh and energetic with a wild power, but he 

also carries some of the traditional male images of Chines scholars, the heroic grace with certain 

aesthetics, and he is a wandering person just like a Taoist. His identity is an exiled student, with no 

home to return to but learning on the way during his life journey.  

 

He shows with his voice “What do you say? Shall we cross the bridge?”198 He has been following 

Sangqing and Laoshi for a long time. They form a group for the continued journey to Chongqing. He 

is so willing to share his experiences about how to cross the bridge like a big brother. “It is really 

dangerous, and when you get to the middle, the blanks creak and split apart. The water roar below 

you and you are lost if you fall in.”199 The young man continues to encourage these two girls. “I 

came here intending to help you two young ladies across this rickety worn out bridge.”200 He has a 

heroic attitude which is typical of his generation and upbringing.  This performance of traditional 

masculine heroism attracts Sangqing, who at this point still embodies elements of traditional 

femininity.   

The exiled student represents the western modernized thinking that has inspired the young generation 

to search for a way to treat themselves as independent individuals, especially for those who are 

studying in schools. The 16 year- old Sangqing, the 18 year- old Laoshi, and this young exiled 

student are all on the same track to breathe in the modern wind. Through his philosophical questions 

 
196 This incident was happened in the 5th June, 1941 by Japanese aircraft attack.  
197 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981), p.41 
198 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.23 
199 Ibid p.23 
200 Ibid p.23 
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we know how these young people think: “‘And you ask yourself: Where am I? Who am I? You really 

want to know. And you’d be willing to die to find out.’201我倒底在哪儿？我倒底是什么人？这还

有别的人吗？你要找肯定的答案，就是为了那个去死，你也甘心的。’” 202 The individual’s life 

seems to be a big issue among the young generation and the thirst for knowledge is strong; He 

mentions that you could devote the life totally to find the truth.  

 

He dares to question the situation and speak directly and clumsy through his language  

: “‘Fuck it! Why couldn’t we get through the rocks? All the other boats made it.203’” and “‘他妈的，

为什么我们的船过不了滩！别的船都过去了!’” 204 His outbursts can be filled with expletives, 

showing that he is free from the traditional polite manner that a young scholar should.  

 

Even through the exiled student imagines himself as a hero at times, his treatment of the old man is 

the opposite of a traditional gentleman. For example, he says to the old man, “Something wrong with 

your lungs?205 你肺里有毛病吗？206”  In this case he has no respect for the old man which makes 

the old man angry about him.  

But he also is a creative person that likes to sing songs. 

“‘I am going to use this blouse as a flag. Come on everyone, sing!207’ ‘我就用这件花衫子做指挥

棒，大家一起来唱歌吧！’208 ”  He is spontaneous and creative and has a strong leadership skill.        

“‘We are in the twentieth century now! Sir, have you heard of the invention of the helicopter? Just 

one helicopter could rescue the whole lot of us. A place like the Gorges should have a Gorge Rescue 

Station. As soon as we get to Chunking, we should all sign a petition of protest and put it in the 

newspapers. We have the right to protest. We are victims of the Gorges!’ 209 ‘现在可是二十世纪

呀！老先生，你听见过一种叫直升飞机的新发明吗？只要有一架直升飞机就可以把这一船人

全飞走了。三峡这地方应该有个救济站呀！我们一到重庆就应该联名在报上抗议！我们有资

格抗议！我们就是峡里的牺牲者!’210” He has a sense of justice and wants the government to 

defend individual’s right with new technological awareness and an idealistic desire. 

 
201 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981)  p.25 
202 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.28 
203 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.29  
204 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.33 
205 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.29 
206 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.34 
207 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.32 
208 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.38 
209 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.38 
210 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.47 
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The exiled student goes through a lot of difficulties during his trip: “I escaped from the Japanese -

occupied area, didn’t get killed by the Japanese, didn’t get hit by bullets or shrapnel, and now I have 

to starve to death, stranded on this pile of rocks? This is the biggest farce in the world.”211 He is 

young and he needs food, and unlike the traditional practice of quiet endurance, he gets impatient 

and complains a lot, showing his more modern, individualistic behavior. 

 

The exiled student’s personal life or family life presents a different picture. He was born in a family 

which his mother is one of the seven wives of his father. She is the legal wife and others are the 

concubines. All of them live in a military organized garden where they take turns to meet the man 

day by day. The concubines all have a good relationship because they have had a common enemy, 

their husband, who is the father of the exiled student. His father has more than forty children, but 

can’t tell which if his concubines has given birth to which child.  The exiled student’s mother dies in 

the Nanking bombing and the other six concubines survive, his father becomes an officer when the 

Japanese invade. The exiled student calls his father a traitor and will never speak to him or contact 

him again. The exiled student cut the bond with his family.212 

 

He has an artistic and clam side noticeable when he plays his flute and listen to the old man’s story. 

And in the gambling game, he puts in his flute as the counter for gambling. When he is told he could 

take the griffin as the prize, he declares his identity. He looks at Sangqing and says: “What would I 

do with this? I am a wanderer. All I want is a pair of straw sandals, a bag of dried food, and a flute. 

This jade griffin is nothing but a burden. Anyway,’ his voice oddly tender. ‘I owe you something. I 

‘ll repay you by giving back your jade griffin.213’” 

The exiled student shows his feelings to Sangqing in very contained and polite way, but he is also 

was open to having fun and flirting with other female characters in this journey. He is an energetic 

person which Sangqing is fond of as the first man in her life.  

 

The old man 老先生 This character demonstrates the significant culture of patriarchal society in 

1940s China. The old man knows the ancient method for praying; he can communicate with 

ancestors’ spirits to help the group in trouble. He is an active person who has something to say about 

any situation. We will get to know about him well from my analysis later in the intertextuality and 

 
211 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.39 
212 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.54 
213 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.63 
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cultural symbols, and it’s this kind of knowledge that he has a lot of. He is a cultural heritage carrier:  

Confucianism and historical learning.   

The old man also embodies the typical Chinese person in other ways. For instance, “The old man 

coughs and spits out a thick wad of phlegm into the river.”214 This is bad behavior from a civilized 

perspective, but it was a common behavior in China. His health is not good, and he is weak, because 

he announces that he has been coughing and spitting for over 20 years. He is competitive towards the 

exiled student as an old male man could show his higher class “‘Nonsense. … No one’s ever dared 

suggest that I have TB.’… ‘He forces up another wad of phlegm and spits it into the river.’”215 

 

He is not so interested in fashionable things, and he tells the exiled student that he can’t sing the 

international song “No, no, not that song. I don’t know these new songs.”216   

 

The old man likes the older polite behavior.  “‘Young people nowadays!’ The old man sits in the 

cabin doorway all day long, holding his water pipe, looking up forward the small shrine on the shore 

and occasionally puffing a few empty mouthfuls on his pipe.”217  

 

He can’t understand why the exiled student wants to complain the government which regards the 

people’s deaths like play. The old man says: “These three Gorges have been dangerous for thousands 

of years, what can the Government do about it?”218 He does not understand the modern view of the 

government’s responsibility to its citizens.  

 

His conflict is not with the exiled students only, but with the young generation in general. When he 

answers Sangqing’s question about how true the words said came from Tu Fu and Zhuge are.  He 

says “‘You young people these days!’ He strokes his beard. ‘Here I am, an old gentle man, would I 

try to deceive you? ‘He pauses. ‘I really believe that heaven cares about us and answers prayers. Let 

me tell you a story from the Chronicle of devoted sons…” 219 The old man’s ritual behavior reflects 

how Chinese are, especially the old generation who are very honest in implementing old etiquettes, 

such as sandwriting to get blessing and protection in an unknown situation. The sandwriting scene 

shows his piety to traditions and ancestors220.  

 
214 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.29 
215 Ibid p.29 
216 Ibid p.32  
217 Ibid p.34 
218 Ibid p.37 
219 Ibid p.47 
220 More explanations in this thesis, p.83-p.84. 
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Other than the exiled student, the old man gets on very well with everyone on the journey, showing 

his compassion. He is friendly and flirts with the Peach flower woman, telling her to: “‘Go on 

singing. Sing. Don´t stop now!’ The old man waves to the Peach flower woman. ‘You sound like you 

´re singing when you shout! If you don’t sing, they’ll ignore us.’”221He is also rational that he knew 

the Peach flower woman might get attention from the line – pullers. 

 

The old man tells his personal life about his wife, which is an unbelievable story. He tells his story in 

a dark moon night, and with a third- person perspective, he keeps distance. His wife is not the main 

character and she experiences the Nanking Massacre (1937) and the Bombing of Chongqing (1938-

1943). She had a son and a husband, but she loses her memories during the Bombing of Chongqing 

and only remembers the thing in the Nanking Massacre. This story foreshadows Sangqing losing her 

memory later in the USA and transforms into Taohong. His wife only remembers she has been saved 

by a German doctor from being raped by a Japanese soldier. She tells her husband: “Some people 

from the International Relief Committee came running up. The head of committee was a German. He 

ordered the Japanese soldier to leave. But the soldier kept biting your neck. Finally, the German put 

out his arm and the Japanese saw his Nazi insignia. He slipped off your back and ran. He didn’t even 

pick up his clothes or his bayonet.” 222 Ironic here was the Nazi insignia that the German doctor has 

scares away the Japanese soldier. It brings a question to the reader:  How do we judge good or bad?  

 

The old man has represented the general patriarchal society in China and the old are still important in 

people’s daily lives. Knowledge is still the main spiritual learning for young people, but the 

challenges have already come to society through new cultural influences, represented by the exiled 

student and the collisions caused by the Japanese invasion.   

 

The Peach Flower woman 桃花女 The Peach flower woman is a typical countryside woman who 

has brought up her son as the highest priority. She is an illiterate but she is confident with herself in 

any situation. She is brave, open- minded, happy, healthy, and positive.   

“The peach flower woman and her child 桃花女和她的孩子”223 are the passengers among others in 

the boat. When she boards the boat holding her child, she is wearing “a flowered blouse, open at the 

 
221 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.30 
222 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.51 
223 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.30 
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collar, some buttons undone, as if she was about to take off her clothes at any moment.”224 Her attire 

makes such an impression on Sangqing and Laoshi that they make this new nickname for the 

woman. The peach flower woman has a natural and free style. She may be an inspirational source to 

Taohong’s dress style when she shows up later in the prologue wearing: “only skin-colored bikini 

panties and a peach blouse.”225 and later when she faces to Mr. Dark, and “unbuttons her blouse, 

exposing her breast.”226 There are still differences between these two women:  the Peach flower 

woman is a natural, beautiful breastfeeding mother and Taohong is a sexual and mature woman who 

wants more attention for her sexuality.  

 

The peach flower woman’s language is as straight and simple as she is and shows her confidence 

with her identity. She freely “lets her milk dribble out, with a laugh she says, ‘Us country folk really 

know how to yell. That’s what I’m best at. Hey-yo-’”227  Even when the exiled student flirts, she 

directly tells him: “‘You imp…’, ‘You are tickling me. You make me itch all over.’” 228 She freely 

communicates how she feels and who she is. Beyond her language, she also behaves freely. Instead 

of paying attention to the old man’s advice on the rules of how a man and a woman should be, she 

freely “holds her child as she sings and sways back and forth.”229 and “She always has her lapels 

flung open, revealing the top of her smooth chest.”230  

 

Behind her strength are still vulnerabilities and hardships. When the exiled student asks for people’s 

addresses for future connections, the peach flower woman cannot write her name, due to her 

background of being from the countryside, and Laoshi helps her.  

 

She is married with a seven years’ younger man and has brought him up until he went to school in 

Chongqing. She has endured life and is willing to do everything at home, and her mother-in- law 

tries to persuade her not to go to Chongqing searching for her husband. She hears a rumor about her 

husband being unfaithful with another woman. However, the peach flower woman just wants the 

truth and is willing to let him be free if he is happy with another woman. She also tells the group that 

her son is not her husband’s son either.  

 

 
224 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981p.29 
225 Ibid p.1 
226 Ibid p.5 
227 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.30 
228 Ibid p.32 
229 Ibid p.32 
230 Ibid p.34 
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The peach flower woman is helpful when the old man sets up the ancient ceremony for praying for 

rain. In Sangqing’s dream “the Peach flower woman, her breasts exposed, appears, riding the crest of 

a wave. She waves at me. She wants me to join her on the waves.”231 But when Sangqing wakes up, 

she sees that peach flower woman is asleep like the others, and she is hugging “her child to her bare 

breasts.”232 The dream indicates that the freedom embodied by the peach flower woman is very 

attractive to Sangqing, even though it’s only her unconsciousness that is aware of this.  

 

Before the journey ends for Sangqing, there is a last drinking party on the boat when both the exiled 

student and the old man want the peach flower woman’s body. In response, she only laughs, and 

says: “‘Do anything you want with my poor old body. Just don’t take away my baby’s food. My milk 

is almost gone.’”233 In this case, she does not fear the men and still communicates her and her child’s 

needs.  “She is lying on the bunk nursing her child. Refugee student lights a cigarette, grabs Peach- 

flower woman’s right foot and sticks it between her toes. He presses his face against her sole and 

smokes, his two hands holding her foot. The old man does the with her left foot.” 234  

 

In this character we see her motherhood is the highest priority in her life. She is generous, kind, 

tolerant and sexual. As a character symbol she is a symbol for the wild power, and giving her best to 

other is the symbol of motherhood that Chinese rural women are the pillars that supported the 

survival of others.  

 

The Captain 船老板 has confidence from his sailing skills. So he likes to tell others how to handle 

the present situation through working together and waiting for the right water level: “The oarsmen 

will divide into two shifts, and day and night take turns watching the level of the water. We have to 

be ready to push off at any moment. As soon as the water rises over the rocks and the boat floats up, 

the man and the rudder will hold it steady and the boat will float down with the current.  If the water 

rises and there’s no one at the rudder, the boat maybe thrown against those big rocks and that ´ll be 

the end of us.”235 The Captain makes a wise and clear decision on how his staff needs to work, and 

he knows well how the relationship between water level and floating, and how important it is for 

someone to control the rudder to guarantee safety for all. This captain is absolutely a hidden hero in 

this chapter with another symbol of how to be a good leader in any situation.  

 
231 Ibid p.52 
232 Ibid p.53 
233 Ibid p.65 
234Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.65 
235 Ibid p.33  
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Several times he plays a role as the most realistic person who can handle the boat situation best. He 

is the real leader who can save them all. He is knowledgeable, realistic, calm, analytic, rational and 

not emotional as the boat passengers want to get out of the situation without knowing about how 

nature’s changes can be the most fateful factor, in fact, during the boat trip the water level is most 

important, which symbolizes that in a society, big social and political environments are the most 

important factor affecting a normal individual’s life.   

 

Boat Trackers 纤夫们  “The twelve oarsmen tug at the oars. Their gasps are almost chants, ai-ho, 

ai-ho. Black sweat streams down their bodies, soaking their skin, plastering their white trousers to 

their tights. Their calves bulge like drumsticks.”236  On the first day, the young people and the boat 

passengers start singing shanty to communicate and play with the boat trackers with different tones 

and games. Nie uses the simple tones to register how the chants could be with some musical rhythm.  

 

“‘Hej-yo- (The peach flower woman started to shout, she was spontaneous and brave.)  

The two-line pullers on the bank turn around and stare at our boat. 

“‘Hey…Yo…’ The mountains echo. 

‘Send- bamboo-Raft.  

‘Send…bamboo…Raft…’” 

Two line- pullers wave at shake their heads.   

‘Na-Yi-Na-Ya-  

Na…Yi…Na---Ya 

Cut -bamboo- 

Cut… bamboo…  

Na-Yi-Na-Ya- 

Na…Yi…Na---Ya  

Cut -bamboo-make -raft  

Cut… bamboo…make - raft’ 

The men on the cliff stop paying attention to us. The oarsmen squat on the deck, eating.”237 - The 

typical movements the Chinese men, especially labored men used to do it, and the writer has catched 

the moment for the symbol of a Chinese workman. 

 
236 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.27 
237 Ibid p.31 
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“‘Ho-hej-yo- 

Ho…hej…yo’ 

Tell-the -authorities-’ 

Tell…the…authorities… 

Two of the tow-line pullers start climbing the mountain path.  

Hey-you-there -hey- 

Hey…you…there …hey… 

Send- life- boats-’ 

Send…life…boats’  

Two man on the path stop and turn to look at us.  

‘Na-na-Hey-yo- 

Na…Na…Hey …Yo’ 

Send- life- boats- 

Send…life…boats’ 

Two men on the path turn again and proceed up the mountain. Two others stand up.  

‘ Na-na-Hey-yo- 

Na…Na…Hey …Yo 

Help!... Help!- 

Help!... Help!..”238 

Disciplined, the boat trackers do not shout back, and they listen to their captain to do the right thing. 

While the passengers are more eager to get help from a life-boat which the captain said “I ‘ve only 

seen capsized boats, never life-boats.”239 This shows that captain is very practically and is a realist.  

 

There are twelve Boat trackers who are always mentioned as a group that work on the river. They 

are in the lowest social class and they are never referred to individuals, nor are they given any 

names. The voices from them are the answers they give to people’s shanty shouting with the body 

languages. They are silenced and in their own world and do the thing they need to do. They are 

poor, lovely, strong, simple, and disciplined workers. In this Qutang journey, they play a very 

helpful role to guarantee people conquer the challenges in the hard situations. They are the 

representatives of most normal Chinese working people who lived in the 1940s.  

 

 
238 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.30-p.31 
239 Ibid p.31 
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Sangqing  桑青 is the first person to narrate her story. The Qutang Gorges’ trip is the first time 

Sangqing contacts the world out of her comfort zone, and that means growing, in a very specific and 

dangerous environment on the part of the Yangtze River. She almost regrets her trip due the 

tumultuous and frightening environment and wants to return home.  In the end, she conquers all the 

difficulties together with others, and gets through a life uncertain place and awaits the victory of the 

anti-Japanese war in 1945. At just 16 years old, a young heroine.  

 

Sangqing feels guilty for her rebellion, because she has violated the traditional role that a daughter 

should follow: being lovely and obedient to her family. It has been a beautiful dream for her to have 

been loved by her parents. Priority is given to the son rather than the daughter is a practice in 

Chinese families which Nie has experienced since she was child. When Nie was a child, the servant 

in her family Zhang Desan 张德三,without looking at her, only gave compliments to her brother: 

“ ‘Our little master is good, is gentle, when you grow up, you will become an officer, build a big 

modern house…..’”240 Nie was sad to hear that. We see the similarity in the novel and in her 

biography that the man is given more priority than ta woman. This phenomenon is called 重男轻女 in 

Chinese – literally means to prioritize the man and discount the woman. This was an unfair rule in 

her eyes. 

 

Sangqing takes another step further to cross the bridge, the life’s challenge and she did it bravely. In 

front of the bridge, she asks the exiled student: “Well, what’s it like?”241This is the answer to 

Taohong’s monologue about herself when she talks to Mr. Dark: “I go everywhere, looking for 

trills.”242 The real character between Sangqing and Taohong is the same.   “The roar of the water gets 

louder. The bridge sways violently. I grip the railing and wait for it to stop swinging.”243 The exiled 

student encourages them with more words: “The faster it sways, the faster you have to walk. Try to 

walk in time to the swaying.” 244 Sangqing moves forward “I sway the bridge and the bridge sways 

me. I walk faster. The mountain, the water, the naked boys, Refugee student, all fuse together in my 

vision. I want to stop but I can’t and I start to run to the other side while the bridge sways and 

swings.”245 Sangqing has experienced fear with excitement in her life’s first voyage. Sangqing has 

taken her first step to conquer fear in front of dangerous situation when she went across the bridge.  

 
240 Nie, Hualing, The portraits from three lives 三生影像，Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing,p.31 

241 Ibid p.21 
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243 Ibid p.26 
244 Ibid p.26 
245 Ibid p.26 
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These young people have a strong will to conquer the life’s difficulties and an adventurous mind for 

this new world.  

 

Sangqing’s erotic dream about the exiled student happens twice before she has her first night with 

the exiled student. She has dreamed about having child with him before they met. “His sun- tanned 

muscular chest “246 makes an impression on Sangqing during their first meeting. A sixteen year-old 

girl having a “spring dream 春梦”in this situation is quite normal and innocent. The second time, she 

dreams she is surrounded by the waves and this is a dream about the wild power that “A large eagle 

flies overhead it circles the heads and flaps his huge black wings, it is beautiful. It is dancing…. 

Refuge student suddenly appears, ridding on the eagle´s back. He begins to play his flute to the 

rhythm of the eagle’s dance... I want to fly way on the eagle too.  The sound of the flute gets louder.  

I wake up. The flute is coming from the stern…  

The sound of the flute suddenly stops….”247  

This part is totally filled with fantasy with an ancient atmosphere in a primitive life where freedom 

what a 16 years old girl wants to have the most.  

 

When others are all asleep, she sees the exiled student “bare- chested” and “lying on the deck” and 

“The gorge is black. He reaches up to me. I lie down beside him. We don’t say anything.”248 This is 

the second challenge for Sangqing as she starts to experience life when she has had her first night 

with male.   

 

These two steps are the main progresses for Sangqing that she wouldn’t have experienced if she 

stayed at home. And this has been an enriching period for her as a young girl to learn about society 

in a holistic perspective which she would take as the strong cultural root when she transforms herself 

into Taohong, a new identity with new life experiences in which we might see some footprints from 

Sangqing’s early life in mainland China.  

 

Characterization is central in this novel and these various characters of contrasting genders, ages, 

identities, classes, education and personal situations make the whole trip dynamic. By each being so 

unique, the characters’ interactions with each other create more communications and collisions in a 

 
246 Ibid p.21 
247 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981) p.52 
248 Ibid p.53 
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friendly and polite way, and they were bound by one shared goal. The use of dialog is the main 

dominant literary method that creates the connections between the characters as well as creating the 

space for the readers to repeat and taste the voices of themselves through others. It creates a lively 

atmosphere.  

The monologue is an important expression to show individual thoughts and dreams, and we taste the 

stream of consciousness.  

 

Sangqing is an active narrator. She observes, she discovers and she experiences real life out of her 

comfortable zoon. That is the start of her life’s journey of being independent through her exit of 

“private escaping” with her best girlfriend Laoshi who plays a supportive role in her life on the boat 

with friendship and love. The exiled student is an idealistic male figure who represents the modern, 

healthy, challenged, knowledgeable and heroic, but he still has an ancient traditional style. The old 

man is symbolic for traditional Chinese society with a kind attitude to others; The peach flower 

woman is a person who has wild energy with good skills and a strong mentality to selfless 

motherhood strong enough to support others. Even the captain and the boat trackers represent a calm 

status as they are used to handling the situations on the Qutang Gorge with knowledge and 

discipline; They make a successful trip to escaping the deadly location and wait for a victory.  

 

The story ending in this chapter is cheerful. We would easily accept the young generation for who 

they are: They are rebellious, curious, sunny, patriotic. They escape the old cultural cages but 

haven’t found the new way and they are on the way to explore life.  

Sangqing is one of the young pioneers with her silent and graceful style to explore the world on a 

beautiful and natural boat trip out of the war.  It has the positive and optimistic tone that downplays 

the individual tragic experiences which have been in a hidden secret among the characters.   

 

6.4.2 Impressionistic Depiction Technique of Nature Imagery  

The story in this part is based on a boat trip within two weeks when Sangqing is16 years old and her 

female schoolmate Laoshi is18 years old. They leave home privately as a “couple” on the way from a 

little place in Hubei to Chongqing through the Yangtze River.   

 

They take a wooden boat first to Badong. Then they take the cargo ship to Wushan, continuing on 

they take a wooden boat to Fengjie, through Qutang Gorge.  
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The exiled student comes into the novel when Sangqing and Laoshi walk on a street in a little town 

Daixi Town 黛溪镇  on a stone- paved road. These three young people manage to go over a 

drawbridge. Later on the old man and the peach flower woman with her son join their group.  

 

After several days of being stranded, this group of people together go through an incredible journey 

and then hear about the victory of the Anti-Japanese War, while still floating on the river.   

 

Qutang Gorge, together with Wu Gorge and Xiling Gorge, is part of the Three Gorges and is located 

upstream and eight kilometers away from Chongqing. Qutang Gorge is the shortest and quite 

speculated place. This part of Sangqing’s notebook describes a short period before the end of Second 

World War. The geographical names have existed for a long time in reality, and not just from the 

imaginations of the writer.  

 

The River Dragon  河龙 

At the beginning of this chapter the surrounding has already settled down in a completely wild 

natural environment: “There is no sun. There is no moon. There is no sky. The sky and the water are 

one, both murky. The river dragon stirs up the water. His hairy legs and clumsy tail swish back and 

forth, churning the water. “ 249  The English version (1981) lacks two sentences from Chinese 

version (2009).  The missing part is: “The water waves are brushed to a higher level, how white and 

how bright, even it is in a dreamily sunset with a little brightness then you can see it”250, “把河水刷

得好高，好白好亮, 就是在朦胧亮的黄昏也看得见。”251 Here we see the writer uses a 

personification to describe how the water’s wild temper makes the environment change with the 

brightness. This natural place is not an easy part to pass through. It symbolizes how the young 

people feel the world is exciting, wild, dangerous, and surprising.   

 

Draw Bridge 吊桥 

Sangqing is a little regretful and wants to go back home, and this Draw Bridge comes in as her life’s 

first challenge of choosing to live or to die: “Before us is a suspension bridge. Beyond it are 

mountains piled on mountains, below the valley.”252 The environment is covered by nature’s change. 

“There is a heavy fog. The mountains on the other shore are wrapped in mist and all this is visible is 

 
249 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version,1981) p.17 
250 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
251 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.17 
252 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version, 1981), p.23 
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a black peak stabbing the sky.”253  Suddenly a sound was heard: “What do you say? Shall we cross 

the bridge?”254 

 “It’s a different experience for everyone. I wanted to see what it felt like to be dangling on a 

primitive bridge above dangers water.”255 Here we see the primitive “bridge” as the sign of life’s 

challenge or difficulty, and the “dangerous water” is the unknown life situation in an extreme 

circumstance in which only survival matters. Then the questions the exiled student mentions really 

inspire Sangqing with the profound philosophical meaning:  

“You are suspended there, unable to touch the sky above you or the earth below you, pitch-black 

mountains all around you and crashing the water underneath. You’re completely cut off from the 

world, as if you have been dangling there since creation. And you ask yourself: Where am I? Who 

am I? You really want to know. And you’d be willing to die to find out.”256 

 

Boat Trackers 纤夫们 Since the Han Dynasty in China, pulling the boat had been traditional work 

when the boat needs to sail upstream. Unfortunately, this work had disappeared since the 1980s 

when motor ships substituted wooden boats257. But here, using the oarsmen, the author describes a 

historical picture that makes life on the Three Gorges more realistic.  

“Some men are struggling to tow our boat through the rapids, filling alone the cliff through the 

water near shore, the tow-line through over their shoulders padded with cloth, hands gripping the 

rope at their chest, their bodies bending lower and lower, grunting a singsong. Hai- yo hai-yo as they 

pull. Their chant rises and falls with the ai-ho, ai-ho of our crew. The whole mountain Gorge echoes 

as if it were trying to help them pull the boat up the rapids.”258   

Nie puts her observations into the work of the Boat trackers work in detailed context as above show 

her empathy to these men.   

 

Water level  & Teeth 水位与牙齿 The wooden boat has been stranded because of the rocks: 

“Two rows of rocks rise out of the water, like a set of bared teeth, black and white. Whirlpools 

surround the rocks.”259 The beginning of the aground situation starts here. Nie Hualing uses an 

image from Bai Juyi’s poem about the Gorges that we see the teeth, rocks in different colours, more 

alive impression that you may think that is the same impression you get from the poem of Bai 

 
253 Ibid p.23 
254Ibid p.23 
255 Ibid p.24 
256 Ibid p.26 
257 https://new.qq.com/omn/20200720/20200720A0K6XF00.html?pc (20220415) 
258 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.27  
259 I Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.27 
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Juyi.260. “Lumber planks, baskets, basins, and trunks drift down toward with the current.”261 

Everything follows the water stream and just floats. People only follow the life’s stream for 

surviving.  

 

The Geographical References 地标 

“New Landslide Rapids is nothing. Further on there’s Yellow Dragon Rapids, Ghost Gate Pass, 

Hundred Cage Pass, Dragon Spine Rapids, Tiger Whisker Rapids, Black Rock Breakers and 

Whirlpool Heap. Some are shallow bars, some are flooded. A shallow bar is dangerous when the 

water is low, a flooded bar is dangerous when the water is high. If you make it past the shallow bar, 

you won’t make it past the flooded one. If you get past the flooded one, you’ll get stuck on the 

shallow one….” 262   

 

” 新崩滩还不算险呀！再上去还有黄龙滩， 鬼门关， 百牢关，龙脊滩，虎须滩，  黑石滩， 

滟滪堆。 有的是枯水滩， 有的是洪水滩。枯水滩逢枯水险， 洪水滩逢涨水险。逃过了枯水

滩，就逃不过洪水滩;逃过了洪水滩，就逃不过枯水滩。 ”263
 

The Three Gorges have had many historical and legendary stories, shown through names of 

geographic locations and the connections between the animal, spiritual and natural worlds. Nature 

has always been a big challenge that human beings have needed to face and conquer. It is through 

life or death situations that people find their way. We see the symbols below by in different 

categories:   

Animal:  Yellow Dragon Rapids, Dragon spine Rapids, Tiger whisker Rapids, 

Spirit:     Ghost Gate Pass, Hundred Cage Pass 

Nature:   Black Rock Breakers, Whirlpool Heap. 

 

Tiger Whisker Rapids 虎须滩  “ We get through Tiger Whisker Rapids.” 264 “我们在虎须滩上活

过来了。”265 Tiger is a kind of ferocious animal that can hurt people or eat people. Here the place 

name warns people that they should be careful of the Tiger Whisker.  

 

 
260 More explanations in p.73 in this thesis.  
261 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.33 
262 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.22 
263 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.24 
264 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.26 
265 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.30  
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Black Rock Breakers 黑石滩 “ Rock jut up from Whirlpool Heap Black Rock Breakers is a sinking 

whirlpool. We get through it”266. “ 滟滪冒石， 黑石下井， 我们在黑石滩上活过来了。”267  

The black Rock is solid and not easy to go through, but the young people make it.  

 

Hundred Cage Pass 百牢关, Yellow Dragon Rapids 黄龙滩 

The dialogues give us a realistic understanding of that situation.  

The young exiled student lacks patience, demonstrated through his yelling: “‘Hundred Cage Pass! 

The name itself is enough to depress you! Hey Captain!’ He yells, ‘how far is this hundred Cage 

Pass from the City of the White Emperor?’” 268 “ ‘百牢关！ 那个名字就叫人泄气！喂，船老

板！’他向船头大叫。’百牢关离白帝城有多远啊？”269  

The Captain has never heard the name as a boat man, since he does his job in a realistic way, so he 

asks “What is Hundred Cage Pass?”270 “撑船的人就从来没听见过啥子百牢关。”271 

The young man, on other hand, wants a name, showing that he is eager to put a definite meaning on 

an unknown place. He insists on asking “What’s this place called, then?”272 “这地方叫什么名字

呢？”273 

Conversely, the captain just passes through the place, so he has no need for a specific name, and 

encourages the student to do the same, saying, “This place is near Yellow Dragon Rapids. It doesn’t 

have a name. Call it whatever you like!”274 “这地方靠近黄龙滩，啥子名字也没有！你爱叫啥子

就叫啥子!”275 Being educated and creative, the young man says “Call it Teeth Pass!”276 “就叫它牙

齿关吧！”277…. … Here he references the Classical Chinese literature Bai Juyi’s poem278. He is 

also determined to reach his goal: Baidicheng, or, The City of the White Emperor 白帝城. Although 

the boat is “Only a couple of miles”279 away,  “只有几里路呀”280after passing several interesting 

places. However, it is difficult to move forward with adverse weather and water levels.  

 
266 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.27 
267 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.30 
268 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.35 
269 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.43 
270Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.35 
271 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.43 
272 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.35 
273 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.43 
274 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.35 
275 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.43 
276 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.35 
277 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.43 
278 In this thesis p.73 
279Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.35 
280 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.43 
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The old man, unlike the young man, just wants to see signs of human life: “If we could see it, we 

could see signs of human life.”281 “看得见白帝城就看得见人烟了!” 282 His desire echoes the 

desire of many normal Chinese people during the war period; hope is the best anecdote for 

hardships.  

 

Colorful fireworks 五彩火花 The last view showing before the notebook is closed. In this part of 

Three Gorges the weather changed and some of the imaginary have to do with how people felt when 

through a hard boat trip on a hard water area. The moment here is “It’s twilight in the Gorge, the 

time when day can’t be distinguished from night, or clear dusk from a cloudy day.” 283 Nobody 

knows the war has ended in this moment, the natural signs were still dull.  

 

After they hear the news of the victory the sky changes colour: “A flame shoots up in the sky, 

bursting into colorful fireworks. A huge lotus flower 莲花 opens above the Gorge.”284 Celebration 

with the colourful fireworks is a tradition of Chinese people; the Lotus flower works as a sign of 

empathy and the peace from the Buddhism, which has been rooted in Chines people’s normal life 

for a long time.  

 

Analyses generally reflect how this journey has created many impressions of that special natural 

environment that the reader can imagine how people would feel. The focused descriptions around 

the environment remind people to find themselves in nature. The greatness and the sadness were 

there through paying the attentions to nature and histories, legends, with the memorable events. It is  

the passengers together that make a realistic picture of China’s unstable social and political 

situations in 1945 and how hard it was for the individuals to survive. No doubt, Qutang Gorge as a 

geographical symbol combines history and the present time for the people who lived at that moment.  

 

6.4.3 Intertextuality and Cultural Symbols  

Classical Literature 

“ The feeling of the  virgin voyage to Gorges”285 《初入峡有感》by Tang poet Bai Juyi (772- 846) 

 
281 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.36 
282 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.44 
283 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach, (English version 1981) p.66 
284 Ibid p.66 
285 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
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 “上有万仞山，下有千丈水” 286  

“Above, a mountain ten thousand feet high;  上有万仞山，下有千丈水。 

Below, a river a thousand fathoms deep;   

….. 

Long before night the walls are black with dusk 未夜黑岩昏，无缝白浪起。 

Without wind white waves rise.  

The big rock are like a flat sword  大石如刀剑， 小石如牙齿。 

The little rocks resemble ivory tusks” 287 

 

Bai Juyi’s poem about the Three Gorges, describes the landform, which influences to Nie’s choice of 

words to characterize the natural sights in Qutang Gorges that I picked up for the analysis.  

 

At the start of this chapter when Sangqing sees the mountains in the opposite side of the river, she 

sees the part of it that looks “like a black sword piercing the sky.”288 More interesting is the 

allegorical tone to describe “The sky dies without losing on drop of blood. The gorge suddenly 

darkness.”289 

 

The journey of Son’s return 儿归行  Father has taught Sangqing a song that she remembers, which 

symbolizes her feeling to her mother who has treated her as loveless as a stepmother. “my little 

brother was her son. My little brother would turn into a bird…”290 So Sangqing wants to “smash the 

griffin “291 for show her anger at the situation when she has been treated unfairly. The song Sangqing 

learns is “ The journey of son’s return 儿归行” by Kong Wuzhong (1041-1097), the 47th generation 

of Confucius’ descendant, but here the song text must be a mixed creature with the inspiration from 

Kong：  

“Child, come back  

 Child, comeback  

Child, why don’t you come back?  

Why do you come back as a bird?  

 
286 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009), p.18 
287 Translated by Arthur Waley, https://ppfocus.com/0/tra4a047a.html (20220415)  
288 Nieh Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.17 
289 Nieh Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.17 
290 Ibid p.22 
291 Ibid p.22 

https://ppfocus.com/0/tra4a047a.html
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The bird’s sad cries fill the mountains.”292 

Here, the stepmother treats her stepson badly, then her own son becomes a bird.  

 

Men and Women Should Not Mix 男女授受不亲293 In a public cabin, the old man has been 

complaining that “People are brushing up against each other in the cabin and  men and women 

shouldn’t be mix294老先生说船上人擦人,不能 “男女授受不亲。” 295 The old represents traditional 

values and he has to defend them.   

 

Woman without talent is a virtue296女子无才便是德297When the peach flower woman couldn’t 

write her name as an illiterate, then the old man said: “ It is a great virtue for a woman to be without 

talent.” The old man is a representative scholar for the Confucius’s culture.  

 

Hou Yi 后羿 On the fourth day of being aground, when the weather is too hot, the people start to 

describe their thirst: “ When people say they are thirsty it makes me even thirstier . Here at the 

bottom of the gorge, the sun blazes overhead for a few minutes, yet we are still so thirsty. No wonder 

the legendary hunter tried to end the drought by shooting down nine of the ten suns.”  298   “难怪后

羿要射掉九个太阳299.  

 

White fish leaps into the boat300白鱼跳舟301 There is a similar Chinese allusion which is called 白

鱼入舟 which comes from Shiji 史记 周本记, and it symbolizes a good sign that the Zhou Dynasty 

wouldn’t lose its control. Yet the old man shows a respect to the white fish and lets it be free instead 

of eating it for survival, which the young man does not understand. Through their dialogues we get 

some impressions of the different perspectives on choices for survival.   

 

 
292 Nieh Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.22  
293 Mengzi，“男女授受不亲， 礼也。”出自战国·邹·孟轲《孟子·离娄上》 
294 Nieh Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.34 
295 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.41  
296 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.47 
297 Chen, Jiru, 陈继儒,《安得长者言》。 
298 Nieh Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.43  
299 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.54 
300 Nieh Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.38 
301 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.48 
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The peach flower woman has a positive attitude to find a good sign of live, pointing at “‘Hey, look at 

that fish!’ The peach flower woman points at a big fish which has just leapt out of the river onto the 

deck.” 302“ ‘ 嗨，好大一条鱼！’桃花女望着一条大鱼从河里跳到甲板上。”303 

The old man understands the symbolism behind it: “‘A good Omen! A good white fish leaps into the 

boat!’ The old man shouts, ‘We will get out of here OK.’ The five of us turn to look at the shrine on 

the bank.”304 “‘好兆头！白鱼跳舟!’ 老先生大叫 ‘咱们准可活过这一关。’” 305 All of them 

understand how important it is that they need to see a shrine which can give them the blessings. 

However, there is no sign and the challenge remains:  

“The water still hasn’t risen; The shrine is still dry”306 .  “土地庙仍然在水边上。”307 The exiled 

student reflects on how the situation could be different: “‘There is a shrine but nobody offers 

incense. It would be better if we tore it down.’ says Refugee student.”308 “‘大庙没有人敬香，倒不

如把它砸掉。’流亡学生说。”309 It is a taboo that the young man says such things in the old man’s 

views, and in response to the disrespectful attitude the latter says, his mustache twitching: 

 “‘You ought to be struck down by lightning for saying such a thing!’ The old man’s moustache 

twitches ‘And the fish, where is the fish?’” 310 “ ‘你说这话就该遭雷打!’老先生翘着胡子。‘鱼

呢，刚才那条大鱼呢？’ ” 311 “‘The oarsmen just put it in a bucket. We can kill it tomorrow and 

have fresh fish to eat.’”312 “船夫把它放到水桶里，明天杀了吃鲜鱼!’” 313 The boat tracker are 

survivors in any time. The fish is fish, fish is food in their eyes. 

Defending the old rituals, the old man repeats that the fish “‘must not be eaten” and “walks to the 

bow of the boat, scoops up the fish with hands, kneels at the side of the boat and spreads his hands 

open like a mussel shell.”314  “‘不可吃，不可吃！那条鱼绝不可吃！’老先生走到船头， 两手从

桶里捧起鱼，跪在船边， 手象两条蚌似的张开了。” 315 The fish is freed. The old man holds 

 
302 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.38 
303 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.48 
304 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.38 
305 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.48 
306 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.38 
307 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.48 
308 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.38 
309 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.48 
310 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.39 
311 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.48 
312 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.39 
313 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.48 
314 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.39 
315 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.48 
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“two hands spread open like a mussel shell, palms uplifted as if in prayer.” 316 “两手仍然像蚌壳似

的张开，手掌朝天，好像向天祈求的样子。” 317 To the young generation, this rituality is like a 

religion. The turning point comes in the reality that Chinese people have a philosophy that food is 

God, so the Captain yells “‘I am sorry, but from now on, we are going to have to ration the rice. Each 

person gets one bowl of rice per meal!’”318, “ 开饭了’ 船老板在船头叫。’对不起，从今天起，饭

要定量分配了！一人一餐一碗饭！’”319 Just as the people get hungry, so too do “The two rows of 

teeth in the river open wider. Even the rocks are hungry! ”320 “河里两排牙齿咧得更开了。石头也

饿了！’” 321 This is a very good metaphor expression that hunger cannot be taken away with the 

limited amount of the food and also the situation is still critical.  

 

Ba ZhenTu 八阵图  On the fourth day aground, the travelers hold a classic witchcraft ceremony to 

pray for rain, and they see the sanddrawing on the ground: “These are the words by poet Du Fu 

written in the ashes: “Deed Renowned in Three -Kingdoms Fame Achieved for Eightfold Array”322.  

“功盖三分国，名成八阵图”323  

The old man with his voice through monologue tells how similar he and Du Fu are : “Mr. Tu, you 

were devoted to your emperor and cared about the fate of the country. You rushed here in your 

travels. Our fate is not unlike your own ...”324 The patriotic emotion from the educated traditional 

Chinese scholar is demonstrated here. The following unwritten part of the poem is: “The River 

stream couldn’t move the stones, The eternal regret was based on the lost to conquer Kingdom 

Wu”325. “江流石不转， 遗恨失吞吴(DU FU)。”  

The Eightfold Array was created by Zhuge Liang and it had four natural signs and four animals 

which were included in this military strategy:  

The heaven, The earth, The Wind and The Could 天地风云 

The dragon, The tiger , The bird and the snake 龙虎鸟蛇 

 

 
316 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.39 
317 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.48 
318 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.39 
319 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.49 
320 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.39 
321 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.49 
322 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.44 
323 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.55 
324 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.44 
325 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
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Chushi Biao 出师表  The old man continues his ceremony and gets the signs from the prose from 

Zhuge Liang 诸葛亮 (181-234) also named Kong Ming , 诸葛亮 ,字孔明. “Devoted slave to the 

country only death stops my devotion.” 326鞠躬尽瘁死而后已327 诸葛亮. The old man tells Mr. 

Zhuge what has happened in China’s current time and he also wishes for an answer for the boat 

journey’s fate, so he shows his fully honest heart to beg for good fortune: “Mr. Chuko, you were a 

hero. Your one desire was to recover the central part of China for the ruler of the Han Dynasty. 

Today China is also a country of three kingdoms: The national government in Chunking, the 

Communist Government in Yenan, and the Japanese puppet government in Nanking….”328 “诸老

公，您老一生英烈，一心要恢复中原，重整汉室。现今中国也是三分国：重庆国民党， 延安

共产党，日本人的傀儡政府。…诸葛公， 到了重庆，这一船人一定全体步行到武侯庙去上

香。”329 

The answer is satisfying one; all the people on this boat are blessed for a lucky journey and get out 

of the difficult situation in Qutang Gorge. The old man decides to show his truly greatness to Mr. 

Zhuge by his promising that “Mr. Chuko, when we get to Chungking, we will all go on foot to your 

temple and offer incense to you.” 330 

 

Liao Zhai 聊斋331 In the dialog between the old man and the exiled student, they talk about a 

woman in a grave. “The one in the grave. Hurry up and tell us the rest of the story. It is like a modern 

-day Gothic.”332 坟里的女人。快讲下去吧？简直是现代聊斋。”333  Here we see Liao Zhai has 

been translated to Gothic, but I suspect this is not an accurate translation. In Liaozhi, the lead and the 

living mix together, so the woman in grave, though dead, is able to speak as if she were alive. 

 

Music and Songs 

Su Wu Shepherding Sheep  苏武牧羊 “One of them sits on a rock , playing a folk song about the 

wanderer  Su Wu, on his flute.” 334 “一个孩子坐在石头上吹笛子， 吹的是《苏武牧羊》”335. The 

environment context to this intertextuality is in a stream area, where children play. This music is 

 
326 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.45 
327 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.57 
328 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.45 
329 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.59 
330 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.46 
331 Translation of Strange Tales of a lonely studio by Song Deli, https://www.oktranslation.com/interbook/BookShow_bid5859.html.  
332 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.50 
333 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.65 
334 Ibid p.23 
335 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.25 
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about how Su Wu insists on giving him up to Hun people. So here is a similarity in Yangtze River. It 

is a reminder and that Chinese people cannot surrender to Japanese.  

 

Alone the Songhua River When Sangqing and Laoshi start to sing together, the environment’s 

context changes. The become a group of people during the trip when the wooden boat has been 

repaired.  The tone is sad because China has lost the Northeast to Japanese after the incident on 

September 18th “Laoshi and I climb aboard singing ‘On the Songhua River, a song about the lost 

homeland. “336  我和老史唱着 《松花江上》337The part of the song text are :  

Nine  one Eight, Nine one eight  “九一八，九一八， 

Since that tragic moment   从那个悲惨的时候， 

Nine  one Eight, Nine one eight 九一八，九一八， 

Since that tragic moment  从那个悲惨的时候， 

I left my home town   脱离了我的家乡， 

Gave up the infinite treasures  抛弃那无尽的宝藏， 

Wandering, Wandering338 ! 流浪！流浪！”339
 

 

The International Song 国际歌 The exiled student tries to get the group people to sing The 

International song “ Come on, everyone we sing …. Come on and sing ‘Rise up, you who will not be 

slaves.’”340 The text shows only the lyrics, not mention the title of the song.  

 

Flower Drum Song 《凤阳花鼓》The old can’t sing the fashionable  song as the exiled student 

does, so he suggests that they sing an old one. “We sing in unison. 我们一起唱《凤阳花鼓》. ”341 

“A gong in my left hand, a drum in my right  “左手锣，右手鼓， 

Sing to the drumbeat, chant to the gong,   手把锣鼓来唱歌 

I don´t know other songs to sing  别的歌儿我也不会唱 

Only the flower song   只会唱个凤阳歌！ 

 
336 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.26 
337 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.30  
338 Translated by Ling Nyfelt 
339 The original song in Chinese  
340 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.32 
341Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.39 
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Sing now! Sing! Yi-Hu-Ya-Ya-Hej”342  唱一唱来，伊呼呀呀嘿！”343 

 

This song arouses happiness among everyone: “Refugee student waves the blouse. The old man taps 

chopsticks on a mental basin. I beat two chopsticks together. Laoshi beats the drum. Peach – flower 

Woman holds her child as she sings and sways back and forth.”344 This song has been sung in three 

times. Singing together has the effect that positive energy can influence each other, especially when 

people struggle in a difficult situation.  

 

The second time this song is sung in another occasion when the exiled student is dressed up as a 

female “He wears the peach flower blouse, blue print pants, a turban of a blue flowered print wound 

around his head, two red spots painted on his cheeks, his muscular eyebrows thick and black.”345  

 

“You say life is hard    “说命薄，真命薄， 

My life is hard   一生一世嫁不到好丈夫， 

Looking for a good husband all my life   人家的丈夫做官又做府，  

Other girls married rich men  奴家的丈夫只会打花鼓”346。  

My husband can only play the flower drum”347 .  

 

When celebrating the victory of the war, the exiled student is still dressed as a woman. “The Refugee 

student, still dressed up as the flower drum girl, snatches up a drumstick and pounds on the drum. 

The drum is thundering.”348 In the end the drum is also a transformative agent for showing happiness 

when everyone hears that the war is over. The exiled student makes everyone laugh loudly and this is 

the pure happiness among normal Chinese people with common happiness during a trip. 

 

Flower Drum Song was from Anhui province and was well- known as the artistic form for poor 

people begging for food while wandering.349 

 

 
342 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.32 
343 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.39 
344 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.32 
345 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.64 
346 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.86 
347 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.64 
348 Ibid p.67 
349 http://www.ahnews.com.cn/wh/pc/con/2019-10/18/500_142984.html (20220415)凤阳花鼓介绍  

http://www.ahnews.com.cn/wh/pc/con/2019-10/18/500_142984.html
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Meng Jiang Woman 孟姜女 In a dead silence night on the 7th day of being aground, Meng Jiang 

comes into the dialogue between the exiled student and the old man:  

“‘When it’s quiet like this and nobody is speaking, it is really scary. But when you talk it´s also 

scary, like a ghost talking.’ 

‘Well, I’ll play my flute then.’ 

‘Good idea. I will tell a story while you play the flute.’ 

‘I am going to play the woman and the Great wall.’” 350  

……. 

‘Keep on playing the flute, don’t stop.’  

‘You want me to keep on playing the same song over and over.’”  351 

…… 

“The flute sounds especially nice tonight. That poor lonely woman looking for her husband and 

crying at the Great Wall. What about the woman? “ 

“‘Which woman? The woman at the Great Wall or the woman in the grave?’”  352  

 

By talking, people put their fears away and are eager to the agent to put their feelings into a safe 

place. This story of Meng Jiang Woman provides such a peaceful moment that the people temporally 

forget their troubles.  

…. 

“Refuge Student is still playing “The woman and the Great Wall” on his flute.  

“With the new year comes the spring  “正月里来是新春， 

Every house lights red lanterns  家家户户点红灯， 

Other husband go home to their families   别家丈夫团圆叙， 

My husband builds the Great Wall.”353  奴家丈夫造长城。”354 

 

The wall 《墙》was a pop song which was sang by Bai Guang 白光 during the period of Republic 

of China before 1949. In the novel, the exiled student tries to communicate with Sangqing due their 

 
350 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.62 
351 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.63 
352 Ibid p.67 
353 Ibid p.52 
354 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.68 
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gambling time on the boat as a riotous festival. Sangqing says “He looks at me and begins singing in 

a flirtatious way. The dice, as if minding their own business, clatters in the bowl.” 355 

 

“Wind blows through the window, my body is cold.   “风吹窗, 身儿凉 

The willow tree whistles in the wind    风吹树稍呼呼呼呼响。 

Lovers behind the gauze curtain    人家鸳鸯同罗帐， 

I have a husband, but we are not in love    奴家有夫不成双， 

Ai- Ya- Ya- erh- oh    哎呀呀儿哟，哎呀呀儿哟!” 356 

Ai- Ya- Ya- erh- oh” 357 

 

The exiled shows his interest in Sangqing through this song, but in this gambling game the winner is 

the peach flower woman. “She beat all of us.”358  

 

If we put above the intertextualities into different categories that could be following:  

The Genres: Classic Poems, Proses, Allegories, Legends, Elder songs, Pop songs, and Folk ballad  

The Theme: Nature, Love, Inspiring, Express emotion; Rituality: Loyalty and Mystery.  

 

 Looking at the contexts around intertextuality in the novels is a necessary process to understand how 

intertextuality plays a role at the moment affects the whole novel. In this case the moments illustrate 

the writer’s thoughts and how the readers react depends on their frames of reference.  

 

Cultural Symbols 

Griffin Yu Bixie 玉辟邪 The first story Sangqing tells Laoshi is the reason for her escape. She has 

stolen her family treasure, a Griffin, which is passed down within the male generations; as such, 

Sangqing has felt she is not the child from her biological mother, because she has been treated as the 

secondary child to her younger brother. As a child, when Sangqing touched Griffin, her mother 

“slapped”359her and the Griffin fell down to the ground. One of the wings broke and her mother 

punished her by “shutting” her “in the attic.”360 Since then, her mother has become a shadow for 

Sangqing “Mother stood in the door way, the dark narrow staircase looming behind her like a huge 

 
355 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.59 
356 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.79 
357 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.59 
358 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.59 
359 Ibid p.21 
360 Ibid. p.21 
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shadow. She stood motionless, her collar open, revealing a rough red imprint on her neck. She was 

wearing the jade griffin.”361 Mother is symbol for oppressive authority that blocks Sangqing’s 

dreams. When the group gambles together, the Griffin is used by Sangqing as a bet, gets broken 

again. The exiled student keeps half of the Griffin and Sangqing keeps the other half, just like the 

old fashionable Chinese tradition when young people who have the feelings for each other will send 

a token of love to each other. This Griffin also wanders and stay with a new master.  

 

Fuji Buyu 扶乩卜雨 On the fourth day when the thirst increases to the degree that the hot weather 

is in a dominated state, the old man suggests to do a ceremony to ask for beg rain, “divining by the 

ancient method of sandwriting”362 The exiled student doesn’t  believe in this ritual but the peach 

flower woman agrees with the old man that diving is fun. The old man has shown he is a sincere 

person who can summon spirit.363 The whole ceremony is exiting and the old man calls many 

ancestors to give blessings to them, but in the end with an ironic question from the peach flower 

woman, they come back to the reality: “Who is the devoted son aboard this boat?”364 , but nobody 

answers. All of them have been rebel in different ways to be on their own during this trip. In fact, we 

still see how natural it could be to return to ancient practices. The psychological need for people’s 

safety in a difficult situation promotes them to link to the ancestors’ spirit. In this way the Chinese 

culture has been able to give people peaceful mind. Normally, people call such a practice 

superstition.  

 

Zhi Shaizi 掷骰子 When the boat has been aground at the 6th day, people start to be more worried 

and they start to argue and get angry with the Captain. The captain answers calmly: “Go ahead and 

chew. Go ahead and slice me up; Kill me. What good will that do? When the water rises and the 

ship floats up, you will need someone at the rudder.”365 This shows he has the wisdom to know how 

to handle the situation. It is also a reminder for the boat passengers who transform themselves into 

awakeners to live their boat life with a carnival, this is the visible evidence of a parody term which 

has been described in intertextuality.  

 

 
361 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.21 
362 Ibid p.43 
363 Ibid p.44 
364 Ibid p.47 
365 Ibid p.56 
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When Sangqing crosses the board between the “Boy’s dormitory “and the “Girl’s dormitory.” She 

shouts loudly: “Come on lets gamble, everyone come here!” 366  Suddenly she becomes the party 

queen.  

 

The old man also changes his conservative role with the serious lifestyle and now he says “You 

should live each day as it comes! …. Let’s drink now!” 367 

 

All of these five people sit next to each other and start drinking and this is the first time Sangqing 

drinks. The whole drinking process with Chinese tradition is based on the finger guessing game. 

Whoever loses must drink more, and the song of finger guessing game is comprised various dialects 

from different areas in China. However, I chose not to pick it up for analysis.  

 

The more they drink the more open they are with their behaviors, demonstrated by the increased 

sexual requests. The old man and the peach flower woman start to the flirt with each other until the  

Peach flower woman smiles and says: ‘Sir, men and women should not mix… You are supposed to 

be respectable and you shouldn’t touch women’s body.’” When she escapes from his embrace “The 

buttons of her blouse pop open, exposing most of her breast.” 368 

 

Even though Sangqing’s griffin is broken and she is only interested in “punish the exiled student to 

play a female role” 369 It is Laoshi who says “Good idea, I also want to get even with him. I toss my 

half of the jade griffin into the bunk.”370  

 

As time passes and the relationship between Laoshi and Sangqing, and the relationship between 

Sangqing and the exiled student become more ambiguous sexual, which implies that Sangqing is 

more absorbed by the exiled student than Laoshi. “I struggled out of Laoshi’s embrace” and “I 

ponded on his hip with my fist.” And the exiled student tries to flirt with Sangqing when he “begins 

singing in a flirtatious way.”371 

 

 
366 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.56 
367 Ibid p.56 
368 Ibid p.58 
369 Ibid p.64 
370 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.55 
371 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.59  
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The gambling has come to a climax when the exiled student proposes that everyone wager their 

most valued item into the last game. Either you lose yourself to someone or you lose the most 

valued item you own.  

Peach flower woman has her son as the most valued thing for her.   

The old man has the two houses attached gardens in Peking.  

Sangqing offers her Griffin.  

Laoshi and the exiled student become competitors for gaining Sangqing. This game becomes a 

turning point in which Sangqing feels “Everything is floating in front of my eyes. I feel the boat 

floating underfoot, everyone, everything is floating. The jade griffin is floating….” 372 

 

We see that the main point here in Sangqing’s life experience is simple: “Everything is floating. “  

Isn’t it true that uncertainty in life can describe our life’s situation? Everything exists temporally.  

 

The old man wins the bet with the exiled student,  and he wants the young man do Kowtow 磕头

nine times ;  

 

The exiled student wins against Sangqing and he keeps half of the Griffin;  

 

Laoshi beats the exiled student and she just wants him to dressed up as a woman to sing the Flower 

drum song; He has done all that others want him to do and he has done a revanche to Laoshi by 

“Leaps on the bunk and jumps on Laoshi, ‘If you ignore me, I won’t let you go! I am your girl. You 

have to give me a kiss.’”373 Laoshi feels ashamed but can’t say anything. Sangqing tries to help 

Laoshi and tackles the exiled student. But the exiled student holds both girls down and rolls over to 

the Peach flower woman.  

The old man also joins with the young man and they want to be close to the peach flower woman 

physically, but she is more interested in feeding her son. An unusual picture from the novel shows 

the peach flower woman “Lies flat on her back, her limbs flung out as the child clutches her breast 

and suck loudly and the two men hold her feet and suck on cigarettes.”374  

 

 
372 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.62 
373 Ibid p.64 
374 Ibid p.65 
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She laughs at them “You devils, you’re tickling me. You sex fiends. When you die, you’ll get 

what’s coming to you. “375 

 

They hear the aircraft come and they think it’s the Japanese, but The Captain shouts “The Japanese 

have surrendered!”376  This is another turning point in the novel.  

 

The Historical Places and People 

历史遗迹与人物 

 

The old man carries a lot of historical knowledge that he is able to bring up so many interesting 

stories for the younger generation as well as for readers to learn some Chinese history. The 

knowledge comes up through the actions due the Fuji Buyu 扶乩卜雨.  

 

After reciting the poem Eightfold Array 八阵图 by poet Du Fu 杜甫, then the topic is changed to 

Kong Ming  孔明 military man. The old man tells everyone how excellent the sandwriting is: 

“’Good, Chuko Liang has come. I knew his heroic spirit would be here in the Qutang region. Not 

too far from here, Zhuge Liang demonstrated his military strategy, the Design of the Eightfold 

Array.’ The old man concentrates on the ashes’” 377  “好！孔明来了！我知道孔明英魂必在瞿塘

峡一带，夔州鱼腹浦就有孔明推演兵法八阵图！老先生盯着柴灰上的’已’。”378 

 

A few minutes later, the Old man gets a great answer from Zhuge Liang, suddenly he understands 

why all of them have been caged in the situation through the Three Gorges. Their fate is symbol of 

the country’s fate. “The old man stares at the ashes. After a long time, he returns from his reverie. 

‘We are stranded in the midst of history! The City of the white Emperor, The Labyrinth of Stone 

called the Eightfold Array, Thundering Dram Terrace, Meng-Liang Ladder, Iron Lock Pass. All 

around us are landmarks left by the great heroes and geniuses of China. Do you know what Iron 

Lock Pass was? Iron Lock Pass had seven chains more than two thousand feet long crossing the 

river. Emperors and bandits in the past used those iron chains to close off the river and lock in the 

 
375 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.65 
376 Ibid p.66 
377Ibid p.44 
378 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.58 
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Szechuan Province. The Yangtze River has been following for thousands of years, and these things 

are still here. This country of ours is too old, too old. “379  

“老先生放下树枝， 望着柴灰里的 ‘日’字发愣。 ‘咱们就困在历史里呀！白帝城，八阵图，擂

鼓台，孟良梯， 铁锁关！这四面八方全是天下英雄奇才留下来的古迹呀！你们知道铁锁关

吗？铁锁关有拦江锁七条， 长两百多丈，历代帝王流寇就用这些铁索横断江口，锁住巴蜀。

长江流了几千年了，这些东西还在这儿！咱们这个国家太老太老了！’”380 

 

When the old man talks about the history with his appreciation and sadness, the young exiled man 

interrupts him: “Sir, this is not the time to become intoxicated by our thousands of years of history!” 

The young student lived in the reality” We want to get out of here alive.” 381 

 

The generation gap is a common and unavoidable issue in daily life and this is also reflective of how 

Chinese scholars thought about that period around 1945. On the one hand they were so traditional 

and knowledgeable about history and the cultural heritage with pride; on the other hand, they were 

so confused with the country’s separated situation that they didn’t have the strength to change. They 

could only focus on escaping the bad situation and trying to survive. The young generation seemed 

to search and find a modern solution for the country.  

 

The material of the jade Griffin symbolizes purity, beauty and loyalty which lifts up the idealistic 

value of jade. The stories through the changes of the state of this Griffin have caused so many 

emotional reactions for the power of the ownership; First is the undoubtful patriarchal authority 

when the highest ranked male in family holds it; Then the mother with the smart idea takes it. It 

symbolizes the feminine awareness. The young girl Sangqing steals it and this is a turning point for 

the Griffin. Sangqing regrets her behavior that she feels that she has murdered her parents morally 

and that she should be punished as a murder with her “大逆不道”guilty; Later the Griffin breaks 

into two pieces just as the country is split by different leaders.  

 

The second and third cultural symbols Fuji Buyu 扶乩卜雨 and Zhi Shaizi 掷骰子 are the actions 

in different situations that normal people would do. Praying to the higher powers to discover one’s 

fate by the superstitious ceremony and setting up a Carnival fest have the same fundamental 

 
379 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.46 
380 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.59 
381 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.46 
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function.  They can dampen fear in front of the unknown world. The Carnival fest calls the parodic 

affection when the exiled student plays the role of a woman, he also has flirted with two girls. A 

man and a woman have gambled to win a girl; A woman and two men have had intimate contact, all 

drank … These scenes have a common sense from the western world by the parody and carnival fest  

as a plot , which is similar to a Chinese say,  “Drink for today 今朝有酒今朝醉” 382, or “Drink 

lively for dying in the dream 醉生梦死” 383. The author, Nie, did an excellent and brave experiment 

to symbolize the reality of how daily life could be with a lively depiction.  

 

The fourth part of the historical place and people had the two sides to think. Meanwhile, it provides 

a lot of energy with the pride and the strength in a spiritual world for the passengers, and it also 

becomes a burden and a troubled situation for the country’s modernization.  

 

6.5 The Taohong’s Letters in the USA (Jan. 1970- March. 1970)  

This is another continent in another time in the USA. We have followed Sangqing, who has now 

transformed into Taohong, and we are faced with a new Chinese female in western modern society. 

Four letters between Jan 1970-Mar 21, 1970 will be collected together to be analyzed.  

 

The first and the second letters are written in January 1970, and the third letter is written in February 

1970, and the fourth letter is written on the last day in March 1970.  Taohong has traveled to 

different places in the USA in three months. She writes to the Immigration officer to say where she 

has been and she also sends Sangqing’s notebooks in four periods with every letter and attaches the 

notebook about Qutang Gorge, Peking, Taiwan and the USA. In every letter there is a map detailing 

where Taohong is on the road.  

 

For the first letter, she is on the High way no. 70 and she sends Sangqing’s diary of Qutang Gorge.  

For the second letter, she is in Wyoming’s Little America, and she sends her diary of Peking to Mr. 

Dark. For the third letter, Taohong goes to South of Des Moines, and she writes to Mr. Dark about 

Sangqing’s dairy of Taipei.  For the fourth letter in somewhere she sends the last diary from 

Sangqing in the USA when Sangqing contacted the Immigration office first time.  

 

6.5.1 Characterization and Symbolism 

 
382 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
383 Ibid 
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Character 人物: Taohong / Peach 桃红 , Mr. Smith 史密斯先生, The Polish Jew 波兰犹太人, 

Mr. Dark 黑先生， Porcupine man 豪猪男人 

 

Taohong First -person narration offers a good opportunity for Taohong to speak out her voice. “If 

you want to chase me, come on” 384  “ 要追你就来追吧！385” “I am always on the road.” 我永远在

路上”386
. Taohong is totally free and she is without fear of the Immigration officer. Among so many 

people Taohong comes to an international environment, “Inside were all kinds of people: white, 

black, yellow.” 387 Besides, it is difficult to identify the gender when both women and men have long 

hair. Here, in the 1970s America, we see the Hippie movement, accompanied by protests against the 

Vietnam War and the rise of feminism.   

 

Taohong is a completely new learner of life with a new identity in a new country. She is just like a 

new-born person, contacting unfamiliar surroundings with lots of the cultural differences, which 

makes her think more and this creates her doubtful attitude until she finds a safe role, but she is still 

in a chase situation by the American immigrations system, which blocks her free movement.  

   

The safe source for her is the traditional cultural cognitions from the one of the archetype allegories 

Chang E 嫦娥, and this is enough evidence for her to know who she is from her origin. Still, she 

identifies herself as a person from nowhere and doesn’t know where she should go. A wandering 

person without a destination. We will see Taohong’s future later in the section of intertextuality.   

 

Mr. Smith After Taohong leaves the place on highway NO. 80 she meets Mr. Smith taking his new 

married wife on a honeymoon journey to Donner lake.  

With pleasure Taohong writes about how amazing the world has been. She imagines that she was 

born as a flower from Goddess Nü Wa 女娲 as a flower. Here the repeated scenery serves as a 

reminder “There are too many roads to explore. There are too many interesting things to tell you: 

changing scenery, changing climate, different animals (Wyoming’s mountain goats, Utah’s deer, 

wolves on the plains, foxes, jack, rabbits…) and so many different people.”388 She also gives her 

opinion about how people in the Western US are more friendly than people in Eastern US. For 

 
384 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.11 
385 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.13 
386 Ibid p.13 
387 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.11 
388 Ibid p.73 
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example, in New York, one individual is just only another “worn- out foreigner, like thousands of 

others.” 389 Taohong also tells how other passengers are. Many “lonely”390 hitchhikers like her have 

some weird behavior. She mentions some of the examples to Mr. Dark.  

 

Mr. Smith is the main character in this passage besides Taohong. He tells a story that reflects how 

human behavior includes cannibalistic behavior for surviving. This does not scare Taohong and she 

indicates her trip to Donner Lake has made the relationship between her and Mr. Smith closer. His 

life as a Hippie and living out of the normal society in his caravan give Taohong another inspiration 

from a song of The Beatles “He is a real nowhere man, sitting in his Nowhere Land, making all his 

nowhere plans for nobody…”391, “無可無不可先生, 坐在他無可無不可得土地, 想著他那無可

無不可計畫”392
This Chinese language forms as the original intertextual reference are from Analects 

of Confucius · Lunyu Weizi “ I am different from others, nothing must be so or not so. ”393《论

语 ·微子》-我则已于是，无可无不可。”  Mr. Smith has that independent spirit to go his own 

way with singing the song “Alone”394as a free-spirited man. However, the last sentence shows him as 

a “Blackbird” with the “broken wings” when he dances with his bridge by his “stainless steel 

hand.”395 Here we see Nie’s skillful foreshadowing combining cultural values with the reality of 

human virtue in natural and tender observations.  

      

The meeting with Mr. Smith is full of Taohong’s admiration, care and empathy. He is a special man 

who has experienced a lot and lost the body of himself and chooses not to live in the mainstream 

society. Instead, he drives his caravan as a wanderer and lives in his own way. He is a complicated 

figure whom Taohong wants to keep in contact with and study more. Through him Taohong observes 

Chinese Daoism.  

 

The Polish Jew Taohong is in the south of Des Moines. She meets a muscular man, a lumberjack, 

and the conversation results in a common decision to go to the water tower. It is a cold day with the 

dry snow in the sunshine396. Both are identified them as foreigners.  

“Where are you from?” 

 
389 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.74 
390 Ibid p.74 
391 Ibid p.79 
392 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.100 
393 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
394 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.79 
395 Ibid p.79 
396Ibid p.139 
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“I am a foreigner.”  

“I could tell. I am too. This is the age of the foreigner. People drift around everywhere. I am a Polish 

Jew.”  

“I am an Asian Jew.”397  

 

As he has promised, this man cuts a path from the weeds to the water town that is surrounded by tall 

grass. The water town is his residence. The water town has once belonged to Indians. It was used for 

supplying water to soldiers. The irony here Nie uses: “But now it’s the space age.” 398 and “It is a 

place for the animals, not the people. Deer, antelope, squirrels, and rabbits live around here, but no 

people. “399 The space age seems not suitable for humans.  

 

This man escaped from Auschwitz when he was 13 years old. Then he became a drifter. His father, 

mother and old sister died in the bacteriological experiments by the Nazis. Here Nie continues to use 

a story that matches the intertextual reference from a Chinese idiom “ Escaping for surviving from 

the tiger’s mouth 虎口余生”. The earliest reference comes from Zhuangzi’s essay, Zhuangzi Daozhi

《庄子盗跖》, Confucius said: “Right like so, I do it just like I give me treatment without sickness, 

and it seems that I am in a hurry to touch a tiger’s head and stir tiger’s whisker, then I almost cannot 

survive from tiger’s mouth.”400《庄子盗跖》孔子曰:  然， 丘所谓无病而自灸也也。疾走料虎

头，编虎须，几不免虎口哉!”401 When the Polish Jew was small, he “dreamed of having a zoo 

when he grew up, a zoo without tigers. When he was four he was almost eaten by a tiger…. The 

tiger’s mouth was a black cave… He wanted to be big as Tarzan so he could kill tigers.”402 This 

Polish Jew has the heroic spirit that wants to save the world and drive away the demons. Tigers are a 

symbol of violence and a threat for the weak and young life. Taohong admires him a lot, so she 

mentions “I like boys who want to kill tigers, so I have settled down in this water tower.”403  

The owner, Mrs. James decides to “tear the water tower down.”404, so the Polish Jew and Taohong 

have to leave this place which is a mirror to reflect an issue that Nie got a bad treatment in the USA, 

that the house owner refused to rent the apartment to her405.   

 

 
397 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.140 
398 Ibid p.140 
399 Ibid p.140 
400 Translation by Ling Nyfelt  
401 http://www.hwjyw.com/jxyd/yjyl/cy/200910/t20091010_32496.shtml (20220814) 
402 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.140 
403 Ibid p.141 
404 Ibid p.196 
405 p.22 in this thesis 

http://www.hwjyw.com/jxyd/yjyl/cy/200910/t20091010_32496.shtml
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Taohong has a grateful attitude to the Polish man, and she chooses to have full respect to the equality 

for this man’s choice. So they are able to go their separate ways thanks to her mature understanding: 

“We hadn’t planned on living there for the rest of our lives...He wanted to go east. I wanted to go 

west.”406 This is a big progress than before when Sangqing was pregnant with married man Professor 

Jiang, and she was his mistress407.  

 

Mr. Dark He is always an invisible listener in Taohong’s letters. We get the impression that he 

dresses himself in dark colours which are serious and show no feelings. He is representative for the 

new country’s authority that Taohong contacts and wants to escape from.  

 

Taohong sends her last message to Mr. Dark in the fourth letter, the last letter: 

“I enclose Mulberry’s diary in America, several letters from Chiang I- po, several letters Mulberry 

wrote in New York, but didn’t mail, and several letters from Sang-wa in Taiwan.  She has fallen in 

love with a middle- aged married man. His wife is expecting their fifth child.”408. Taohong speaks 

frankly about Sangqing’s life secrets to Mr. Dark.  

The meeting with Mr. Smith is full of Taohong’s admiration, care and empathy, because through a 

western wise man Taohong lifts up the Chinese Daoism.  

 

The relations to these three men for Taohong have three different symbols.  

The war- survivor, and the free individual, Mr. Smith, are what grabs Taohong’s attention and holds 

her interests in Mr. Smith and the Polish man. All of them are the members of the diasporic groups 

for different reasons and the war is the original source. Taohong also becomes an individual who can 

survive in her own way to seek freedom, which includes escaping from Mr. Dark, the Immigration 

Office.   

 

Porcupine man: When Taohong is in Colorado, someone tells her with a scaring tone: “A woman 

hitchhiking alone! Did you see the newspaper yesterday? Several girls hitchhiking were killed; The 

murdered cut out their hearts and ate them, and then threw their bodies over a cliff. And then there 

was a male hitchhiker who disappeared….”409 The female victims are more than the male victims in 

this case, and Taohong is alone, where she is in a critical situation in terms of safety.  

 
406 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981 p.196  
407 This happens in Sangqing’s life in Taipei diary.  
408 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.141 
409 Ibid p.74 
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She also has experienced verbal harassment when she has contact with a track driver while she is in a 

car in Rock Springs, Wyoming.   

“Aren’t you afraid of me, uh, Little woman?  Ha, ha, ha! (He was even shorter than I am!)”410 

Taohong’s comment here is ironic, she is not afraid of him.  

 

The strange conversation starts later: “Do you know how porcupines have sex? Uh, Little Woman? 

Do you know how porcupines have sex? Wu-Wu-”411 This is the reason that Taohong bids farewell 

to this Porcupine man when they arrive at a Food and Gas stop, and there she meets Mr. Smith.  

Through the conversations we can see how the white male’s attitude towards an Asian female from 

the lower class can be primitive and lacking human respect.  

 

6.5.2 Impressionistic Depiction Technique of Nature imagery 

 

Donner Lake seems like a holy place where everyone wishes to go, even Mr. Smith with his 

expression got “excited.”412 Donner Lake is surrounded by several thousand-meter-high mountains 

and some beautiful moments. Here we can get a sense of smell and taste from the impressionistic 

expressions: “The lake is a green mirror reflecting forests of willow and pine. Quail, grouse and 

antelope live there.”413 The text continues to describe more about the lake surroundings in a detailed 

painted picture. “The pure lake water reflects mountains capped with glittering snow, brook, wild 

flowers, and granite slabs.”414 This is the visual description.  

 

In winter, Donner Lake is a large skating rink. Here the skater’s laughter and the mountain echoes 

with the bells from skis make the place is more enjoyable for its freedom and relaxation415. In the 

Chinese version Nie uses the term “自由自在”416 which comes out in English as “relaxed and 

carefree”417. Donner Lake is a symbol for a paradise or a utopian world which attracts many Hippies.  

 

 
410 Nieh Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.74 
411 Ibid p.74 
412 Ibid p.75 
413 Ibid p.75 
414 Ibid p.75 
415 Ibid p.75 
416 Nie, Hualing, Sangqing yu Taohong (Chinese version, 2009) p.96 
417 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.75 
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Donner Lake is also a symbol of paradise and people died trying to reach there in the middle of the 

1800s. It is a symbol for a place where people can get rid of daily troubles in a modern society. 

Nowadays, leisure life is a paradise for people in a modern reality that Taohong can’t figure out yet. 

So she focuses on the unchangeable picture of nature. It is the only connection she can link to her 

earlier life experiences and frame of references.  

 

6.5.3 Intertextuality and Cultural Symbols  

Chang E 嫦娥 :  In the first letter the dialog between Taohong and the stranger adds some ironic 

effect for the intercultural meeting which quite straight and fun, even more interesting reflecting to a 

philosophical topic. We see Taohong’s stubborn character when they talk to each other, and you also 

find the character Taohong has is so determined and beautiful with the Chinese aesthetic value which 

Chang E 嫦娥 represents with beauty and purity.  

 “‘Where are you coming from?’ 

‘The moon.’ 

‘Don’t be funny. So you are the moon princess, huh? Why did you come back to earth?’ 

‘I came back to start over. First, I want to have a baby so that human beings won’t become extinct.’ 

‘Has the earth changed any since you’ve been gone?’ 

‘It is weird, but it is more interesting.’  

‘Ok, Moon princess, get in!’”418 

The translations here transform Chang E 嫦娥 to Moon Princess, so in this case the Chinese original 

language and cultural context has been lost in a certain way. The moon is significant in Chinese 

culture and Taohong mentions that her identity is Chang E. This is ironic. What a long history 

Chinese people have gone through from ancient legends about the moon to the modern technology 

which made it possible for humans to actually fly to the moon. The gap in understanding the 

technological development in the USA and mentally understanding for Chinese meet in this 

conversation. In reality these two factors meet so it creates such a lively cultural shock.  

 

Notice This is the notice from the office of Civil Defense, Washington DC about how civil people 

should protect themselves during a nuclear war.419 Take an example: “When the First Warning is 

 
418 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.11 
419 Ibid p.12 
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Sounded 1. Stay away from all windows.”420 Taohong’s observation about this notice is not 

accidental.  Her vigilance has roots in the anti- Japanese war in mainland China.  

 

Blackbird  黑鸟 There is an intertextual text from The Beatles coming into this cold and snowing 

world in the song “Blackbird.”  

“Blackbird singing on the dead of night 

Take these broken wings and learn to fly  

All your life you were only waiting  

For this moment to be free. 

Blackbird singing on the dead of night…” 421 

 

The narration interruption with an intertextual song text creates a homonymous meaning here that an 

outsider, like Mr. Smith, Taohong and other “lonely” hitchhiking people who are in the same 

situation would understand.  

 

This song text lifts the human internal voice that matches everyone who hears that, in a limited and 

difficult situation, you just want to be free to survive from a dangerous dead night, especially for 

Taohong, and even later we know it is suitable for Mr. Smith. Here we pick up some symbols from 

the song text.   

“Blackbird” –The people who are outsiders.  

“Dead of night” – The situation for their living is dangerous.  

“Broken wings” – They get hurt and lose the full capacity of body or mind.   

“Learn to fly” – They have a chance to learn a new adapted life  

“Waiting” – Be patient and wait for your life’s moment.  

Nie has mentioned birds several times in Sangqing’s dairy in Qutang Gorge. The birds are symbols 

for freedom. Even birds have hearts and their souls still want to fly. It is the empathy that Taohong 

has shown to Mr. Smith. Smith’s steel hand as the broken wings are the concrete connection. And 

this song has an abstract significance that Taohong herself is one of the Black birds who still wants 

to fly and seek freedom individually.  

 

 
420 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.12 
421 Ibid p.76 
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Escaping for surviving from the tiger’s mouth 虎口余生 This intertextual reference is in use in a 

fact in a hidden situation while the story was just normal for a Jewish boy. But as a Chinese native 

speaker who learned this idiom, I couldn’t stop thinking of it. And the story in its turn is a teaching 

item for this idiom when the context should be. The Polish Jew has escaped from death in the 

concentration camp. The experience he had is just like the idiom indicates.  

 

March to death: Another irony here is the protest “March to death”422 that Taohong carries. She 

tells the protesters “I also want to wear a tag. The name of the dead person is Mulberry.”423  

 

In Taohong’s first letter there is some intertextual text on the poster from the Civil Defense Office in 

Washington D.C.  I would like to mention the first point of the warning for nuclear attack is “Stay 

away from all windows.”424 Here again we read about “windows”, which remind us of the window” 

in the Prologue when Taohong reaches for hope through “window.” This unsafe environment brings 

back the theme of alienation. Such phrases as the “March to the death,” “The moon Princess,” and 

“The nuclear attack”, all refer to a magic scenery which is an very unusual yet a realistic life which 

normal people could not imagine the interrelationships between them through Taohong’s 

experiences.  

 

Cultural Symbols 

Caravan: The decoration in Mr. Smith’s new and modern caravan is full of international items: 

“Chinese vases, filthy sheepskin wine bags from Spain, fallibly engraved silver platters from Iran, 

rusty Turkish swords, chipped Indian powder horns….”425 His caravan is a camper, a kind of moving 

home that people can live in as they wander from place to place. Here is the identity for Mr. Smith. 

Taohong also gets the inspiration that the wanderer’s life can continue with this caravan as a modern 

home on wheels.  

Taohong has written to Mr. Dark with a playful tongue: “… If you want to chase me, then come 

on.”426 

 

 
422 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.12  
423 Ibid p.12 
424 Ibid p.12 
425 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.73 
426 Ibid p.73 
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Donner party427: This story is told by Mr. Smith. In 1846 a group people wanted to survive under 

six months in a cold snow environment. More than 100 people migrated towards to Donner lake and 

because of the extreme snowstorms, people started to give up the draught animals which they had 

brought. Then they tried everything to survive. That was a callous, bloody, terrifying, unbelievable, 

and tragical story for the human life. Half of the people died before the survivors were rescued. It 

seemed that had some links to Taohong’s earlier life to escape the difficulties in the Three Gorges.  

 

A woman who came from an unknown planet:  Taohong decides to continue her journey when 

peace has disappeared from the water town. She and the Polish Jew have been considered as people 

who had escaped from prison or as a pair of lunatics “who had escaped from an insane asylum”428  

When some other people feel that their life are threatened by Polish Jew and Taohong, the policemen 

come and question them and the result is that they find two peaceful foreigners wandering and living 

in nature. But they also find that the water town is in danger and is unfit for living, so instead, they 

are interviewed by reporters and ironically, they become famous people with headlines in the 

newspaper.  

 

The Polish Jew and Taohong choose their own way and are separated. Taohong continues her way 

alone to Donner Lake for her new baby. She imitates the astronauts writing some words when they 

leave the moon. So Taohong writes on a wooden plaque:  

“A woman who came from an unknown planet  

 Once lived in the water town  

 February 22, 1970- March 21, 1970  

I came in peace for all mankind.  

     Peach  

     March 21, 1970”429 

This is the last message from Taohong and she gives her own identity that she is an outsider without 

any fixed address because she has been on the move since she was born. It does not matter if she 

wants to do so or not. She has been on the move all the time. There is no place for her to stop.  No 

place is good enough to stay and settle down.    

 

7. Conclusion and Discussion 

 
427 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981 p.76 
428 Ibid p.195 
429 Nieh, Hualing, Mulberry and Peach (English version 1981) p.196 
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Conclusion:  After the study, I have come to some conclusions regarding characterization and 

symbolism, impressionistic depiction techniques of nature imagery, intertextuality and cultural 

symbols.  Even the conclusion to Nie’s writing style is also included.  

 

Characterization and Symbolism 

The prologue has introduced the main female character Sangqing as her new identity of Taohong 

who has no similarity to Sangqing in her outward manifestations but with the strong connection to 

inter mentalities.  

 

The analysis of dialogues with Mr. Dark, and the imagery and symbol analysis for the epilogue 

which is a rewriting of an ancient allegory, demonstrate the importance of Sangqing’s diary contents 

over the contents of Taohong’s letters. Taohong is a transformed reborn person from Sangqing. 

Sangqing has had an abundance of experiences in her earlier life. In the first part in Qutang Gorge in 

China, she has been excited enough to demonstrate its richness in the cultural experiences. The diary 

shows Sangqing as a pure, shy girl but with strong will who has gone through the first journey of 

escaping and handling the dangerous situations between life and death. This is in contrast to Taohong 

who faces a new situation to surviving and is in contrast open and extroverted but with a “naked 

inside world”. Taohong has gotten Xingtian’s spirit to fight and the spirit from the princess bird to 

never give up. Nü Wa 女娲 as the original mother, Taohong takes everything she could and links by 

their shared courage and search for a thrilling life. The difference is Sangqing as a follower in her 

adventures, she remains silent and calm. Taohong is a completely open, free and independent 

woman. She decides her life with her own responsibilities as an awareness for her feministic identity 

in a new world grows stronger. Taohong would probably be angry if we compare her to the original 

Sangqing. Yet, in another way she is real for herself and lets her unconscious world live with reality. 

She is reborn into another personality with her logical thinking and impulsive personality. She 

becomes a “mad girl” living out of the box for a traditional Chinese girl.  

 

Sangqing’s diary provides a very positive and fresh story for her teenage life during the anti- 

Japanese war. Qutang Gorge is symbolic of the social state at that time when China was governed by 

three separate governments. When one of them in China was finally gone, there were struggles 

between the other two, but that is outside the scope of my analysis.  
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Nie creates four secondary characters:  Laoshi, the exiled student, the old man and the peach flower 

woman with her son, plus Captain and his twelve boat trackers who are all on the boat representing 

the Chinese people who are all on an escaping journey through this difficult and painful situation.  

Surprisingly, the novel never mentions explicitly a word about the sorrowful situation, but individual 

personal stories convey a heavy and dark tone. The feelings Sangqing carries with her show as 

colour symbols which comes later in the form of abstract graffiti on the wall and the abstract 

drawings. In the Prologue Taohong hides her sorrows, thoughts, regrets, and hopes in her memories, 

but they are shown through the symbols by the texts or pictures.  

 

Taohong’s letters focus on how she has tried to find a new identity so she has to be forced to look 

back deeply into her roots and it seems that Chinese ancient allegories, Chinese cultural symbols, 

knowledge, folk songs and friendly people all have strong influences in Sangqing’s growing when 

she was a young girl, and all experiences she got and remembered were rich and colourful, which 

might have led to Taohong’s disappointment in her new life in the USA because it is so simple and 

pallid expressed in Taohong’s letters. It seems that China and USA have been two separate planets in 

their contrasting cultural and language backgrounds, but still Taohong finds connections for human 

values, as shown Nie’s use of intertextuality from both Chinese and Western references linking the 

people together. Mr. Smith, the Polish Jew and Taohong struggled and survived many difficult 

situations and their escape. They have a common identity.  

 

I won’t confirm if Taohong is really mad or not, but one thing is certain, she is an outsider seeking a 

new identify like other diasporic persons.  In Taohong’s letter, Mr. Smith and the Polish man were 

wanderers in the USA in the 1970s. They represent the postmodern and modern debates surrounding 

globalization after WWII.  

 

Impressionistic Depiction Techniques of Nature Imagery 

In the prologue there is no direct depiction of nature. The descriptions of three drawings have 

scratched the impressionistic skill that made strong impressions to the readers and created the 

mysterious atmosphere. The impressionistic methods to describe these three drawings “The Naked 

Xingtian”, “The Tall Man” and “Sangqing’s Funeral” are significant through their timeless motives.  

These three impressionistic paintings guide readers into a big imaginary world where the paintings 

can be explained in various ways. They are like a riddle that needs to be solved.  
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In the Qutang Gorge, Nie mentions realistic and geographic places to symbolize how difficult living 

conditions were for people during 1945 when politicians struggled in China with each other, in 

addition to the war with Japan.  

 

The nature depictions in Qutang Gorge and Donner Lake symbolize in a way that they are not only 

opposite, but also were similar. The geographic distance between the two is big, but both places were 

difficult for human survival. Nature is dangerous, but the will of people to overcome difficulties is so 

strong that despite differences between cultures, people still share common values in the way they 

endure hardships.  

 

Intertextuality and Cultural Symbols 

 

The analysis of the book title provides intertextuality from ancient Chinese poems, and the epilogue 

ends in a Chinses allegory about a girl figure the Princess Bird. Both indicate the impressionistic, 

feministic and aesthetic theories that Nie practices in Sangqing and Taohong.   

 

The words on the wall symbolize many significant fragments of Sangqing’s unconscious world in an 

unclear expression. On the other hand, it reveals the whole book’s red thread that assembles the main 

events which strongly have influenced Sangqing’s mentality. Those issues from the prologue by 

intertextual references, such as “Mist yet not mist “霧非霧”430 is from Tang poet Bai Juyi. The 

monologue question “Who is afraid of Virginia Woolf?” or the illogical words “The head is in 

between two legs” are also puzzles for the readers and after reading the whole book, you can answer 

your own question through these fragments. Without a doubt it is foreshadowing, but I will suggest it 

as a future study area.    

 

Definitively the ancient Chinese literary references from Shijing, Shanhaijing, Confucianism, Tang 

poems and Three Kingdoms plus other cultural symbols have been the strong sources and strengths 

to support Taohong for her new identity. The significance from historical symbols is fighting for 

freedom and fighting for loyalty. It also shows the appreciation of nature and the beautiful life with 

happiness.  

 

 
430 p.45 in this thesis 
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In Taohong’s letters Nie has used the Western pop song by the Beatles as the intertextual references 

and they are also realistic expressions for the pulse of time. Another interesting point is Taohong has 

found Mr. Smith “is a real nowhere man” 431 Such a description is similar to ancient Chinese 

Daoistic features “無可無先生”432In this case it is a brilliant impressionistic moment that pairs the 

spirit of ancient Chinese allegories and poems with Western song of individual freedom and this 

creation by Nie uses literary tool Yongdian and intertextuality.  

 

In her writing, Nie has skillfully used all the components of the literary methods and tools with the 

creative fantasy and well- planed structure together to make the language contexts into the multiple, 

mixed and natural approaches. She also has successfully used the multiple literary methods and 

techniques that I discovered in my investigations. They are intertextualities, symbols with the 

impressionistic description in nature imagery with the feministic aesthetic taste and the various 

literary rhetoric methods you cannot ignore, such as foreshadowing, irony, antithesis, flashback, 

interposed narrative forms, and stream of consciousness.  Even the dialogues reveal her unique 

writing style, which is embossed by the modernism and postmodernism with some taste that has been 

a fashionable writing style around the 1970s.  

 

Nie has a charm in her writing style that has used traditional Chinese literary method Yongdian as an 

intertextuality that enriches expression in this novel as well as symbolic and impressionistic. All 

these expressional methods have added the feministic aesthetics as an element through Sangqing’s 

story in Qutang Gorge and Taohong’s wandering in the USA.  Even the cultural contexts and the 

main characters’ personalities have had dynamic changes.  

 

Nie Hualing’s richly varied visual literary expressions, such as the intertextuality use of Chinese 

fables as the first focus, as well as the use of ancient mythological figures such as Nü Wa as the 

original imagery of her identity. She also has made use of poetry, folk songs and other cultural 

elements with Chinese characteristics to enhance the symbolism and impact of the text. All of these 

techniques have yielded excellent results. She also engages abundant literary expressions to present 

a picture of the different situations of human encounters across space, time and cultural contexts in 

which individuals are forced into the diasporic states under the major political conflicts. Through a 

feminist perspective and characterization, she presents a personalized picture of the various 

 
431 p.87 in this thesis 
432 Ibid  
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situations of life and death in human nature, where people of different ages, genders, cultures, faiths, 

and races and nationalities survive and find their identities under different circumstances. This gives 

the reader the opportunity, to experience the author’s own rebellious and challenging state of being, 

and to reflect on human nature and important social themes. Among them, the status and identity of 

women and the personal awakening of women as new immigrants in the process of facing new 

challenges are the focus of the discussion. 

 

At the same time, we can also see the profound intention and spiritual value of the ancient Chinese 

fables to which the author refers, taking the noble will to aspire to justice and tolerance and the spirit 

of the ancient Chinese era, which has been handed down to the righteous, as mottos and talismans to 

explore the meaning of reproduction in the new world.  

 

This novel demonstrates the special literary style and charm by Nie Hualing which footprinted 

modernism, postmodernism in combination with the sophisticated taste within classical Chinese 

literary tradition.   

“She said: ‘To this today, what drives is successes, but the sense of loss in life. The people who 

understand how to continue to can live.”- “她说： ’我到今天， 驱使我的不是成功， 而是生命中

的丧失感。 了解如何哀痛的人， 知道如何活下去’。”433   

Nie is a master of enriching her writing significances through image and symbolism with different 

methods. She uses allusions and intertextuality to capture the sense of momentary images in a 

powerfully explosive impressionist and modernist manner and to create symbolic characters to reveal 

the moral, gender and class manifestations of the mysterious and rich emotional exchanges between 

people in a discrete state, especially the character of the heroine. The fragmentation of the heroine’s 

character, in particular, is a statement of the uncertainty, ambiguity and transformation of human 

nature represented by the personal encounter under the great fracture of the times.  

 

Through the partial study of Sangqing yu Taohong, it is also possible to discover Nie Hualing’s 

special writing style that effectively and compactly combines important elements of Chinese and 

Western literary cultures in a masterful way, integrating Western modernism with classical Chinese 

literary traditions. Through this analysis journey we understand how it is.  

 

 
433 Nie Hualing , The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing, p.582 
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Sangqing’s diary has described the cultural and historical dynamic China. Taohong’s letters describe 

her own perspective in facing a new continent in an unfamiliar and simple social environment which 

reveals facts about the contrast between China and the USA.  

 

Discussion:   Nie Hualing had said in one of the published versions in mainland China: “I am a 

traditional writer. Sangqing yu Taohong is an experiment work from a traditional writer which is out 

of the box”434.   “我是一个安份的作者。《桑青与桃红》是一个’安份’的作者所作出的一

个’不安份’的尝试。”
435  

 

Nie has broken up the traditional novel style and created her own unique and unexpectable voice 

which is why there are so many different versions that could influence reading quality. The full 

Chinese version (2009) and the English version (1981) had differences in contents and the 

translational style might affect my interpretation and your experience because parts of the 

translations are my own work.  

 

For practical reasons I decided to not choose the other three dairies Sangqing wrote about her 

different periods in her adult life in Peking, Taipei and USA before she was transformed into 

Taohong.  Lacking the analysis of the other three parts in Sangqing’s diary has definitively reduced 

the evidence from Sangqing’s experiences for her transformative suffering and growth. The reader’s 

understanding of the novel’s significance in the holistic perspective through the female protagonist’s 

life changes in different ages and the role with others in different spatial places. Meanwhile it was 

still a good decision to just focus on Qutang Diary to get a deeper understanding which covered my 

interest areas as I intended to do from the beginning, and it answered the questions as I originally 

expected.  

 

Nie Hualing has spoken frankly about her motive to write this book. In an interview by Mrs. Yao, 

she mentioned that she had studied a book by psychologist Karl Menninger Man against himself. 

She was so fascinated and got the inspiration to view everyone as having more or less Schizophrenia 

symptoms, and so does the country. She has used a good pure girl as an example to symbolize how 

human life looked like in the twentieth century in the world and how China’ s status looked like436. 

 
434 Translated by Ling Nyfelt  
435 Kang, Wancheng, 谈聂华苓《桑青与桃红》的象征意蕴, China Academic Journal Electronic Publishing house, 1994-2022, p.33 

436 Nie Hualing , The portraits from three lives 三生影像, Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing, p.566 
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Her comments provided evidence that Qutang Diary is valuable for the overall interpretation of the 

book.   

 

During close reading I realized that I struggled with the linguistic and dialect study, which meant I 

couldn’t bring some of the evidence into intertextuality analysis, but still they should be accounted 

for. The song of the finger guessing game has interesting words from dialects in China. In this case 

here, I chose not to pick it up as an intertextual reference or cultural symbol in my analysis, but they 

do deserve to be analyzed.  

 

In the translations from Chinese literature there is a risk of losing some of the language’s nuances, 

but this is unavoidable. For example, picking the names of this book in the analysis part.   

 

Using impressionistic interpretation techniques to analyze the texts was tending to an artistic 

analytical process which may give the illusion that the process was more subjective rather than 

objective. In my case I tried to frame my analysis objectively. Subjective understanding is an 

individual interpretation which is debatable.  

 

8. Future Study  

Firstly, many possibilities around this novel have several fields that I noticed and will mention.  

 

I will begin with complementary research that covers the other three parts that I didn’t pick up in 

this thesis so the research works with the same aim and question. We would get a more 

understanding with Nie’s personal writing style holistically in view of the historical and social 

changes from 1949-1970 of the special cultural factors in mainland China and Taiwan, and even a 

new situation for an Asian female immigrant who experienced cultural shock in the USA in the 

1970s.  Sangqing’s other three diaries took place in Peking (1948-1949), Taipei (1957-1959) and in 

the USA (1969-1970). Each part of the notebooks is just like an epic story and this essay cannot do 

them justice. The study of only the Qutang Diary will satisfy investigation to get a historical and 

cultural understanding for how Sangqing’s youth would reflect Sangqing’s new life as Taohong in 

the USA. Only with the study of all parts can Nie’s expressions for humanity be understood and 

appreciated in a holistic perspective!  
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Secondly, besides literary criticism, this book can also be analyzed through linguistics. Nie has used 

Hubei dialect in the dialogues of this novel and in effect, she has made the characters more lively and 

vivid.  

 

The comparative study supplies many possible ways that we can approach the analysis of Sangqing 

yu Taohong. For instance, we can study the common themes in Nie’s different books or we can 

compare her works with works of other contemporary Chinese writers.  

 

Furthermore, the study can expand to compare foreign literature and Nie’s literature because 

modernism and postmodernism have existed as international phenomena. Nie’s style has a Western 

and modernized imprint that indicate my research could have also considered the ways in which 

Chinese writers had been influenced by Western literature. In this area the Literature Rhetoric 

Method is the main area for studying Nie’s books. This approach examines how a writer handles the 

use of language in such a way to create some kind of special impact that influences readers. Such a 

writing style will include Foreshadowing 伏笔 ,  Antithesis 对照，Irony 反讽, etc.… is worthy of 

exploration.   
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一九六三年《一朵小白花》(短篇小說集)， 台灣文星書局。 

 《夢谷集》（散文集），香港，正文出版社。 

 《中國女作家小說選》（中譯英翻譯作品），香港， Heritage Press。 

一九六四年  《失去的金铃子》（長篇小說），台灣文星書局。 

一九六五年 《李還的皮包》(短篇小說集， 葡萄牙文)，智利 Editora Globo 出版社。 

 《失去的金铃子》（長篇小說），台灣文星書局。 

一九七二年  《沈從文評傳》（英文著作）美國，Twyne Publishers 出版社。 

一九七四年 《毛澤東詩詞》（與 Paul Engel 合譯,詳細歷史註解），英國， Wildwood Press; 

 法國 Editions Pierre Seghes出版社， 美國 Dell 出版社。 

一九七六年 《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說），香港友聯出版社。 

一九七七年 《失去的金铃子》（長篇小說），台灣文星書局。 

一九八零年  《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說），北京，青年出版社。 

 《王大年的幾件喜事》(短篇小說集)， 香港三聯書店。 

 《台灣軼事》(短篇小說集)，北京出版社。 

 《三十年後》（散文家），湖北人民出版社。 

《德莫福夫人》( Henry James) （英譯中翻譯作品），上海譯文出版社。 

一九八一年 《失去的金铃子》（長篇小說），北京，人民文學出版社。 

 《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說，英文）紐約 Sino Publishing Company 和 

 北京新世界出版社聯合出版。 

《美國小說選》（英譯中翻譯作品），北京出版社。 

《百花齊放文集》( Literature of the Hundred Flowers) （兩卷，合譯，編輯）， 

 美國，哥倫比亞大學出版社。 

一九八三年 《愛荷華札記》（散文集），香港，三聯書店。 

 《黑色，黑色，最美麗的顏色》（散文集），香港，三聯書店。 

一九八四年 《千山外，水長流》（長篇小說），四川文藝出版社。 
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一九八五年 《千山外，水長流》（長篇小說），香港，三聯書店。 

 《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說，南斯拉夫文），南斯拉夫。 

一九八六年  《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說），香港華夏出版社。 

 《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說，英文），倫敦。 

 《黑色，黑色，最美麗的顏色》（散文集），花城出版社;台灣林白出版社。 

一九八七年 《失去的金铃子》（長篇小說），台灣林白出版社。 

一九八八年 《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說），台灣， 漢藝色研文化事業有限公司出版社。 

 《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說，荷蘭文），荷蘭。 

一九八九年 《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說，英文）美國，Beacon Press。 

一九九零年 《人，在二十一世纪》（散文集），新加坡，八方文化企業公司。 

一九九一年 《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說，韓文），南韓。 

一九九六年 《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說），北京華夏出版社。 

 《千山外，水長流》（長篇小說），河北教育出版社。 

一九九七年 《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說），台灣時報出版社。  

 《鹿園情事》（散文集）台灣時報出版社;上海文藝出版社。 

一九九八年 《桑青與桃紅》（長篇小說，英文），美國 Feminist Press。 

二零零四年 《三生三世》（回憶錄），天津，百花文藝出版社。 

 《桑青與桃紅》(長篇小說)，太原北嶽文藝出版社。 

二零零五年《三生三世》（回憶錄），台灣，皇冠文化出版社。  

二零零七年《三生影像》（影文回憶錄），香港明報出版社。 

二零零八年《三生影像》（影文回憶錄），北京 生活讀書新知三聯書店。 

 ”聂華苓另編輯世界文學作品（和 Paul Engel 合编）共十二集，愛荷華大學出版社

(University of Iowa Press)出版，包括：《現代南韓詩選》、《現代中國詩選》、《現代俄羅斯詩選》、

《當代南斯拉夫詩選》、《現代保加利亞詩選》、《戰後日本詩選》、《世界文選》等。”438 

 
438 Nie, Hualing  Sangqing yu Taohong 桑青与桃红 , Mingbao publishing house and Singapore youth Publishing house , 2009, Hong 

Kong ( Chinese version in complexed characters) , p.405 
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• The name list for some of the Chinese Writers who participated the activities were organized by 

international writer´s workshop in Iowa, USA (1961-2010 439:  

Wang Meng 王蒙,  

Wu Zuguang 吴祖光  

Ding Ling 丁玲,  

Ai Qing 艾青,  

Wang Zengqi 汪曾祺,  

Xu Chi 徐迟,  

Gu Hua 古华,  

Zhang Xianliang 张贤亮,  

Chen Rong 谌容, 

A Cheng 阿城,  

Bai Hua 白桦,  

Liu Bingyan 刘宾雁,  

Bei Dao 北岛,  

Li Rui 李锐,  

Mo Yan 莫言,  

Yu Hua 余华,  

Ru Zhijuan 茹志鹃,  

Wang Anyi 王安忆,  

Liu Suola 刘索拉,  

CanXue 残雪,  

Chi Zijian 迟子建  

Su Tong 苏童,  

Bi Feiyu 毕飞宇 etc.….  

Few from Hong Kong were Dai Tian 戴天, Li Yi 李怡 and Pan Yaoming 潘耀明.  
The Taiwanese writers were  

Ya Xuan 痖弦, Zheng Chouyu 郑愁予，, Shang Qin,商禽 Chen Yingzhen 陈映真, Bo Yang 柏杨, Zhang 

Xianghua 张香华, Zhang Dachun 张大春, Gao Xinjiang 高信疆, Yang Kui 杨逵， Yang Qingchu 杨青矗, Wang 

Tuo 王拓, Qi Dengsheng 七等生, Li Ang 李昂, Luo Yijun 骆以军 

 

 

 
439Yao, Jiawei ”放眼世界文学心”, The portraits from Three Lives 三生影像， Sanlian Bookstore 三联书店, 2012 Beijing, p.564-

565 
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